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I .,00 FOREWARD

PART I NARRATIVE SUMMARY'

This Com prehensive integrated Report represeits a

.consolidation of the, findings Of the'survey of the ten. f

CETA Title III Urban Indian PriMe Sponsors vis1ted be.(.

tween August and December, 1976. Under Contract Number.

20-51-76-.53.

During the visits* each Prime Spontor, guided -

interviews,were conducted with a11 available personnel.

A prepared, standardized questionnaire (Appendix A) was

.used to insure that these' interviews wouldjrield'compar-

able data from each site so as to facilitate cross -site

comparisons and to aid in the identification of trends

in the development of Urban Indian Manpdwef Programs

'operationst.

Each individual Site Report followed the outline
,

of the questionnaire. This fomprehensive Integrated,

kepprt, likewise, iS organized around the same content'

. areas. 'Unlike the indivadual Site Reports, however,

this Comprehensive Integrated'Report attempts some evalua-
.

tion of4he finding's. /Evaluation' is essential' as a pre-
_

liminary steptto the design of a model IndiAn Manpower,

Program which, is to be derived from'thege findings and from

the way they coincide with CETA goalstnd objectives.

oil'
foci
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I.01 _BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The urban environments for the sites visited range

.in size from cities of 35,000 (WiOita) to 3,000,000 (Los

kAngeles) population. (The Indian populations' served range,

from 1,500 to an estimat60,000, Most of the Prime

Spoors 'serve a population,of betWeen §,on to 18,000'

Indians. (Buffalo, Dallas, Minneapolis, Phoenix, Portland

and Seattle).
.)

The Indian population iS,'.everywhere',' a very small .

minority of the general population, ranging from .01%.

.(in Los Angeles) to 2% in Bismark, North Dakota. .The'

tribal affiliations of the service populations range from

almost 100% one group (Chippewa in Minnesota) to splintered

fragments of many-groups (150 tribes represented in Seattle;

-for example).
-0
Despite the .Kide cultural and physical diversity of

Indian people in the various geographical loca4ons in'the

.U. 8.; there are certain charaCteristics sharedwby all.
_14+

PrOminent amoni these characteristics is the heavy in-and-
.

out miiratian.ipattern,of Indians f reservations to cities

and 'back again. .

.
-

This tigratory pattern makes it extremely difficult to

'obtain accurate statistical data on the Indian'population to,
. .

served. It is uniformly the belief at all sitesvisited,

02 8
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. .

however, that census data significantly underestimites the'
..--- .

.. . s
actual Indian population. Degpite,the fact that -census data

'
v . - 1

41 ',is Very important to indiavgKoups, affecting the allotment
-

,

of fUnds for various programs, only one-si'fe had conducted

a serious count of Indians in its service area and none'had

developed any plans to help.insur,. greater accuracy for the
.

198.0 census.,

The 'Ilifting nature of the target population is

garded by most Indian Prime Spodsors as a serious deterrent

to 'planning. Holever, there is some evidence (speciPtcally

in Dallas) thai, despite the continual in-out migration, the

number- and make -up'Of the Indian popUlation remains stable

in a given city... I

ft
A

In Most_of the sites,visited, the Irian opulation was

gathered within,relatively well-defined-neighborhoods. III
.
.

t
, ,

the cities, this turns out to be advantageOus for the fun-
.

ctioning of the center, giving Indians easy accesseto a center

locate4 within its eighborhood, and hqpin$ it become a part

of the Indian. community. d -

On the other hand, these neighborhoods are usually in

older parts of town and reflect the poverty and isolation'-of.

the'Indians from the general population.' It is not evident

how much of this in-gathering of Indians into neighborhoods

is'due to negative bias on the part of the general populace,

how much is.due to widespread poverty among Ihdians, and how

much is due to a preferende for being among one's own kind.

. 03
9 11%
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It is likely that all of these 4korces are lat work.

Mast ;of the cities, visited have urban transportation

problems which are exacerbated for.IndianS because the
Ai

neighborhoods whexe they live tend to haye poor 'connections N)

to work sites.

Another il.despread.characteristic of the Indian popula-
r 4

tionis its generally.low level of educational attainment.

In general, approximately 50% Of the adult population has not

graduated ,from high school.

Othercharacteristics of the Indian people, reported,
1

at all sites visited, isthe difficulty many of them experience

' ,

with city 1 fe in technologi.cal society. The lack of know-
.

I-ledge Of the:world.of work, ignorance of employer expectations,
f

and difficulty in''living by e clock -time standards of

commerce and, Industry, all militate against biaity to cope

-

with. job demands., Over and over, reports inrudecomments.

,
about, the need to pr vide in/deptW h orientation and attitudinal

re-trainirk, in order to prepare Indian peopleoto take their
.

_

.

.
.

.

place in the 'mainstream world o'f worklany of them need

.

assisVande.ip Iearning elementary rules of Personal hygiene
. .

and grooming, how to fill out application forms; how 'to con-

:
duct themselves at job interviews, art why it is necessary to

4
show up-for work regularly and on time, or to report in when.

.absence is unavoidable,

It.is'a rarity for Indian people to-regard work as a

means of self - fulfillment. Nor do many conceive that a match

'04
10 naci
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t , ', . 4
between their abilities.and the requirements o a 5obimight- ..

result in finding satisfying work. There iscontiadic'foy-

L.

evidence an this point, however. It.is reported frectuently

that applicants for direct placement at CETA III Centers

nearly always express a willingness to take any work that is

available. When they leaVe, after a short time, on the 'job;

howeveT, theyjjust as often attribute their leaving to, lack

of. interest in the work:

Anotter characteristic -44 the Indian reportecUatall

sites is a high ra,e of alcoholism. At one site (Portland)'.

it was reported that 95% of the CETA applicantS had' roblems
4.

related to alcohol consumption serious enough to affect jab

performance, at leastpart of the time.

\\, At all sites, drinking was mentioned as a signific6t

factor in poor job performance, accounting for a high pro-
4

portion of employee'abtenteeism. At lease 70% of Ole work-

ing ,a
\ing age-male Indian population has a drinking problem affect-

inging employability., The figures. on female alcoholism are not'

aS However, in Phoenixt- more Indian women than men'

are artestei0 and jailed for drunkenneSsie

Such reported rates of alcoholism must surely affect
, , lb'

the probability of success of any ,CETA III Prime SOgnsor.

Although the lack of detailed follow-up aatakes it im-

possible to-determine just: what this effe6t i4, it is likely
. .

that it is importaA\factor inth ,rates of job re-w

tention2yreported by all the sites vi d.
,

A / ..

.'
, )

,
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'There can he little dOubt.th,af the high rate of
. - 7 ' ts 4 ' : [ . - \

.A., ..
f .

. -

alcahol,consumption by. -InchaliSrof-work'invage is 1 factor

to be,addessed 6y any manpower training programaimed at
.

.
,

help_ing this;:grodp gain.entryinto,,the tanistr4am of
. . -

I

American economic,life. .1

1.02 'ECONOMIC DATA

.0

' V
s

An outstanding charetteriStic of theIndian population

at all sites visited is its poverty and economic hopeless
.

. .

ness. At no site was there less"tklan 25% oT the Indians
.

. .

. - .

. families living-on imes below the poNZty level. In-the
(.. - .

case of families with women as head of households; the- pro-

portion is nearer to 70%.

Unemployment is N.01-at allTocations,. ranging from +

/three to five timeas high as that of the general popula-
-

tion in the same locale. UnemplOyment rafesfof 30% to 40%,

are the rule; r4ther than the exception. 'In some instances,
, .

unemployment raths of 50% to 60i are reported.

4
For all practical purposes, there no tore of

Indian businesses that could form-a stable Souroe of employ%

ment for Indian people: 'While this situation-omises,to

change in, the Northwet, with' the advent of the Alaskan-

corporations, no other place, visited showed significant

/ ,Indian entrepreneurial activity. Some small businesseS

exist but these are few and rarely employ more-than one or

two- people other than the.proprietor.

Likewise, the low levels of dducationpl attainment.

cs
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militate againgt the development, of a cadre of managerial,
,

administrative or pOfessj.onal personnel. 'While,there
.

weTe,three ?Ites in which, heads of CETA III 'Programs were
-

. 4
4

professkaitals' (teaching, social work and law were :repi4esent,- .
. - t ..,

.. ed)., 'no. site was headed by. in individual with'a prior.,.

.

history of -Slibstantial administrative or managerial'respons-.
.

ibility or experience:,

4; .

,,The dearth -of aVaflable4Indian_entref)reneurs or

managers undoubtedly both reflects and influences the general--
ly low economic status of Indians av all locations visited. :

1.03 GENERAL INFORMATION ON PRIME,SPONSORS

nie majority 'of the CETA, III Programs visted(w.ere

part of established Indian.Centers.. Abode of these had been
c

part of. the Iildian -community for many yeari. Othersewere .

relatively new.. Still others were organized specifically in

. order to .ebtain.CETA.III funds. All were Indian'a4ministered

and all were new to the employment and training field.0
: :!101'

0
Those program's within eStablished,t

purpose serrvice centers were both assisted and hampered...in
s.

the impiementatipn of CETA III Programs.- Assistance comes

mainly in the, form outreach and recruitment feliictiOn's.

Clients are' attracted by any re of a riety.of services
,

including family assistance, health care, senior citizen

lunch programs, food stamp, distribution, al'c'ohol
0

tion programs, yotah programs, scholarship assistance, sports

07 .
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,activikies: child care, a'rts and crafts programs, museum

&plays, pow-lOws and other ceremonies, as well as/

through 4 variety of othefsocial:arid cultural activities.

Nat all multi-purtsose.centers provide all these
.

services, :of course,- but the drawing power, of any or, all of

these prOgr'ams serves to bring people into the centers

'-where they subsequently find out about and, in some instances,

'avail themselves'of themanpower,services available through

.CETA III.

Theprior existence of other operational programs

has-,sometmes hindered the manpower programs throuloa carry-
_

over of attitudes and procedures more appropriate to charit-,t
able activities than to the development of the self-Erection

andPersonal responsibility basic to benefiting frmi emplOy-

menV and training opportunities.

'In,some centers, legislatively established CETA goals

and objectives appear to have been misunderstood, misinter-

preted, or redefined b), staff more familiar with non -CETA-

likelike operational programs. In some cases this has resulted
* '

'in the use of CETA-'funds to deliver services that are not

in,total complia4te with the, rules and regulations governing
44.144

specific program activities or that do not conform with the

-intent of CETA legislation.

In most of the sites visited, regardless of whether

;they were lotated in citiesof 35,000 or 3,00,0,00.0 the

manpower, program was initiated in and was an outgrowth of

naci
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these pre-existing Inpan organizations.

,In many instances, the availability of TA-Title

III funds-hays changed these organizatiang original emphasis

.

and has generated internecine political disputes and power

struggles td gain control over available monies. Sometimes
. .

the struggle has been.internal, rebated to actionai dis-

pUtes within the organization. Often it has generated

hostilities among the several or many Indian organizations

An a' particular locale. 9

Almost all the centers visited hddeither experienced

or were still embroiled in such politital in-fighting.

This energy-draining ac4ivity, combined with thrlack of

expertise in the manpower field and the difficulty of

shifting focus from previously404tablished operational pr6

grams, has resulted in a blurring of legislatively- mandated.
( .

CETA goals and
\

nd objectives at most of the centers. Specifically,

these factors have influenced the'allocation of slots in
.

the operational_ programs and the use of Work Experience (WE)

and Public Service Employment (PSE) slots to placate Indian

organizations, by providing them with CETA-supported staff.
A

ID.0'physical plants occupied,by Prime Sponsor orgamizl-

tiOns vary from old, make-do buildings (as in Boston, Dallas

4nd Phoenix) to beautiful; Modern, city-owned structures

specifically built for local Indian-organizations .(as in

Wichita and Minneapolis).

O9
15 naci
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,f3.00 ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT ,

.,
,'

I.

.Nal

As has already bee entioned, itappears that there

is a dearth of available tra ed managerial /administrative,

personnel among Indian-groups.at all the sites visited.
.

There is little doubt-that those who thave.been function-

ing in these roles at the Sites are sinceec are willing tc)

work hard, and have strong desires to help their fellow

Indians: MoSi, however, lack the expertise to carry out

the traditional managerial factions of planning -, directifig,
P

controlling and evaluating,prdgram

At every site visited, a-need for technical assistance

was expressed. At times the emphasis was on the'need for

assistance in implementing the operational programs, At

other times, the need for assistance in managetent techniques'

/

was stressed. This latter need is becoming more pressing,

with ONAP's -demands for management by objectives at centers

where HEW is supplying admiInistrative funding (which

nearly all the centers visited).

2.01 PLANNING

To sgmeextent planning, is hampered by the lack of

accurate, detailed, current; statistical info mation on the

'characteristics of the Native American work force. Without

this knowleage it is difficult to,,establish priorities, set

goals andformulate objectivps,.

10
-16 . .triad
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The heavy in-out migration patterns pr sent dictficult

methodological problems for - both the gathering ofdata and

the related plinning processes.
#

While the-. difficulties of coping with these problems

is acknowledged, there is little evidence at any.of the

sites that Ijidian Prime Sponsors are trying to solve these

problems.
*

Where efforts'hive-been made (at one site) to do any

objective analysis of the needs of the local Indians, there

is-no evidence that' the findings have been incorPor*ated in

the Oranning process.

. no instance was there evidence that'follow-up

data (i.e. knowledge of the results_of program operations,
s

_was integrated into the plannink-process.)

FOr the most part, Planning such as it is, pe ters

around the preparation of the annual proposal to Depa ent

of Labor. Even here, thellack of adequate data based on

the needs_t_potentialities and preferences of the target

population or, ,indeed,

lack of ability or infor ation'to perform' outcome .analyses,

its size and characteristics, the

and the pressures from rival. Indian organizations, all cam-
,

bine to make for politiciz d decision-making selectiong and

allocaiion of funds to alternative delivery systems. In

two of the centers,, planners have been recent additions to

' the staff. In neither instance are 'their activities, re-

sponsibilities, or- jurisdictions defined. It altears most

a
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likely to be forthcoming froM other staff members, since they

are even more lacking in background and training than the

planNr... It remains to be seen how.well this individual

will 'define his position and,how he will interface with the

, rest of management in the- planning process. Planning is

ah area in which technical assistance is badly needed.

2.02 STAFFING

,w .

The sta fing situtfion,at most ofthe-sites visited ------

\ )

is beset with roblems. In many instances, director's of

the C8TA III ManpoWer Programs have been the focus of ,re-

verse 'politicakattack. -.In getting programs initiated,

they have invariably aroused animosity 'from contleting groups

and have had to. -make unpopular 4cisions. In several in.-,
-stances the founding director has-resigned, once the pro-

.

gram Was under Way, ins -the hope of'removing himself as a
'4

political irritant, -,and of promoting harmony among Indian

organizations and; most importantly, .to preserve his own

peace:o mind.

Another difficulty, in sta g is the lack of a
- k

pool of available, ell:trained, tive American managers

and technidians in the employment and training field. It

- appears that many. f.the best 'qualified Indians are working

for muniCipalitte or for other government agencies, where

1.""-

alarips'and secu y benefits are more attractive than

those provided by CETA III Prime ,Sponsors:

I218s
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a feW technically trained people' ,filled some

'staff positiolt on PSE slots, many staff members are oil

WE slots. . WE people, by definition, are inexperienced

and can only be kept IrCtheir pbsktions' tot shottperiods
-

of tine. ,.In general,-at all sites (with the notable

exception of Phoenix and'Minneapolis) turnover rates have

been high at all levels of staff.
0.

Given sufficient -4unds-to pay competitive salaries-'

and fringe benefits, CETA III Prime Sponsors would be

more likelz to attract and hold' more experiencg 'staff.

Given the lack of available exierienced Indian personnel,

Native American Prime Sponsors might find it beneficial

to hire expgr,ienced non-Ihdian personnel,, with the s'picific

intent of having them -train Indians to function at appro-
.

-priate levels of Competency.

Problems related to neoptism in staffing have beefi

common. in the history ,of a number:of-ill'e centers. For

the most part,' these problems have been resolved. Today,

in an attempt to insure objectives and even-handed treat 2j-m-\

ment, most of the progiams havg developed job descriptions

and personnel-' policies- governing hiOngfiring, prAmotion,

,

grievance procedures and general developed or are-in the,_

process of developing Performance Evaluation 4ttviews, but

few centers have had much experience ivith:them:because of

the rapid turnover of personnel. 7'.

3
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2 . 03 %CONTROL 4

The most pommon means of control is the staff meeting..

In most centers mee 'nklaire held on a weekly basis. In
,

4

most centers there may b weekly'meetings of supervisory,

lever personnel and weekly meetings of each supervisor with

his subordinates.- In smallycenters, meetingS may involve'.

the.entire -staff.

as.

.

.

, . .

In other centers; control is exercised through direct- .,,,

wd

Yves issued br,the director4to any Sand all staff members,.

, .

')
1.

A;

One center uses.a %,reekly actiVity report as a basic control`

mechanism.

At all thesites visited, however, meaningful, control

was hampered by the tack of clearly stated objectives or

work outlines . Without th'erii,- it "i's 'difficult

. ,

whether cont;o1§ are effectively.keePing the program

"on target".

Sign-in-/and sign -out sheets and time clocks are used
/ .

as a means of insuring that staff members'are on time and
"..

.

at work. ,In some instances, this control technique clearly
,t, .

has the, additional function of informing all other staff.
.

members of an individual's whereabouts. In these cases,

ihe control techniqte appears t be more'a matter of 'main-

taining lines of communicatio among, staff personnel,

especially between office-based employees and those t at

spend consiprable time in the field.

In one case, the technique is felt as repressive to-

staff members who are rarely given permission to work in
A
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in the-field, while still being required to maintain rigid

time accounting procedures-
, .

In no instance was control exercised through the
t , . .

establishment of work objectives andjor time-based plans'

for individual staff meMbers Ce.g., numbers of individuals

counseled Or number of potential employers Ina

given period octime). Even in the instance where activity

reports are 'required, no- standards or'performancegoals

provide a base line,against which to'gauge the.acceptabily ,

o the activity reports, to provide a means of problem
. ,

11

4

ti

identification, or to fdsteriprobleM, solving should performance

goals not be met.

2.04 IMPLEMENTATION

P ,

While most of the Prime Sponsors have attempted to
. .

.
implement the program mix outlined in the Comprehensive .

. 4

(

Mi power Plan (CMP), few of them have givep equal attention

to all of them.

Characteristically, On-the-Job-Training Programs
. . -ftlia

I

(OJT) are, the least developed. This is, in part, due to'

the ctiaraeteristic lack-of connection with the leaders of

the private sector. (This lack is discUSSed_in the follow-

ing section on Policy Boards). In part, lack of OJT

'strength is also due ta real-or perceived competition with

,r municipal,; Eounljr...raNd state Prime gponsprs in the area.

a

In part, the lack isdue to conditions Of, recession

particularly in cities like Seattle_ and Buffalo, lyith high

had
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e

unemployment rates and tight. trade union controls dyer
f

available jobs.

Lack of development of OJT programs is probably

attributable, to, _some .degree, to the reluctance of

American Indians in approaching the white community.

Classroom training also is under emphasized at about

, half of the sites.yisited. There is considerable feeling,

at these sites, that many Indian' learners have difficUlty

keeping up with the paceof instruction at public schools,

or that they are handicapped in learning because of their

social isolation from non-Indian claismateS.

Some Sponsors try to overcome these,difficulties by

establiping instructional programs of their own; others

try to emphasize other training opportunities. There

seems to be a trend to make'greater'use,of CT slots alloc-

ated to Indians by municipal Prime Sponsois.

Public Service Employment (P,SE).and Work Experience
.

(WE) (particularly the latter) are the programs Si.ven,

heaviest attention. 1110' fi

PSE and WE, by definition, involve work in the non-

profitprofit sector, and the emphasis on these programs is_a way

of avoiding approaching the private, profit-oriented

(more competitive) world. ,

Characteristically, PSE and WE slots are assigned

to Indian orgInizations. In addition to-their usefulness

as a means of'avoiding contact with the-core community,

1 22
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they.are.also ways o f meeting political pressures ,mod

demandsin the Indian community.

0
The justification offered for the heavy emphasis on

WE is th* 'it provides a non-threatening, supportive

environment in each Indian people can learn' to' deal with

$demands such as 'promptness, dependability, grooming, personal

hygiene, and appropriate dress on the job. Rarely do WE

slots provide any systematic, job-related training. Often

they bear little relationship xo prior schooling or training

by WEE employees. Most WE slots are clerical or janitorial

tott.

in nature.

The way in which the program mix is determined appears

to be arbitrary. In no instance was there' a justification

available or a report given. of the rational basis farj

planning a particular program mix.

In addition to the four program .areas outlined in the

CMP,most Prime Sponsors offer direct Yob placement,services

At some sites this activity receives heavier emphasis than
tt

1 any of the four program areas.-

While some use is made of the Employment Seiwice Job

Bank and'aptitude_testing capabilitfeg, there is widespread .

disaffection expressed toward the E6ployment Service. It

was frequently. stated thai'Indian job applicants are not

understood, not give fair treatment, are "lost" at the

.'Employment Service, or are simply reluctant to apply.

117
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At only one sit (Seattle),Ihowever, was there any

attempt to' have anEmployment Service employee "outposted"

to the Prime Sponsor's location and this person did not

function as part of the CETA program. At.no other site

was any recognition given to the p6ssible waste of resource&

cipicilved in duplication of services provided by another

agency.

At'one site (Minneapolis), direCt.placement, in the

form of a Day Labor program, is the most heavily-emphasized

component and serves more clients than all the other compon-

ents combined, despite its doubtful compliance with DOL's

CETA III

As a genetal rule, program functions are coorlimated
o

in a rudimentary fashion, primarily through the data

generated to prepare required Department of Labor Quarterly

Reports and, the annual proposal instrument. Data forms and

reporting formatyused within the systems are not generally

integrated for the purposes of management direction and

control or operational planning.
.._

*
It may be that if DOL devised Quarterly Report forms

and outlines for propoAai instruments (and DOL provided

training,in their prqper use) ,den &ded ra er attention

to managerial functions (e.g. planning, d Tectioh, control,
a Ct4 0

evaluation) the operational- programs.of.Indian'Prime Sponsors

could be materially improved and a start made in the

1 8
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.developnent of a cadre of managerial personnel among native

Americans which wduid.have far-reaching effects on their

incorporation into'the economictlife of the 14atioll. This

recommendation must be looked at closely as most centers

are experiencing difficulty with the level of reporting

presently required.

2.05 'DIRECTION

Direction consistently occurs prom top to bottom.

Only in Portland (through Staff Development Prograps) were

channels established for encouraging staff participation

in the management of the-Manpower Programs. Significantly,

/V
only in Portland have new programs been 'initiated -and new

funding sources been obtained by non-administrative staff

menbers.

,About half of the Prime Sponsors have a Policy and

Procedure Manual either distributed to or available to
p.

their employees. One Sponsor has a manual but it is not

made accessible to'employees.` Others have some policies'

and procedures spelled out'bu,t do tot regard them as

sonstitutinga ManUal,.and, distribute only thoie portions

considered relevant to a particular'individual's job.

All sites appear to be attempting to fc5rmulate policies

and procedures to insure even-handed treatment of.all

employees and to guide supervisory staff in their rela'ti'on-

ships with employees.

, I.

1 P
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Policy and procedure manuals- tend .to contain:
,. 4

o liting and firing procedures (a1way. includingi '

1 anti-nepotism regulations) \.,

o grievance procdures

o pay scales and"ay increments permitted,'

r
o employee evaluation. guidelines

absence and vacatiOn policies

p job desccipt ions. '

4
Occasionally, the Manual'will contain a statement of

the philosophy of the Prime Sponsor organization, and organi-
t

zatibn chart (with its implied chain of-command), rules'
,-

governing. election or assignment to membership in the Board

of Directors, or similar materials:
4

Even in those instances where policies, procedures

.

and accompanying forms spell out peribdic employee evaluations,

Prime Sponsors indicated that the policies were loosely

followed, if at all.' Examination of employee folders seldom

showed records of systematic'evaluations: Whether this
(

is because employee'turnover leaves few individuals in place
...,/
long enough for semi-annual or annual reviews,.or whether

employees are not evaluated for othereasoni, is not known.
1

fn all instances, employees filing 'PSE or WE'slot4

are said'to be subiedt to the'samv policies, procedures

and' rules.governing regular employees of the Sponsor. Where

operational programs other than Manpower Program is .a pd-rt
c

'0.26
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a

.,of a Prime,Sponsor'S:activity., employees in all'programs are
y v.

'said to be governed by the same 'policie* and procedures. It.

is not known whether all are subject to the salary limitations

imposed by DOL, however-.
.

2.06 POLICY BOARDS' i11

In all instances, the Prime, Sponsor's Board of Directors

is said' to, be theyoliay=making body- for the.CEIA III Program.

In some sites, the Board of Directors (or an individual .

member or a committee of .the.B6ard) has taken over or become

Wolved in. administrative detAls'im instances where

operational problems were being experienced or where a

program is "between directors". At some sites, adtrong

driector leads"the Board, thus managing the establishment

of policyPas well as its implementation.

In all instances, the organization chart shows the

Sponsor's chief executive as answering directly to the
.

:Board.' Inmost pistances, the Boafd's Ippfdval is .requited1
befdre any employeg is,hired,or fired.

Dissension within Boards of Direct() land"ietween
..41.., ,

the Board an3 the Sponsor's chief executIvehave*been
.

frequent enough to warrant attention. Again, the Politic41
, -

situation at some sites, where various Oldian organizaAiOns
4 ,,

. . vs

were vying for control -of Manpower Program funds, is: seen

4 ' '

- . as a prime factor in the disputs; rather than any'. ,,
. ,

.

. ,

',fundamental differences 'in philosophy or Olception of
,?, _. .

, ..

how the prbglim should be run:
.



Probably as a consequence,

to be pcilitically "balanced" (i:e

of various Indianorganizations').

Boardm of Directors tend

. to include representatives"

This political "balance"

is- Interpreted as meining that the Board is "representative

ofthe. Indian community. Whether this is a correct assump-

tiOn or not, is not known.

In general, membership in the Board of Directors is

obtained by one or a combination of the following methods:

election by the Sponsor's membership (usually

membership involves sitply, signing up and

claiming at least,1/4 Indian blood)

electionor-appointment by the Board or
.

general membership of other Indian organization(s)

in the community

,filing a petitiOn ttr-canclidacy that requires a

set number of signatures of the Sponsor's

membership and standing for election by a

,geographica or ether sub-group of the Prime

Sponsor
,

appointment'bykthe Board itself to fill a of:Cy,

enlarge'its:membership, or 'to replace an unaccept-

able member.

Board members generally s'erve staggered terms A office

to insure continuity to the Board's funcfioning.
,

';In no instance is qt*ification. for Board membership

determined bylOviden ce of administra-tive managerial, pro-
, 1

,

.;
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fessionar, or other relevant expertise of ex erience.

1
,

Perhaps to compensate for
.

this lack of experienced

bact&ound in Board membeis; allew of the Prime SpOnsors have

initiated Board Training Pfograms. For the most part,- this

training is obtained from outside consult g firms.

Boards are usually required to mee on a monthly ba'sis

but tend to meet more often when the Sponsor is experiencing
?

/

problems. At these meetings minutes are generally, but not

always, kept and parliamentary procedUre; are, more or less,

followed. It was reported by a number of Primes that Board

meetings have, at times, grown acrimonious and even violent.,

NoW mo
v. butInot all; Sponsors no longer are experiencing

this 'kind off, d4ficalty.

It-is most customary for Boards to have six taten

members and to elect their own officers.

As a rule; a Board will act as a whole. In a few.

instances,, the Board will workthrough a committee structure.

Where, they exist," -the most common committees are: Exegutive,

Finance, and Personnel Committees%

'Although -they are not mandated-under CETA Tile III,

most of the Prime Sponsors 'visited. have.triedlto create
c .

' Manpower Advisory BoardS, for the most part,-to,provide .

advice on employment, and "training po icy matters and on
., ' .! )

,-.. 4.progrdtMatic issues. ,
.-

,Unfortunately, theAdvisory Boards,. comprised almost

,../ 4 -- - , .
.

exglusively of Indian members and.of representatives'oT '

other'social service or coirmunity based organizations,
"IP
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No.

either duplicate or coMpe;e with the Boards of 'Directors,
.

on the one hand,.or serve little useful purpose on the other,

except- in-that appointthents may, again serve as, means of

placskting Or enlisting support from individuals or organiza-

tions that might otherwise be active in opposition to the.

Manpower Program.

No CE7A III Prime SpOnsor intbrviewed'has taken the
ok

approach of enlisting Advisory Board members,from potential

employers in the private sector or from various, experts-in

the local professional community. Because of this, the Sponsors

have underutilized available local human'reSources. These'

could be used to aid in job development and job placement,

to obtain recognition and support from the wider community,

to provide technical assistance in areas ranging from'

accounting to psychological testing, from screening of

applicants to training of staff, to donate services or even

funds for expansion of_Sponsor aGtivities.

In this area, as inothers, the Prime Sponsors seem
,

to impose a social Lsolation upon themselves through this

reluctance to deal with thee white majority, or with other,

non Indian groups.

There are two notahlft exceptions to this tendency
1

toward exclusion ,of the core community from CETA III Sponsor

activities. Both Wichita and Minneapolis have obtiined

beautiful physital plants from city and other government

funding programs. Minneapolis, whil01re4uiid to maintain

. . .
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a minimal relationship with City CETA I programs or other

city functionaries,M1c4i-ti, on the other hand, actively
\

solicits wide community support, has made association with

its, museum a prestigious activiTy.for the, socially _prominent,

actively solicits support from city and State CETA I Sponors,
.

and has employed experienced'"Inglos" to set up programs

'and to 'train Indian personnel to take over.

2.07 FISCAL MANAGEMENT,

All Prime.Sponsors require at least two,ersqns to

sign checks disbursing CETA 11r funds.

All require teachers';t schools and supervisors at
4

work to countersign time sheets.for CETATII clientswqbt

ing support from the Program.

Our investigations did not delve into the details of

Fiscal Management Systems. We did,nOt, for example, determine

ihow -closelk a Program's actual expenditurds coincided with
.

; ..

. those planhed or how disceepalicies were handle

3.00 OPERATIONAL SYSTEMS

administratively.

3.01 OUTREACH, RECRUITMENT, ASSESSMENT.AND SELECTION

Outreach .and recruitment is most successfully carried

out, at all sites; by "moccasin telegraph", Word pf mouth

communication in the Indian community is the primary source

of applicants to the CETA Mahpower.PrograM.

This is, true for all the sites visited.

How the word gets around is only partially knowh.
, -
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,

whether it selectively reaches those Most likelyto benefit
0

from Manpower Training Programs or whether it reaches out

only-randomly into-the Indian community is not known at all.

One of the primary communication methods that feeds in-

to the "moccasin telegraph" is the involvement af CETA staff
/ I

personnel with Indian cultbral, political,-and social

organizations and activities. By being'"joiners", each

feeds into a communication network informally 1 and has

access-to more formai-communication through-announcements

at meetings, through posters and notices mounted on head-
,

quarters: bulletin boards, and through news releases published

in 'Indian newsletters -and other publications.

.It apparently does not 'take long for the word to ,

spread that money is available for ManpoWer4Training

Programs. But it, is alSo not clear. that all individuals,

responding -to this news are those who are seriously interest-

ed in obtaining training in Order td.gb,to
4

Every program site visited (with the possible exception

of, Bismark, where very speeia .cdnditiohs prevail) has

reported the necessitOof instituting checking protedures

. to eliminate a significant number of "program-hoppers"

who are adept at obtain n assistance but who do not make

good use of it.

_Apparently to many "program-dependent Indians", the
4

word thwe'iets out makes them believe that .the CETA III

p
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program is another source of getting a "handout". Few

of these people succeed in getting enrolled into CETA IIJ

Employment and Traiping Programs. It would 'be interesting

k
to determine whether "moccasin telegraph", compared to'

other outreach and recruitment techniques, reaches a
4)

ireater or fewer number of recruits who respond genuinely,.

to the intent of the Program.

,Other outreach and recruitment techniques aimed

exclusively at the Indian-population included the'usual

Public Rela ons methods such as:

sp aki;ng at Social, cultural, and other

organizatiobal gatherings

o making space available at the Manpower Program
. -

Center for a variety of'Indian activities

o distributing flyer's to Indian-household

o preparing and displaying posters.at ocal

'shops, housing developments, clubs

o talking on InAdhan.radio program.

'Techniques used Eo inform a wider community, including

but not limited to Indians, includes!

appearing on radio and television talk shows

o distributing news releases to- local- newspapers

and other news media

o publicizing specific events, such as receipt

of DOL funding or appointment of a new CETA

27
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staff member, or theestablishment of new

headquarters.

As has already been mentioned, t1e inclusion of the

CETA III Manpower Program in a pre-existing, multi: service

Indian organization provides a wider outreach capability

into`the na-fice American community.

In Phoenix, this possibility-is maximized by 'the
-

installation of a Central Intake Unit. Individuals,Coming.

K

to the Center,for any of a number of different-kinds of

services offered are. thus easily refiked topanpower

services, when these appearto be'nee4d.-

In Minneapolis, this appears to be minimized by the

physical and operatidhal separation of programs at the

Center, the lack of identification of program locations,

and the fact that referrals are feig because of lack' of
4

coordination of the various program activities or of a

central information unit. V

When the Indian Center-becomes a focug for activi-

ties with city-wide interest and impact, the Manpower

Program becomes' widely known and referral sources come

more widespread.
;

In Wichita, for example, the museum openings are

social events for the elite of the city and for those

elements in the community with ,cultural and artistic,

interests. These include people of influence in the

83
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economic, academic and social life of the" ity who have
\

many contacts and .are in a position to maiee.referrals- to

the Program.

Inlinneapolis, the Center has become a place visited

by school childetn on field trips who are learning about
A

Indian life and art today and in the past. The school

thus becomes a source of referrals. .

For.the most part, ?the various CETA*III Programs

have indicated that they have-more clients than they can

halidle. Consequently, they have_ not. felt it necessary

to place a-major effort on outreach and recruitment.

'While a few sites report contact with referral sources

such as the Empl6yment Service, Changaers of Commerce,
,

Welfare Agencies, and'CETA I. Primes,, it was our impression

that few referrals are actually obtained from these sources,

'that liaison is actually,quite tenuous or,non7existent

-a most sites. Health agencies and churches sem to be

more aCtive-referral,sources bbt no data was available

from any of the sites on which sources, of referrals were

moreroductive or which sources referred applicantg

most likely to succeed in the training programs. None

of ,the sites wen tabulating or analyzing this type of

data.

Intake activities at all sites are focused on

determining client eligibility, in.accordance with CETA

guidelines. 4 .

naci



At nearly all sited the application form provid

the basic information required for the Quarterly Report

to DOL.

While receptionists may help clients fill out

application forms, only at one site is there an Intake,

Worker who is in a position to determine. eligibility. At

this site (Phoenix) all eligible applicantsare required

to fill out a detailed medical history and to attend an

orientation session befoie being assigned to an employment/.

training counselor. At all other sites counseling occurs

as, soon as possible after the client co'mpletes an applica-

tion form. Determination of eligibility is usually made

at thiS initial counseling session, which also, typically,,

informs the client about the CETA Program and the services

it is able to offer. 4

''At-nearly all sites there is a strong resistance' to

the use of standardized tests to_ assess levels of proficien-

cy cy or potential_of applicants. They are rarely, .if ever,

used even 'prior to referral to Basic Education, ESL or

GEV Programs. Tests tend to be regarded-as biased against

Indians. There seems to,be widespread misinterpretation

of the psithological concept of "culture fair" testing

which arose from'the indiscriminate use. of intelligence

tests standardized on white middle class- populations,

to assess the intellectual capacity of peopl's other

naci
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. than thit group (e.g. rural, loweimclass, efhnic,Or racial

minorities).

The recognition'that such intelligence tests tended

to underestimate intellectual potential in some groups has

been indiscriminately applied to aptitude and interest

testing as well.. 6

These latter tests, however, address themselves to

work-related abilities. And-since Indians and other minori-

ties are in the same world of work as other. Americans, the

requisites for successful work-related performanCe are the

same.

It appearsto us to be more prejudicial toward Indian

men, for example, to be indiscriminately assigned to such

"traditional" occupational training as welding, auto-body,

auto-mechanics and upholstery, than if they were tested

to'defermine theiraptitude and interest pattern before-

hand.

Only one site (Portland) has sent a staff member for

special training to the Employment Service, in order t

help overcome tho anti-test feelings by having testing done'

on-site by a qualified Indian individual who can administer

and interpret a number of standardized tests (e.g. the

-GATB) they feel it has helped to overcome the anti'-test

feeling.. A few of the other sites claim that they use

testing services provided by their local Employment Service.

31
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Spot checks of client folders, admiti"etly non-

representative, did not reveal any test data, except dt

-the Portland site.

Assetsment of client-,interests and aptitudes is
ti

- 'Onerally based on a work history and on face -to -face

discussion b tween client and counselor. While employa-

bility planning is, supposedly, taking place and nearly

all sites have forms to assist in'doing it, there-is a

strong impression that very little real employability

planning is taking -place. -Expediency, maximizing turn:.

over of slots, "trtditenal" thinking, and a woefully

inadequate knowledge of occupational choices, seem to

rlikit severely the placement Qf applicants in training

_ pro'grams as well as in

I

Three sites (Boston, Wichita and Buffalo) which empha-

size Classroom Training Programs and are willing to sup-
.

port, longer, term training, seem also to be supporting

more diverse types of.occupational training, tryin to

Coordinate client aptitudes'and interests and training

with the job needs of the community. But even at these

)sites ittle or no testing is done.

-- Seattle is trying to overcome some of the lack of

knowledge of occupational choices by commissioning the '

development of slide presentations on job-families to

help all applicants do some career exploration,throughL_

familiarizing them with the world of work.

3Z438
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In general, however, it must be concluded that

thoroagh employability development planning based on

assessmentN f participant netds, interests, and potential

occurs only in exceptional,instances.

All sites reported that m4ny Indian clients '(the
tr.

great majority of applicants)'requited an orientation to

the world di work that includes a know edge of emplpyer

expectations about $romptness and dependability and ab.out
%

personal hygiene and grooming, and that helps clients

learn how to fill out job applications andhow to conduct

themselves at job interviews.
A

.At those sites where orientation programs are

conducted for groups (Phoenix and, just beginning,at

Minneapolis) these are the topics that tend to be included."
+Os

At most'siiei; Orientation is not formalized, but is

included as part of the first 'client- counselor interview.

In requiring all applicants to attend a.full day

orientation session before Seeing a counselor, PhoeniX is

apparently trying to help all their contacts benefit from

44sistance in these areas.

Orientation sessions attended in Phoenix and Minneapo-'

lis used traditional lecture methods of conveying information.

Where films were used, they were only peripherally related

to topic under discussion. In general, no techniques such

as role-playing, practice, or other participant involvement

doi
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start meihods were used. Consequently, one, cannot expect

any real learning or attitude changes to occur froi thee

orientation sessions. The concept is good but greath

use of a more.profegsional approach, is needed in the'conduct

of the programs for them to become effective.

It was not possible to gauge the effectiveness of

face-to-face counseling sessions_in orienting ClIents-ria-

the world of work. The-efficiency and cost effectiveness

of this approach, however,.is questionaibe at best.\ In the

light of the lack of experience and, Training of counselors

at_ most sites, its effeCtiveness is doubtful:

7 .

The Fig( 1 shows the planned program Fix for

each site, according to plani set forth in d s FY-'77

3.02 TRAINING EMPLOYMENT SERVICES

grant application.
) -.'

These data need t9 be carefully intertiteted -Or they

may prove misleading. First, in some instances the figures

given refer to total numbers ol/people (chareristically

in Classroom Training and in Direct Placement figures),

and in other instances they refer to slots (charaeteris

cally,in OJT, WE and PSE). ,

The following sections will attempt to clarify the

operational programs actually in effect or the stance.

taken toward them at the different sites.

I
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'PLANNED-PROGRAM

FY '7T

FIGURE I

01

r

dr,

DIRECT
tT OJT WE 13SE° PLACEMENTS

Dallas 14 40***

Wichita 5*
a

Los Ange.es 160. 15

Phoenix '20** ,.4

Tortlandl

Seattle

Bisbart,

Buffalo

Minneap

BOston

100 0

53 0

4 * *' 81

-64 , 55***°

:50-***, .*5

: 6.0 3

=42 11

12

143

no data

75 20 270

24 4 180

8, 19 393, 4

11 8 none

2

40 1 61

39. 7- no data

1 6 no data

*'An additional 17 were enrolled in an on-site arts .arid ''

crafts calssroom but 'were supported by CpTA I funds:

** Supported entirely by CETkI funds ,

.

200'
*** There were 0- of these slots, in FY 1'16._
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`3.02.1' CLASSROOM TRAINING (CT)

For the most part, .clients,reteiving c/Wssroom

training are enrolled in local schools and colleges,

both public and proprietary. Some CETA III Programs

provide" stipends and tuition (where required), as-well

0
as support for purchasesof'boots" and special equipment

for clients enfolle4 in.classroom,traini rogiams.

Most notable among thossuctpOrting c.ientSenrolled in
r

careei claSsroom training is Los .Angeles (with 16,0-students

enrolled in 56 different local schools). Buffalo, whiCh

if

has. CT programs more heavily ,than,a* other
,

1-

.

.r- 4., , . . % --,'

component .(its projected4ilaceMents in OJT and WE for

. Fr-'77 were not part of FY '76) also prOAdes stipends

and otheT support for CT attendees'.

. Pk
.

1, Seattle also heavily 'stressethe value of *GTE
.

.
. . /.,-

.

as a means of upgrading clients' lives and earning e4ec-
, .,

014
anCieS It . t00 makes use of the local, proprietary

'%choolsand cogpOnit"oileges for e-

tawer.trai.ning. All
,-

clients,- whether assign d to CT or mot,/ are encouragd
., .

. .,.

to take advantage.of A and GED progTamsprovided by:

CETA Title I. .

a
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While Seattle has 90. slots assigned to CT, only

S3, individuals were actually enrolled'in FY '76, 2'6 of

whicip.were,only.enro'lled in GTD prokrams, .How:many of .

. 1 4

these Clients wve receiving stipepd while attending r.
"T

. school is not known.

Portland does not Trovidt stipends for CT

enrolle0. Most of the clients enrolled in CT during

FY '76 were taking GED programi at the ,local colleges.

The reason given for the relatively small amount of
4

direct career classroom training tang place in Portland

with CETA'Title III support is limited funding. Portland

has dii-tedeits effoi.ts toward helping applicants desiring
(-

.CT,to exblore evM pctible scholarship or other pearls

of stimiorp (e.g. Blfresdi of Indian Affairs (BIA) or tribal.
funds)4tr) help clients obXain academic or career training;

, No records arecept, unfortInately,ito indica'te how many

clients were enrolled In'CT programs through CETA staff

efforts in, tracking down alter ate funding sources,

;41tbAtaining and he/ping in the Completion of.application

forits., making necessary phone calls, etc.

Some sites are committed to prdviding CT them-
.

selves. In

4
Dallas', all CT is ddne on-site. Reasons

..,. .
,

given'for this electiOn was that local schobls proceed at

a pace too harriedfor Indian stUdents and that Ipdin
4,

. people are subjected to derogatory and unfair treatment

Alb

I-

, ,
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in Dallas schools, conditions that make it difficult

for participants to complete c4reer training courses.

As a result of offering its own CT, Dallas is

severely limited in what it can make available to its

clients., At the time of the site visit only upholsteri-

and arts and ,crafts :were availbale. TV and radio repair

had been offered but was suspended for lack of a teacher.

The Dallas program-is further4Andermined by 'the'

Centers unwiklingness to do any testing of client aptitude

and interests. It is 'therefore likely that many of the

CT phlcements.are illsuited to thAli,eDt.,, It is.not
1

known how many clients hhve completed'trai,ping is these

programs but it is known that only-one'indilAi.dual of all

those trained is working asan upholsteTer. The subsequent

work history/of indivuduals enr011edin the arts/crafts

program is unknown.

'Wichita provides,.an'ars/crafts program also -

the only CT in itNprogrd6'offered .on-site. Other CTA
.

students at end local tchools with CETA III support and
,

_.
.,.. a , . t

stipends. . r

Pilenix at one time sdt up a silver'smithing course.
0

It 'subsequently - discovered that only hop conditions

pfevailed in-local jewelry- making firms an that the

market for fine Indian jewelry was diminishing. The

program has been abandoned. ., .

3.844
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.
At.this time, Phoenix,hat'20 CETA I slots assigned

to CT. How maPy.individuals are actually filling these

slots is not known. No CETA III funds are present11%

allocated to directly support enrollees on CT Programs.

In general, it appears that most sites are under-.

utilizing available CT resources; that on -site CT programs

should be 'initiated only under very special conditions

and subjected to considerable scrutiny both"before and

after their in'stal'lation. -
I ,

Furthermore, without prior' assessment of clients'

abilities , aptitudes and interests, and without the

'assistance of skilled vocational counseling, only a

handful ofapplicants are led into CT for the long-term

'bettermeneof their economic, lives.

Properly used, these tools could_expand the horizons

of clients, help them to nderstand the universe of jobs

from which they could choose, help them to begin to re-
,

alize that a "good fit" of their own characteristics to

the,;demandsif\ajob can provide pertonal satisfaction

as Well as ecOnomic'improvetent of their life situation -

and perhaps would increase their willingness to be _the

demands and frustrations of formal schooling as a means

of gaining their own dbjectives.

The present anti-testin attitudeftf,most of the

CETA III staffs apPears'to feed into the fears fostered

by,the low self-esteem from which so many CETAIII.clients

suffer.

39 -*45
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There is almost universal agreement at all the

sites that many Indian clients in need of training find

it difficult to maintain appropriate time attendance

records at community schools, feel uncomfortable sur-

rounded by non-Indian classmates, and are intimidated

by the pace set upby instructors. This.discomfOrt in
4

the school setting is.one Of the prime reasons that on-

'site classroom programs ha've been established or are

under consideration.

Another approach might more beneficially be.baken

to solve fhqse very real problems. Client preparation

for school attendance, throu opriate orientation

and continued counseling, would probdbly be more pro-

&Active in that'it would more likely fit the client into

mainstream school and work activity.

It might dlso help to work with the schools in

developing student-paced learning programs. These-are

being more and more recognized by educators as they

observe the value of individualized and self-instructional

techniques.

Their AdoptiOn-by schools receiving CETA III funds

would not only benefitIndian people but all students

attending:course, especially those from minority groups.

An area in which all the sites offering support for

CT agree, is the need to develop clear contractual

relationships with all proprietary schools and to .enlist
,

the pppport of instructors in publicly owned schools as

04G-46
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well. Wherever it is offered off-site, student time/

attendance reports are not only mandatory for the 5tudent..

but also demand that they be countersigned by the in-
.

4
structor and/or by an officer at the school before stipend,

checks are issued.

Wherever students are,giyen checks (never cash), to

purchase books, unifdris, tools, or oilier necessary sup-
._

plies, checks are made out to the vendor, rather than

to the student.

. .

At all-sites, it is felt necessary for a counselor

to have frequent,visit; at the school o forestall

difficulties, and to be immediately responsive to any

'reports (by student or school) of difficulties being

experiencet.
P

At no site was there felt to be sufficient time

-and/or staff to adeoaatel, monitor the schools sub-

'

contracted with. It is actually a formidable task to

assess students at 56 schools in a city like Los Angeles.

While all sites indicated a need to evaluate the

schools to which Indian clients are sent, none had any'

,formal evaluation procedure and none had staff mtlabeTs

with a background of training or experience in the ed-

ucational field to perform tftse. needed assessments.

With rare exceptions,*cost of schooling was the

major determinant in schdol selection.

41 47- ,
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Cost not only determiria school selection, ,but it

also tends to determine the school' ,program a client is

allowed to enter.- With two exceptions (Wicita, which

allows one year of CT, and,Buffalo, which will, support

up to two. years of schooling) sponsors will not support

programs that take longer than six months to complete.

This is a serious restriction n'the range of choices of

training that can be made av able.

3.02.2 ON-THE-JOB-TRAINING eit-

Across the board, OJT is the least developed of the

foUr basicemploymen,t'and training systems. During'

FY''76, mine of the sites visited really had an OJT

progtam. All the sites are planning expansion in. this

,area during,FY '77. But,,except for plans formulated by

Dallas and Buffalo, even for FY '77, OJT Programs are

considerably behind other programmed areas.

A number of reasons probably account for this.
t

1rForemost of th reasons given is the recession. With

unemployment among skilled workers high, most emplc)ers

do not wish to be "bothered" with inelerienced help,

And are even more reluctant to agree to hire (without

CETA subsidization) CETA trainees upon completion of

their training. (--

4248
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A second reason given for reluct nce to start on

OJT programs is the feeling sometimes expressed that the

private, for-profit seotor, lacks t culturally support

tive environment needed by most In lams for successful

completion of OJT.

Another equally real; f perhaps,less acknowledged,

.reason appears to be e reluctance of CETARIII Prime

Sponsors to enter nto competition with CETA I Primes

K 4 for`limi JT oppor unities.

A lack of entre+ into the private sector and a

hest in dealing iith employers also seems to be a
--1(.."

factor.

Unfortunate' the reluctance to use OJT as a means

of integrating Native Americans into private, for-profit

employment, tends to restrict their work options even more.
S

It is felt that CETA III Prime, Sponsors could

.materially enharIce the chances of success of their FY f'77h

projected attempt to develop OJTkprograms by restruc-,

turing, their manpower advisory councils to include rep;

resentativestf key major and medium-sized employers in

their locale and using them to help open doors in the

private, sector for OJT.opportunitie.

To enhance the probabilities of success of OJT

programs, it might be well to adopt a policy of developing

e.

,

4 4 9
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at least twb OJT openings at the plant at the Same

time se, ,hat each trainee valid have the emotional

support of anot er Indian trainee andsso that each would

help the o't r withstand the feelings of isolation that

one Indian tends to feel in a non-Indian environment._

Peer support has proved itself to,be a powerful positive

force in other comparable situations._ It might help

to proeluce higher completion and success rates' in OJT'.

3.02.3 WORK EXPERIENCE (WE)

- Although only Dallas and Phoenix have actually

ng.::Igned more slot1 to WE than to CT, ih reality the

la 'rgest number of individuals xecierVang-assistance from

CETA III Primes, obtain it through WE. Not only does

WE afford opportunity to pacify political rivals as

already-mentioned in previous Sections of this repIrt,

it also lends itself to playing "the numbers game",'

i.e. it permits a rapid turnovei_of slots and therefore

Can provide-a false illusion of the "success" of 'the

program.

While many claims -are made for the valqe of WE to

Indian clients in helping them to learn about job.demands

in a non-threatening environment, no clear evidence

was ever produced that WE did, indeed, prepare indivi-

duals to obtain and retain jobs outside the Indian organ-

izationalcommunity. '

44 50
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Only in Portland and Boston where WE trainees to the

Prime Sponsor itself are included in staff-development

,dctivities, was traiOng.or orientation-to-work guidance

made avaclable to WE employees.

Indian organizations are, for the mostrpart, soft-
.

funded agencies with limited potential for absorption,

of staff at the end of the WE "training" period._ Trans -,

ferability of work activities and of work expectations

from Indian agencies to other job sites appears to.be
.00

questionable.

Negotiation of WE- agreements with hard-funded, not-

for-profit organizations outside the,sphere.of Indian

activities might enhance the transition_ potential for

WE participants, help inexperienced Indian clients.gain

confidence in their ability to work within the wider

munity, and thus provide a greater long-range return-

on the expen tur CETA III WE funds.

It might also ring the Prime Sponsor into closer

connection with core communtiy agencies'te their; mutual

benefit.

The current widespread use of WE participarits to

'staff Indian agencies may be politically expedient for

CETA III Sponsors, but it does not appear to offer much,

) in the way of long-term benefits to WE participants.

4
naci
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The limita4.ions of :salary in PSE positions, is

iih that most of the people (not al1,4but most) qauld

earn more in the priyate5,ecefor if jobs were available.

the satisfaction that many of them experience in .

wor rig for. their own people would probably not hold

them w e the job market to improve.

Show d the u loyment situation abate,,some Prime

Sponsors would be serio sly hu'rt by loss of their PSE-

6 funded staff. Serious c sideration should be given to

the relative merits of transfering some of these people

N- to regular staff posts which more nearly reflect their-

participation levels and which would-afford them,oppor-
.

tunities to earn salaries commensurate with those offered

in private industry.

3.03 JOB DEVELOPMENT AND PLACEMENT

A
Only one-site (Seattle) takes the position,that

direct placement is not a proper sphei4e,of activity for

a. CETA III program since it would duplicate srevices

available through another government-funded agency, the

Employment Service.

In Seattle, referrals to other job-getting resources

are given to job-ready 'individuals looking for work, but

no effort has been made to set up an independent place-
.

ment sirvice -as d component of the Title III program..

411&
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While Wichita does not indicate a negative policy on

direct placements; it does not _provide any data on- this

type 'of activity. A form is used to record job referrals

of partcipants, but it is assumed that most of.these0
referrals.are of clients who have participated in a CETA-

supported training program. This type of referral also-

probably occurs rarely, since Wichita expects that most

of the trainees will be placed by their schools at the

completion of th classroom programs. Indeed, g clause

is included fn c tracts with pro rietary'schools, re-.

quiring them to offer such place nt services to their

graduates until a suitable job is obtained.i

At all other sites visited, direct placement is an

active program 'component. The work of most Job Development .

personnel tends to be related more to the immediate place-

ment of job ready' applicants than to the develbpment of

jobs for CETA trainees or for the de of on -the-

job training sites.
-4-

At Minneapolis, the Dgy Labor Program is properly

described as a direct placement activity and it'iS the

, predominant program component.

The effort expehded in direct placement is just=

ified at most sites by the generally negative-attitude

toward the previously described Employment Service.

47
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As has been noted, with the exception of Seattle

and-Obston, none of the sites has attempted'to resplve this
r--

problem by getting the EmploymenA;Serl:rice to "outpost" -

an employment counselor at the CETA center.

'The role of CETA III in providing direct plaCement-

ervices to the Indian community needs4aarificatien.

Prograps such as the Day Labor program in Minneapolis, k.

clearly serve a community deed and the numbers of direcp

placements at other sites point of this activity as one

which is wanted by CHIA III constituents. However, direct

placemeSt.of job-ready individuals is a role assigned to
,

olpler government supported agencies and the dupicaton of

effort implied makes a primary emphasis on Phis questi*

able. Furthermore, direct placement of Native Americans

in low-paid, unskilled; temp rary jobs is in conflict with

CETA III-objectives regar ess of hbwwell-received it

is in the Indian community." This type of placement

serves ohly ,to foster patterns of behavior which. militate
=

against the full integration of Dative Americans into the

mainstream of, economic life by contributing nothing to

-the development,of tiltr ability to obtain and retain

decent-paying, permanent jobs.

The techniques-most commonly used to develop jobs

are checking "help wanted"ads and calling on potential

employers selected from telephone it c4ories to let them

48
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It

k

4 A

-

knoW;abawt/ theXETA4rogram and, the availabitity of Indian'
.,

re
. ,

workers.. At ,most,sites, the Employment Service's Job Bank
ea

. ,
.

.

--

is also used gist most report that the jobs are already
4 ,. 0.-..,

, .
',., --

,

ttilled by e time th y is made. .

.,.. By thit. time, spme centers have been in oteration
long. enough to have gained tonsideitble community recog- .

s. : op.
-, -. .

.

nitionSwe employefs regularly Aetify the centers of

- joSopenings, y , 410.

...

. ,..

i. .-'inhere isgenerally- litile.use o affirmative action
, t .

,. - 0 .. . , _

. as ea lev far fob developliient: rn:insetances.awhere. itS

r

, use has been attempted, it, is reported that employers -often
-

respond by -natify.)).1g, the centers' of a enings but' tht

these are ustially fOT highly.tbchnick,jobs, requiring
,4!

--1161advanced eduCational'and

iliQ arming CB.?A" applicants.

.
-#

eriential backgrounds rarely 4.'7

:,PtIrdrfety. of ad4litianal job development sources

asp4reported. Included A're: (1) referfals from Advisory
4 ,

"Board- members: (2) other Prime %Sponsors, (3) local colleges

,

and universities, (4)0cham1?ers of Commerce, (5) National'
.

'Alliance of BusinessmeD; (6) cumuitirtedetployer filet.

Since no records ,are kept of referral 'sources when
r

placedMI 'jobs, there are no data to show'the
.

relative effec!tiVeness of thesevari s referral sources.

. .
,

t'a

%.4

c
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FUrth'ermore, there was little evidence that thes ources 0
, 4

were actively pursue d at most. locations. li"

4,11 , .

,

c

.

, Etployer files were'not kept at sites such,as '

°

,- .. 4

41110 Minneapolis or Buffalo, which'are'active in direct place-
),

4%.

ments.' ,Dallas' employer lile consisted of a Rolodex name
.s

and addresS file supplemented by .a business ,card file. No .

,company inf9rmation was maintained to identify the kinds

of job openings it was likely to provide.

Some'record of quantity 'of referrals from different

sources and their correl &tion with successful placements

should be Isept to enhance the development of stuccessful

placement activities.
40

.0/11'.
In general, job development and sEccessful direct',

pl4cement of clients suffers from some of the same. defects '

lirAped in the methods used to assign clients 'to trainig ,

pdrgrams. The unwillingness to use assessment tools,

40)coupled w h the lack of trained and experienced staff,

make it diAidult-to conduct successful placement activ-

ities.

These difficulties are` overcome 'to a'considerable

extent,'fof tlise.pareicipants who kav successfully
. /

completed a training program.- There is a self selection,

quasi-assessment process ..tha occurg during training,

Those who can't make it or find. ihemselve,i disinterested,
C /

ite
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M.

drop out orask-for,a.chntge'in training assignment.

. ThoSe who .do make it (parti"Cularly in t or in OJT) can

. usually bd.placed initrainidig-related employment with

reasonable chances of ,s>icesg.

But for thosewho do not take training, or who haie

been assigned td training programs for which they are
.

,

not suited, the problem of placement is not as simple.

While, detailed figures were .nowhere a lable, most
,

.

sg4tes reported inlioressfons.that retention rates after

placement are discouragingly,lpw. SOme of this low
,

retention rate .is probably attributable to the migratory

patterns of Native Americ4ni to wiichWe havealready

alluded. A good portion of it,_however, is probably

attributable to poor placement practices.in bot h (raining

and employmept,progfams. Were placement more success 1,

somereductiOn in the tendericy to migrate could be -ex-'

With job satisfaction-, an improvement in re-pec

tention rates should also result.

Measures of retention rates in job placements,.

)P6'
either direct or indirect, shourd be reasonable indica-

tors of success and properly belonz'' in routine follow-

up procedures, but are not;being Carried out systemati-
#

.
/

-. ,

cally at any of the sites visited.
,

. ,
weA., . .

.: .

4
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In-the area of job devleopment and placement,
..
the

Portland Urban Indil Cou'llil is outstanding. Its pr
. .

gram iesulAtixiom the fact that their former Job Deve

opment Counselor worked for nine years in job . development
_ .

at the largest privateemployMent,agencyin the. country.

.

The techniques'used at.the Portland Center are'described

in detail in the site report submitted earlier!

It is recommended the Portland's procedures for

.

job development be incorporated in, the-desigh for a model

Urban Indian Center:,

It should be noted that Portland is one of the, feW

sites' that does, not heitate to- use tests as client

assessment tools, It also assists client's to pettform

their own assessments of suitagt'lity to work in a part-
.,

icular firm by making information. about companiesavail-*

.gble-for client revieig, and helping clients to think

thtough the reasons why the .company might suit them.and,

ice versa.

Regretfully,.Portland; like all the other

is unable to prbvide hard data on retention gates or job

satisfaction fo'r their placements4 Repeated job offers

(for_different jabs) received from employers where clients

have been placed; 4 'hat led Portland to the conclusion
.

that some employer satisfaCtion has, been achieved.

52 58 -
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Again, howevet, no hard date are available to support-
.

this contention.

The foregoing' section deals primarily with Ab.
4

tdevelopment and placement-OZ workready clients, either

at tfMe..of application to CETA III or subsequent to a

training program.

In.P and; job developmen'and placement is also

done to-help clfentS Support themselves during an interim

perittd - while wasting for trainingprgrams to?starr,

for example, or for.a. slototo.become-available or tp

`sustain themselves without stipends while they are at-

tending school: .BothPortC;ciNgnd Minneapolis have an

active placement prpgram of this kind. The difference

is that development of steady part -time work while

Minneapolis uses its dalabor program tohelp_clients

pay their own way.

4

Such job placements fa into a different category
,

. than permanentplaceMents.' They are not primarily in-

tended' to foser:sselfrreliance:and independence ancare
.

4 L
,

j
o AP.AL .merely a mejam's to ant-end, Retention rates - ifi these*,

1 .. .
-p ,.. ,

..,
instances must be regarded in'and.entirely differentilight.

Different records shbuld be kept of the two types -of,4job

- development and placement activities and their success
,

-.should be evaluated from differjnt poiflIs of view.

_53'
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Los kngeles has recently set up a"central filing
. 1

system, in pait to facilitatechecking applicants for

irregularities, that can lead to the detection pf indi-
,

viduals trying to exploit 'the manpower program-for

purposes other than to obtain employment and training.

services.

In Minneapolis, an outreach worker has the function

of trying to obtain immediate help for needy applicanti
- -

'from various church and other charitable organizations.

The Day-Labor Program is often used as a means of-help-

ing clients help themselves without charitable assistance

while they are waiting to enter trainingsprograms..- It

serves as an effective screen to eliminate thRie,riho

#. "want something for nothing.

-Portland, while helping individualsto obtain

financial assistance through scholarships and other non-.

CEh sources, follows a polity of offering minimel sups'.
14--

portive services. Rather than provide. stipenahfor .

clients to attend school,'for example, Portland will

tryto get the ,individual employment and ,encourage

school attendance'at night. No stipends Are ever_offeredo

to students receiv=ing GED, tutoring, or,other educational

training at the center itself.

Minneapolis uses the Day Labor Program _effedt'ilierly

as a means of helping clients sustain themselves rather
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3.04 FOLLOW-UP AND SUPPORTIVE SERVICES'

At every site visited, efforts are being. made to

keep the cost of sportive services' to minimum. There
.

'1,is widespread concern that generosity with supportive

services might result in attracting a preponderance of.

program dependent applicants who are not gpnuinely in-

teregted in obtaining employment and training assistance.

At every site some procedures are established to .,

eliminate Applicants looking only for a "handoutn'ar for
I r

stipends. Apparently this.represents a problem of con-
,

siderable magnitudeat some centers. It was always

,o mentioned.in connection with a reluctanice to provide

supportive services to'clients when they first apply to'

the program.

. At some centers immediate assistance can be given

by programs other than ftI'A III. In Phoenix, for ex-

ample, where the center has'a social work emphasis,-a

r-
- Fatally Servioe program can provide immediate food and

housing assistance for needy clients. The introduction

of the wait orup to a weektO go through orientation

prior to seeing an employment and training counselor is,

in part, the Phoenix pfogram's attempt to discourage

chrOnic agency users.

t.
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than be dependent on support services.

At all-centers, this caution against indiscri-

. minately offering 'supportive services is counterbalanced

by the recognition that any clients doilld not complete'

training without some financial assistance, add that

oth4rs could not sustain training programs in jobs-with-

out remediation of medical or dental problems.

At all centers, therefore, a range of supportiye

seryices is offered. These include such things as medical

and/or dental care, child care, and transportation, as

wellas stipendi for those receiving class-room training

and salaries or ,salary-supplements for those in OJT, WE or

PSE slots, ,

Unfortunately, across all the sitei-6visited, the

Least developed aspect of the program is follow-up an ,
.

the use of this program performance data
,

in planning and .

theirManagement functions. Even where some of the4Te-.

qui'red 30, 60, and 90 diy, post-termination interviews

are being carried out at times (and most centers are not

even perfunctOrily meetng this DOL requirement), there

seems to be no understanding of how to collect, group,

or interprert peitinent data. Nowhere is this lack of

knowledge more clearly demonstrated than in.Ntinneapoli
,

where a full-time Evaluation Technician is on staff and

56 62
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A

who does nothing more than conscientiously and meticu-
, A

f lously tabulate the data required for the Quarterly Report.
-N.._ ___- .

It appears that the,most rudimentary statistical.

knowledge is lacking at the centers and the concept of the

41 relationship between performance-oriented objectives and

performance outcomes has only been dimly and imperfectly

grasped. In no other area is there clearer evidence of

the lack of management training and expertise in the

leadership of the CETA III Primes, and no other aspect of

Altthe programmatic activities of CETA hasas much implication
A

for the development of management ability asrijas the

A

appropriate collection and interpretation of program

performance data and its application to planning and

program design. 4

By demanding certain kinds of follow-up data and ,

requiring its use in- the prograth planning process re-

flected in grant applications, DOL is'in a posit) ion to en-
,

courage the developthent and trainingiok managerial

abilities.
4
In our view, this would be one of the mos.t positive'

.contribu.tions the CETA III Program could make to the

Indian community is to develop, under its aegis.,. a--cadre

oNativeAmericarm with management capabilities. It

would not only help, the individual managers, but it

. 3
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would further assisethe dexielopment'of the manpower

programA and probably, have positive rippIC effects

throughout the community.

There is evidence that-management skills can be

improved with,the help of DOL. There is evident im

provement in the grant applIcations. from FY '76 to

4FY'77; and there is an increasingly better compliance

with the requiremeAts of the Quarterly Reports,. -

These two instruments,. in fact, can be used as

primary tools in the, improvement of follow-Up activities

and in the use of their results in program planning.

Consequently these can be instruments to dev.elop'such

functions as planning, problem-solving, directing,7con-
*

trolling and evaluating, on-going programs.

Developmtnt of these skills takes time, patience

and training. Despite the preset primitive state of this

evelopment, CETA III Programs appear to be .excellent'

ehicles fo rovidifg this'urgently needed training.

e progr is regarded as. highly desirable by the

India unity. Jt 'answers a the need for self-

I

detesmination on the'part of Native Americans, and it

serves a useful purpose in helping more Indians enter the

'economic mainstream of Amefican life. It also.gives the

58 64
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Indiansa parity 'with thewitter community and provides

.them With th Ilirleans of making positive, productive re-

lationships with government, industry and educational

institutions. ,

The CETA III Program is far from achieving its

po'tential. Given enough time, sufficient help in de-

velOping their capabilities, and opportunity to live

long'enoughto recognize and correct past errors -

these programs could very ell make a significant con-

tribution to both the Nat' e American and the' wider
4

community.

3.05 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Assuming that sites observed are fair14,rejore-,

ientativelf theilaY CETA Title III Prime Sponsors are

functioning, it must be concluded that they are making

efforts to cistablish and, operate programs that meet/CETA
.

'guidelines, but.that these guid'elines are onl/ imperfect-
.

ly apprehended and the managerial skills to implement

-them'arepoorly developed.

The completion of Phase I of this project, there-

fore-, lies not in developing a tots ly new,medel for

CETA III Prime Sponsor operations, but in modi

65
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existing models as set forth in the DOL TAGS to simplify

them for use in the CETA III environment.

The task of Phase II is to set forth these simpler

versions in a way that is accessible -to CETA III staff

andand assists them in iMpleMenting the model'ac-..

curateIy. If this is done over a period of time, out-

'come data will reveal the effectiveness of the model -

program and point of areas where modifications should be

introduced.

Because the follow -up process is the least under"

stood of the programmatic areas, it is.suggested that the

four films to be ,prepared in Phase II present thefollowing

divistots of subject matter. \

F.- Outreach-and Rectuitment

(inclOing assessmgnt and selection)

-2. Employment, Training and Supportive Services

(including CT, OJT, WE, PSE,,nd direct place-

ment)

3. Job Development and Placement

4. Follow-up and Feedback -to. Program Planning'.

6C: .66
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1.00 FUREWARD

PART II LITERATURE REVIEW

As part of the contractural requirements for the

'Baseline Study of Urban and Rural I4on-Reservation

Indian Manpower Programs", a comprehensive review of the

available liteilture pertinent to Indian manpower de-

velopmerit was undertaken and an Annotated Bibliography.

was, prepared. .1
r

1.01, MEtHOD OF LilbRATURE SEARCH 1 .

Several-teans were used to search the literature for

relevant documents. Two () computerized searchcs were made.

One used the facilities of the Western Research Application

Center. (WESRAC) at the University of _Southern 'California.

The other used the facilities of the National Technical

-Information Services (NTIS).

Both of these comPuterized Search services include

government-generated.reports and thcose produced by other

organizations under governme'iit contracts.

WESRAC has in,its data base a Large number of technical and

/-
professional journals, indexed by content tables and key-

:Nords. #

a .2
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While there is always some-lagbetween the publica-

tion of a document and its inclusion in-computefized sys-

tems, the cdmpter search!is to quickest means of access-

ing a broad spectrum of recent documents adeournal

sources.

Searches. were made on a large number of keywords

. andfor the period of 1972-1976, a five year span.

Keywords used included:

Indians

r .1

. Native Americans

-Minority Manpower

Vocational Training

i "Hard-to-Employ"'

"Hard-Core"

CETA

Many _other similar terms ,aimed at 4

'6'4\
itemstems related to as well

el

as items specific for Indian Man-

pow,AT training.

The computerized searches yie,Q21 apprOximately

3,S00abstracts. Most offthese were,"false-drop0; after

scanning all of these abstracts only 67 documents were'

identified as being significant enoughlfwarrent detailed

Study.

naci
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o

4'
In addition to those derived from the computerized,

4

searches, a:num er of relevant documents were obtained
'.

V
from the collections in various icwirnment offices, and ,,

r " /
..

lit,raries. Sourcesfroi: which these additionaldoculPnts r

.

,.

41b

19

9.4

were obtained included:

lib
'Department of Labor Libra

1

Off2te pf Native American Progams (ONAP)4

Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA)

Department pf 'Housing and Urban Affairs. $

. )City of Lod Angeles Mayor's-OffIre'of.

Tiaining and Job Developtent

A . A total of sixty -seven 67) 'documents was selected.
, ..

_
-.

, .

Eachof.these has .been annotated and appears i; the appended
. .

_te .

,Annototed Bibliography. y

. 2,:j4.0 *RIDINGS OF .LITERATURE SEARCH
. 1 .

Prost-of the. selected documenAtare narrative reports
,

.
; '74

, 4, _ <1
of programs that hid been undertaken. Unifofmly; these .--..__...-1

,

documents 'reported en programs regarded as successful lin ; -.
6 .

4 .

- . -

the authors.

Thexrposibs, however, are very difficult toteVilui:
. '. .

ate. For the most part they
.

do not document planning pr"/

management techniques, -do not define' "tuccess" either
r

. .

qualitatively or quantitatiYely -'and do not give enough
. .

s
...objective and factual,information,about.the programmatic

. *
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v
methods or outcomes to permit either replication ,of A

iiiidependent, judgment of the authors' cpnclusions.

While truelexperiMentl methods ,cannot be expected

,in the set-up or reporting of aapplied,'on-going programs,
.

.

* a .

'lit does notemunreasonable to expect that anticipated
1 . .

outcomes should be defined and some pre-determined mea-

stire.of these 'utcomes be used to define t1 degree of
.

ccess of -a program. in.meeting its goals. This expectw-
it

t on has not been'Met. iievertheliss, an. attempts has been

ade-to cull 'the available 'report literaturt for inform-.

4! -

4 ation relevant to the areas of ma)or interest to the

development of the four models with which the present

study .is concerned: . A

:,Outreach and Recruitment

TfainingAEmplayment and Suppoft

Services

Job Development and Placement,
.

Follow-Ups,
.

/

, cc
p

2:01 OUTREACH AND RECRUITMENT 0174REACH .

.'

4 .

. '' While there is little direct information on put.:
, , .... . .

preach and recruitment of Indian applicants, there is

.,some literature' relating to these issues wkth, other minorars.
...

ity people primarily, Blacks104 Spanish Sui41414!1

\ latiofis Uniformlfothe literature suggests that'"woid of
4 -',

. .
.-

, c
,mouth draws" more recruits than any other single technique.

,

64
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According- td. de Mek (1975) , there were, ten

applicantS,for every available training slot at Union

r Carbide'4 Training Trade (TAT) Program because the

. word was out that the program delivered good jobs.

Libaw t1973)-indicates that there are two types

of "word of touth" communiCations. -The_firs.t type

occurs during a program's initial st?ges. Publicity

A(
'through a variety of channels may reach some influential

individuals. These are the politically and socially

attive people,and those who are attentive ta'the media.

When these people, in turn, tell 'their friends mid

latfves about training ,otiportuniti,es, they, influence them

to. apply. Another' -t);Pe of individual-likely :to app ly.

duting:a program's' initial stages, according to Libaw, ..

-''i

agency
t

are-,chronic agency Users.,
,

,,,

.

A second type of "Word of mouth" tends to op'erate.. -).

once a program has been 111,0xeration'for a while. It

may be the type r,dported by de Mek for.the.Union Carbide_
_

TAT Program. According to Litiaw-,' the /type of "word 'of

mouth" tat occurs, aftel- a prograM has been'in operation
ft.

sc>rves as a quasi - screening device.

..e
like the TAT, the program-developt the rLr

putation of securing g-good jipps and providing Worhwhile,

training, it wily tend to attract seitous applicants,

desirous of betterin themselves. If,pn the otherpp

hand, the prograM de elo0 thee'rputation of primarily .

r,4
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being-a place where-support can be obtained (with or with-
, gm

i

Outtraining) il .will tend to attracf -high_Proportions

of chronic,agencylusers. . 4,' ,

- ,
t...

A

From Libaw's"'xport,',which stu 'ed ./alla-JobS

Pro4 ms with'Primarily Black populations,, it is evident

thatErting a.pxog;aM of to a good, start throUgli care-

-ful screening and serect.ion of candidates andgoodplace-
i ,-

mgrit:methods is the best, way to insure 'positive "word' of:

mouth" 111

4 v0

Libaw's View ii, a/Jo stated by Heller (1967) whO'

A

points out that a program unable to deAlop that first

'..-group of satisfied crients,through the de/iverY of

promised jobs, will find fi hard to Arercome the re-
Alt

sultant negative "Word of mouth" commiatication;

From these findings, it Would appear that the
-

initial activities of a program will be crucial to its

subsequent evaluation and if a program tries to change
01

its reputation; some revision of its outreach and re-
*

\i
cruitment techniques will 'be necessary'befoxe-"word of

math" can bring positive results:
.

Both de Mek (1975) and Heller (167) suggest that

?4
w y to.initiate an outreach program is to identifythe best ,,

the popu ation the program-is trying.to attract: de'Mek'"
. .

suggests that this process begin by the developmept of a

detailed client' profile. According, to de Mek,

Carbide's initial. publicity and use of the emplOYment

6672
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service, did not attract the'lpw ineomp,,minority

population-they were trying fo reach. By checking

applicants against,./the preferred otient profile'theY
.

di.s5oVeredthat their target populatioh'neithervread
.

1'

puplicity furnished to the press nor Visited emplOgillent-

setwice offices. By banging their qutrgach'ilethods do

include spot announcements on the "Soul" radid stations
,

. w

in the Black oillommuriity, their app4Cants'mpre nearly

. matshe'd.the'client profile they.weie:seeking. c .

, 1

(' Helle-m (1967) reportsthat the Houston Program,
. k .

.1 . ,
an OEG multi-setVicesagency that.inclerCied an emploYinent

.
,

, component; had diffidVity in.reaching:the populationlof
4..

,
.

BlaCkS-that was immigrating to the city.' ;

ay keeping tragic or 61.4-tnnpTvf&les 'nddocumen-
,

ting:clients backgrtunds and training needs, it was evi-
.

'dent _that, the target population was not being readied.

By analyzingyhere new arrivAs came >from:it ws,

found that they were attracted to. local
I

ommunity centers.*

.and.churches. -- '' -'4, , , . . /
s, .

.
Odtfeach techn iques were, theiefore changell Once.

4.,
.-,

a week "staiff membeipslere sent out to' the various community
.

centers And othe.r high visibility -locations inlhe.,same e

area. This out posting technique began to bring in clients,
.

with the characteristics being sought, i.e. recent arrivals,

economically disadvantaged, and of minority' status.
. .

77:3
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1

Both Hellbr (1967) and de Mek (1975)--, however,

state that flacing an employMent compOnent-in a multi-
.. . . .

'service center provides one of the most effective out-
.

_
- '.

.
.,

rr. reach methods, next to "word of mouth''. Potential clients
.00

. ,
,.

,

will frequehtlysseek'oursources of emergency funding,,
:40 ., .

, ,

.1
of medical assistance, of-advice on-housingandOtier.ser-

:'..
. .

vices upon arriving at a new locaiiim.. By informing-all
.

a.. ..

,of the multi-ervice staff bf the availability, of the

employment program, appropriate
..

referrals,can be "stimu-

.

lated.
-.....

r
.

Cb!orful posters
,

and other High visibility inform-
, .

ation giving notice within the multi7purpose cen-,

ter are.also useful tools in setting potential'clients

to refer tlemielves" to employm nt programwithin:/the

center.

2.02 RECRUITMENT INTAKE

Most authors indicate-little problems in ob,taining
/ J.

applicants for, employment and gaining services affered.to---7

econemic#lly disadvantaged, minority populations:- Heller
r "yak

(1967),
4

ti he other hand, does indicate that,_in addition

,.to the possibility of reaching non targeted popufations. ,)

there is a danger of over-re,gruiting even 'from the'eopula-
7 -

tion one is trying to reach:

According to fieller, the lioustov, NeighbdrhoodiCenter's-

frequentfy erred by "over-recruiting" .for

This resulted WA an excessive-level of effort being expended

# r,

V nac.
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.

on 'providing intake services which left too little
.

capacity to,provide employment services.

Tocounteract the tendency to over-recruit

Houston instituted_a "cylindrical case loa- system ".
.s,

method" limited the new clipnts a counselor could

se,e to a number equal to 2'0% of his aseltkad.

Heller does not provide details on how this,

ifigure was determined or 'whether this percent4 e actually

. .

116 , flow,of pew clients brought into the system in'
IF1Jr A*

bal nce with those leaving 'it. It is evident, however,

that it limited the counselor to spending only .2613 of his

ime on'intake, leaving 80% of his time to deal with clients

already' in the syst,

Apart from "encouraging" counselors to consider
:\

,

&themselves parf,of a team and to keep each other informed
-

.

___
i

. .

of 'slot openings,,' job orders; And-client .interests, 'Heller
.*

provides no specific ways in which this kind of information

flow can b assured within an. organization. Nevertheless,

he claims at this method Permits aril/orderly client flow

and-allows ime for follow-up activities

2.03 ,. AS'SWSMENT

(

'Assessment as defined by, 'Backer (1972), is ,the

gathering of inforillatiOn about .the aptitudes, skillS,

11, 1..
. ,attitudes, p,ersbnality-trraits,_ an life-work histories of

.
,

,

,

An indiVidual. Th'is definition lacks A.statement of the
,..,.- .

.,...: , .. ..,

.

, .

'., purpose for which this information is gathered. A more

1 -,$
. .

11,

.

i

.
, 410

.
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."1

useful definition in the current.context, would be to
. .

say that: assessment is the gatherilo of information about,

an individual in order to determine the training/p12&-

Rent assignment best suited to him within the constraints

of the training/employment program.

This latter definitiomis implied by Backer when

he points out that a crucial input to assessing a potential

_client is the program's -capabilities and the limitations'

in which it operates.

It makes little' sense according to Backer, to use

an elaborate testing system to determine a academic

potential,-if work experience, is the'onlj, employment"con-

.
ponent offered by a program. tacker therefore, suggests

that a clear'statqment of program goals and capabilities

be'formulated basis for decisioDs on hOw:best to use assess

dent for admission and plagement.

Atcording to Backer, the most commonly used instru-

tent used'by vocational decis -takers, is the.General

Aptitude" 'Testing Battery (GATB). The GATB Manual (1970d)

statesthat7only recently has it become clear that the

GATB presents "de'finite limitations in its use with the

more severely Aisadvantagtd". It is 'presumed that "dis-

t
40

contadvantaged" in thig 'ex refers to
0
the educatiOnall

disadvantaged'as distinct from, the economically dis-'

advantaged.; For, as Backer points out, .the greater,the

need of client, for' manpower services, the less usefful.

naci
9



is the GATB for assessment since the "most persuasive

CharacteristiC of the culturally disadvantaged is educa-

tional deficiency".

DesiAte Backer's off-hand confusionof cultural

and economic disadvantaged, it remains a ,truism that if

a client cannot read or understand a Alt directiori, he

will perform poorly,- regardless of his underlying in-

tellectual capacity.

An argument can beade, on the other hand, that

regardless of an individual-1-S underlying intellectual

potential, an inability-to read or understand-directions

(whether this is evidenced on perfo in the GATB or

on any 'other testy is prime facie evid ce of the client'S

need for basic education and-for his inability to train

for or to hold certain jobs untilthe ability:to read is

developed to an acceptable level.

t is equally clear, 'that, while the GATB maopoint

up an inability to read, another instrument, not depend-

ing reading, would be required to assess, an individual's
40

underlying inte llectual potential to 'determine whethet he

has the capacity to learn reading or any other skill.,

Such instruments exist -and attest to the growing,

awareness' among vocational counselors that measures of

inte llectual potential (as distinct from measurements of

skills or aptitudes fOr particuldr jobs) must be freed

of depende4e on culturally-inticed learning.

~7177
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Some such approaches to assessment identified by

Backer include: /

4r

1. NGATB: (Nontreading general aptitude Battery)

An adaptation of the GATB.for the education -
.

ally disadvantaged.

2., TOWER System: (Testing orientation and work

evaluation injpehabilitat on)

Consisting of 110 work sam s in 14

broad occupational groups.

3. Work Sample Tests:

Performance 'of actual job tasks or corn-
s

ponents of such tasks.

(This is the most satisfactory replIce-

ment of paper and pencil test for

measuring aptitude for a particular job) .
,

. Work Behavior Samples:

Assessment of client's attitude forward

and interest in work.

5. Fundamental Achievement Series:

.Assessment of basic verbal and numerical

skills, including basic reading.

. BIB. (Biographical Informatio5n Blank).

. A -etrUctured inquiry into pertinent life

and work experiences taken as an individual

lip history from which basic abilities

and attitudes can be determined.

a.
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7. JEVS (Jewish Employment and Vocational ,

Service)

Twenty eight work sTIPles at varyi4

levels of complexity from which

aptitudes and skills for a number

of different kinds of work can be

ascertained.

It is universally recognized that it is difficult

to obtain valid assessments of the training and employ-

ment potential of-Severely economically disadvantaged

people who have low levels of formal education and who

come froM cultural milieu differen m the core

culture.

Past history of 11Iierestimating intelligence and

ability in these populations have made them react I

negatively aibaw; 1973) and with hostility ,(Backer

1975) to almost any kind of formal testing procedures:

Backer's list-of assessment teChniqUes provides-

examples of assl-Ssment tools which are least like for-

mal test procedures. Furthermore, the use of work'

sampling techniques by a manpower program has a face

validity that clients can accept as meaningfully re-'

lated to the selection of training for jobs and for

job placement as-well.

73,79
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is'

. Libaw's review.of related literature as of.1,9/3

indicated that life.history methods, in the hands o

skilled interviewers and inttrpreters provided use-,

ful predictions of work adjustment and of ten.pointed/

areas in which-appropriate counseling Could forestall

later work-rela ed adjustment difficulties.

Thete findings are also supported.by the Human

Interactions Research Institute's 1974 report "to the

Department of Labor. this retort suggests that a

successful assessment program should, above all, have

trained test technicians administer any test of any

type.' Such trained personnel should have an opportunity,

nowt only to administer these tests, .but to select from

among a number of th6 those most suited to the in-

dividual client and to share the results with the

client in a professional, positive manner.

In the light of de Mek's findings (197S) that

over-recviitment and subsequent failure of ability

to serve clients is one of the most common and most

damaging tendencies of manpower programs, also

appears to e important to recognize that assess?ent

is one way to limit recruitment to those bast able

to benefit from whatAprogram is prepared to offer.

If assessment demonstrates that a.Client it

suitecrby ability and interests to wndertake-trainiligf
.

.
.

to becomie a physician that client is jilst as udsuieed
.

. /.-
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b

to-theTETA programs capabilities as is an applicant,
,

who's incapable of benefiting from A47kind of job-

4 related training.

The'consensus appears to be that assessment is
a

a more important means-of.selecting (i.e. recruiting

.

clients that mesh well with a program's goals and

_ constraints.
4

By implication this means that recruitments

..follow aid= and-asSessment should serve as one of

the tools to carry out the plan as well as to benefit

the client.
.

1 ilk

A further imp,licatiOn is tiro "first-come-
4

2
first-Served" technic14*,of recruitment ,are inappropri-

ate and may even be cfamagiiig to, both program and client.

4 Selection ,of recruits from a !larger number of appli-

cants'means that -some individuals will not be served

'by the manpower prog ;am. It is ther;fore essential

that good Tefe'rral s-ervices be establishq by -the

Trogram and that close ties be established, to other

agencies'an& sources of assistance to the Indian

population. at

While assessmenthas been defined as gathering --

employment related information on an)individual client,

it can also take on a bxoader meaning, related to pro-'

gram planning..

Alt
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Under Carbides.study (de Mek, 1974),'cotpiled

an Industrial - Technical Training Checklist that can serve

as a toolSor assessing the potential for industrial.

training, projects, (i.e. on-the'-job'tftdnillirogrami).

With slight modification, the checklist could also

serve'asma means of assessing not-for:profit organiza-

tions -po'tential-for.providing meaningful work-emSerience

,programs It is alSo a useful tAstruml, for program

planning in general. o
The Ch&cklist *reproduce& below:-

Industrial raining Capacity

./

-What-industries and plants are potentially
.

involved? .

Wha t.experilence has, the indistry had in .

training in craft, technician, and related.

fr

areas?

What training is now accomplished?
0=n.

..In what ways do labor unions participate in

training programs?

What facilities (space and equipment, would

be available for trainink.

What qualified training. personnel are
41.

V

available or could be made available

full time and part time) for training?

at .

-7682 an.
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... ,. Zat. areas of training would be most 'de-
,-

,'
c

,1.. .s'irable in terms Ff' experience, facilities,
A ..

.g and personnel? . 4
.

. .
; Can s siVifidant amount "of management ..

_ __:,___>\-2
t

attention be dkyOted. to, dearel!Oping and --)
. 0operating a, training program? .

.

. t . What is the "image of the plant .in terms
-_ .. .. .. . %..- f, . 1 `of 4, a.,p-tace.' to 14foalt and a

,citizen of the
communty? 0 , -

%- 4. , , _. *
'upon/goommunity

e

.

.

(

.,

.
,

i
.

,

.
.

e

.

. .

'.

,

-...,

.

.

.

.

.

-

,

.

,
.

,

4

.

.

.I,

-.

-..

.

..

'*

.

.

_

.
.

,

0

.

..

.

; tan the plant call assistance
4;4 .

1/4. and cfnart 'On 'community support?-
,-

illetommunl. y' Resources , .. 1, ,
.4 ,.art,... , f to - .

.
e 44_ a Ps...

.1.4441 ' se i Me are the ma'ior educational and training
.

.

. . ..
res urces, of the area.? °.

:
-'- at prb,gram%pxizt%ffor.working with the-

disadvantaged population of the area? , :0.-. .1 ,. .

q What arr the temporary- hopsizig1115Ssibilities
, , e.,

related to the area where, triiiniPAL,WOecilo.
,% II%

occur? .,

- 6 ?*, What *,i..S.'' tke..-general aetituae of the compunit
$

\. 11 - - .
, 'leadership toward progi-amS for .the dis-'

.. AI 4 - a.
itt

ft -
4 -

.
bc6rantftak ed . .

.
4 .

. _ ,,.
..4ent Oplicrrtunitieg. , .

.
'-4-' ',- - it , -! ..":1%. 44

What obpdrtunitifes arcr t$ere now 'and are
%

- projectedlior _sip loymen wiliiin, the plant.,
.

.4r... ...... ,.. ,
-. for graduate el of trig ,trainingt prdiralife

to. -` . a. *
, 7_ '-- A :- - 7"_. , , ,a.,..--..----. .

. nact
: <42-,, ...... . k
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How.are these positions now being filled?
*

o' What are the general employment prospects

in the.geograPhio area and in til iw ndustiy
4

I k ,repres.ented ttroughout the country?

Recruitment Possibilities

.4

mor

,Whatl'arge goups of unemployed orunder-

em*Dyed. workers in the area are poential..._
_

trainees?

e * What twining programs serve these..g4oups,

and are they'full, adequate, and successful?

What channels now egiit'for recruitment from.

General

the. disadvantaged group?

Is 'there an agency which would be. able to t

assist-in development,-coOrdiriaiion, and
)

management of the progIam?t
.., .

.

' a
:What relationships,' exist between. the

Q

industry and Rossibfe cooperating agencies?.

2,04. EMPLOYABILITY PLAINNINGI400
. . . ,

Irassessment is 'at the heart of:tip process of
w

.

-- . 'n ...

A.... t
selectijig.partitipantS frpt a pr:ograM', einplpyability'

4
planning is at the he arCof the process, of making the

. ,

.

.

. -. programArk.for,t4e individual

.11

Lj
0
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.Backer (1972) suggests that ailtwo creek period be
\ #

given over to.and "employability orientation ". While the ,

speCific context ofithis',process is not delineated, its a

purpose is .to 'give ,he staff time 'to work with the non-
., r - 4

jlab ready client infoymally to determine how besttto .-

/'

match him to training opportunities and to subsequent
-,

-.
.

jobs. ,presumably part of this' two week period would be
.

1 , s .

given,over to the use of the assessment methods Backer' .

proposes as alsternatives to flirMal testing.
_ _

.

By far theemost comprehensive model fpr employ-

-ability planning (and ihe-only ione ikecifiCiiy-reitea--41-P
,.._.:f.,.

to GETA.g4idelines).is one preparad by the,Los-Angeles
.

.

Cit)4anpower Plrogram (1976) for the Mayor's office to
.

serve as an- administrative guide to its CETA grantees. .

,,

The Loa Angeles Employability Planning Model suggests

that an Emllgymeet Development, Plan be ;prepared fdr each

participant. This' plan is to serve as a working dotilteqt
', ,

'that iddntines the sequence of actions to be taken to
.....

.,.
.

hglp the client Teach a goal'? of attaining suitable unsub-

/ 4dized employmentpreferably 'in the prOtte sector or

in hard funded agencies.
..

. , In the LA-Model, EmC ployability anning follows

ass'essmeAt pr9cedures,,and uses the results of assessment
't - .

t, part: of tlie informaig.on mix to help de -elop the clients'

- '..in4ividualized-plan.
. . $

.. ,

.,,.

%

:

-
.

lk. ,-- . ...
.

... ,

_
,79. . .
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An,inr;ovation of the LA Mddel iS that it uses a

team approach to employability planning. The team consists

of many staff members, including counselors, job developers,_

intake workers.#nd assessment technicians as well as

management peisonnel.

Because the LA employability planning model is

incorporated in the model for Outreach and Recruitment

outlined in a subsequent section of this report, it will
9

not be detailed further at this juncture.

Suffice it to say that employability"planning is,an

essential process from .which the success of a program's

,

ilility_to serve .the individual client can be gauged.

1,05- ORIENTATION. r
gdtably Ap8ent from the-literature are any-descrip-

tions of orientationSrograms tO familia-rize the non -j:ob
4

readyclientArith the nature and deiands Of'the world
,

of work including the demands -.of the training programs

themselves.

While many authors mention.the barriers toemployment

brought about by poor grOqping, lack'pf regularity of
*,

attendance, lack 'of promptness and-inability to conduct

oneielf ,to one's advantage during employment nterviews,

:(darker '(1974),, deMek (1967), Liba'W (1974) only one

(LibaW, 1974') present0a comprehelisiue plan ford
e

,
. 4

o rientatiori of participat-imifi-manpower.prodams deSigned
*,

1 . '

I
n
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for the severely economically disaldyantaged. n
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'*Libaw stresses the, rise_ of-peeYs in rol-piaying

.exercises and.prob'lem sOlvinrsessions following filmed

presentation of materials dealing with grooming, proMpt-
-

ness, dependabAitY, deportmeni'during interviews a.nd

presenting one's pelf to greatest advantage in written
A

job applications.

It must be stated, however, that the plan outlined

by Libaw is based 4,11 theoretical and obsrvaiional data

and has never been implemented. It has therefore, never
z.

been empirically evaluated.
; :

.

2:06 SUMMARY ON OUTREACH & RECRUL77 LITERATURE

,Includtdogn the literature related to
outreach

and'

recru i tment has been- at revfet of;

to: I,

terature pertinent
-**

o Methids of reachin- the target population ':

) $,

Recruitmentmethods including

nta procedure's :

IlAssess4ent procedures
. *

. -

o Employability plakning

3.00 TRAINING RELATED EMPLOra ICES ;AN' SUPPORTIW

SERVICES

,

.-
.--

01 TIWNI3.( M1
. .

. 4

.

, i I
,,, 4, It is strange hoW,little of the Niterature related

.
._.,.,

t' manpower programs actually ,deals with the Methods
u
of

' :i -.' ), *" .
. .

(

.
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i * .
il'

. .

,delivering the -services thatmlie,at the (heart o. the programs

'or with was of evaluating their relairive effect, veness .

Leonard (1974) suggests that a systems approach to

r

s

theplanning of training can answer the quegti.ons of where
4111

irai4ing need originates who needs and'the kinds
. ,

, Oftraillingneeded.by the target population. This is,

however, a Iittleunclear as to whatthe information mix

should be and how' it-ghoupd be obtained as well as how-

planners can' prAted. Nevertheless, he suggests that data

canbe gathered that,will'-prov useful to program planners

in their efforts-to determine -the availatlilipy
.

Of training

inlhe community) to arrive at decisions as'to whether
4

training is better dope in-house of.out, and.what per-

formance measure't'shoV be used to monitor training
.

effectiveness. 40
. , . ,

.
. There is tomcurrence from Human Interatiion Researct .

, i. ,

(1.974):; and'frpm Urban,gbservatbry,of Metropolitan University
4

Centers 01974) that-r gue4tions must be asked-to ascelitain-

objectively what .kinds of,tradning approaheS are best, ..,

:suited to the particular need
..,

of: ppthe oulatiollserved ,

i bya grogram. But there is no theoretical, or practical
)

. d
ei

.

. methO given
.
making'these crucA ial dvinations.. .

P

'

E entially, it appears that practical possibi,1:i:

I:es-guide the development of manpower trjaininprograms.
. / , .

. 4

';---Thus CETA,' like itiligredecessotg relies on avAil4ble .'
. . .

.".

? /
.

;



community resources and their traditional methcids for

Providing training.
t

,issues are phrased in terms of at roportion

of tra ing will be given in-boute Ars. in ylegular class-
\

rbbm or, in what proportion of training will be given in.'

classrooms vs. on-the-job. The actual methods to be

employed in twining are rarely discussed.

Failure to deal tiith these. issues implies a failure

to recognize fully the implication oflow edu ational
0

0 -=

attainment in minority groups. Only some of this lack of

4

--educationalsuccess can be attributed to lick-of'opportun-7---

ity to attend school. A significant factor must lie in the .

unsuitability of traditional educational methods in reaching

a-considerable proportion of-minority peoples.

- While'the educational system; as a rujel has tried) r

.to remedy this situatiOntlirough ithe-iatrodUction of paced

and individualized legrning programs in tyre schoolg4,few

-eta npewe-r-Aa-rgTams have ,paid attention t
.

.

..,

of!thtie new'methods'td career trairilng,for%minority
r .

.

,4411, populations, if the silence of the literature on thisaiub3ett
.

.

is to be taken
,

at. face value,
4 .

' 4

%I.,-AaW (174) discussing the 'results Of a survey of 41
. . -. ,

. -, Yelected`4NAB-JOBS programis,,,sug/eits ways of matching'

.. ... ,,,f

the met-'hods- used in training to the cultural and value
a

orientations of minority%traineet, referring particufary%
.

(° 6 83
( naci

4
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-

to Blacks. The applicability ofothese method's to Indians .

remains unknown. 4

IICETA Guide .fines define four progrannatic areas for

training:

classrOom Training k

On-the-job Training r

Work.EilieriegErPliblic Service Employment,'

No pertinent literature sources were found that provide
A,

clues to the characteriAics that Nly of these= programs

areas should have" in order to succeed with Indidn people.

Some-pPinters:can be-deduced from-the.findings-of
a

the:Indian Policy Review Comm- ission Task iorce: In its
, .

Final Report, dated 1976,'the Commission attempts to.
) : ,, , ,.

I -... ' 1,,
identify Indian emplOyabiliy problems. The problems.

,

Commission nejude:

'The tendency' of potential semployers'teview
. ,

Indians as unstable, unreliable emplweeS who

I

,ft

... -, .

sistently tnd charactetis,ticallrhave a
ti-

pop attitude ward work. .

:T discouragement. of. Indialks a% being, ,

able to find dAlf-loW-paying, oonotonoils.,
)

. .

unskilled jobs-

-4 The lick of skills and knowledge needed for

living in the, urtlati environment characteristic -

0
Indians migrat g.to.cities fromReservations.

.84
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4

' Lack of resources which prevents many Indians

from purchasing appropriate clothes, special

tools and equipment, or furnishing themselves'

with the transportation needed to be_abie to
I

take better jobs.

CETA guidelines and programs address themselves to

all of these problems. Effectiveness o£. implementation '

remains.,

The AIPRC points out that cultural patterns in

Indifan communities may differ iarkedly from core cultufe.

-expectations.- L
These may show'up in ways that lead White people to

regard the Indian 'as evasive, shifty, unwilling or unable
Or

to'be straightforward.

)

Some ofthese cyltural differances show uppin

situations that affect employability. For. example:,
.

. . An, Indian may nomake eye contact with an
.

- 41/ employment interviewer,

From the Indian's cultural stance this is a mark.

of TespeCt ?or -the interviewer. yomthe,point,,

of view of the white interviewer, it is a sigh

that the applicant is no 'telling the truth:

Indian may use one name on one A9ccasion'
, 4

411

'and another name on another occasion in fillin

out an application. Rnm.

, 8.5
npa_

A'
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i i
From the Indian's point,of view, he'may merely

I =
,

.

be trying to acComodate the white tan by using

a more easily'pr nounced name or he may have
.

takeji a new name ( s its common practice) to

honor a:grandmother or*to give himself a "new
, .

start with a new identity"; Too, the White man,

this casual name - changing may appear to be an

ttempt.to hide some past wrongdoing.'

r When he comes to urbin area, an Indian may-still

list his Reservation as his "home". Uis.local

address may bg insufficient and transient to
4.

him because-he is living in crowded conditions

with others and may be afraid to make new living
4

arrangements at any, time.

he white-person may regard this frequent change

-of ,address (ot failure Alre a local address)

as an attempt to evade responsibility, or as

shiftlessness, ar as a way of preventing any

contact with the White community because some-
,

thing "strange" is going on.
.

The Indians' inability,td'giye his precise

birthdate may merely lbe'the'reVt of lack of

precj.se knowledge because his parents did not

keep track.

To 'a white -person, an Indian might appear very

1\6-

nad
i 1.



I

stupid not even to%know his own birthday or

he may appeaf_to be="trying to get away ith

something" if he is inconsistent in staiiing the
-

date of his birth.
-

Such details may seem to be insignificant in themselves

but they point to the way in which cultural difference can

lead to seriouslnisinterpretations of baeaviour.and create

serious bairiers to acceptance of the Indian in the world

of work in.
4

The'kaCt that much ill effects may result from cul-
,

. .
-..

tural patterns such as those described also points up the

critical need to prepare*Indian people to deal with t'e
,. I -, 0 .

mhitelmrld on its own ,terms by helpinglhim understand its

t

expectations and its way ofikterpreting behavioral actions.

The AIfRC Task Force Report also provides data critical
.,

to the BuTtau of Indip Afilits.Empl

The major dritiismsleNeleveled

.
. 1

1 They''providedprovided tcaini

.- .
.

,.-

not in -demand orOh raining didbenot bring

. , ,

I.
peopipe to the llrel ere their skills wow].

1'
. b"e'saleah,le. ,(low level training in weldink

*
I

/

. where jobsare'availabl'e only at journeyman
,

. .

leVelS or are not available at all is one comp on

Assistance Programs.

i. se 'programs are that:
14,

that are

example).

I

.1
naci



They do not f011ow-up their trainees' career

r'-wgigift

development aimconsequently do.not know whether

thefr, training is Successful or unsuccessful or

how it migh -be improved.

Lackof follow -up4s also regarded as lack of

interest In the trainees who need encouragement

-through contatt and continued 'expression of

interest.
.

The implications of these 4ndiiigs fdlr the conduct of

CETA-training and manpower ervices programs is self- t'- 1

4,
ME.

1

.

'evident..
.

What is not so generally recpgniAd 40 that, according

to a HEW eport (104) on the socioeconomic characteriS
---,

-,

tics of'Ierican Indians baled on the 1970 sus, the Basicv
N

reason for_the recent accelerated migration o

cities istheir desire to seek job,opportun

Motivation to-find good jobs mustbe high if it /

larges numbers of people to'leave their holies

(Reservations) and brave the unknown.

, It would seem incumbent on CETA programs to capi-

talize on this motivation, but the. literature does not

provide insight or evidence to support specific ways.in

which'this can best be done,

88-
, naci
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4.00 jOB\DEVELOPMENT AND PLACEMENT

The only written material on Job.DevelopMent and.

Placement specifically related to operation of manpower

programs is the Los Angeles .Job Development_Model (19761.

Much of the model presehted subsequent§ection

of this Report is baSed on the LA model, /
so not given,

elaborate treatment' here.

The LA model presents thiee main teChniqtes fOr job

development and placement:

'Job Matching

Use of Affirmative Action

A .

Job Development, per se.

4.01 JOB MATCHING

JOb matching occurs when an'employee is sought who

can fill an employer's description of an available Job.

The employer's requirements are taken as the-starting point.

These may be in the form of a: job order, a Classified ad,,
0

or some other 'notification ofijob Availability.

Starting with the employer's statement, the job

developer scans the files of available applicants. If one

is found 'who matches, he is sent for an interview,afier a

call, to the employer who verifies that the job is still

'open. If there are some'ar,eas in which a Candidate does

fitthe des44ption but the counselor is certain he

Amr- could perform well; some attempt is made to Cala the
- ,

Ne
- lk

naci

/
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I

employer and "sell" him NI the candidate.

4 .02 AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
mtb

`AffirMative Action is used when the job developer
* Ar*

Thelps an emplOyer who has characteristically not hired

Indian, forestructure jobs ox to modify their require-

ments so 'th;atipeIndian can perform them atequately.
*I .

4.03 JOB DEVELOPMENT
c

-j Job 'Developionent occurs when a specific job, suited

to a specific rndivldua).is sought or, an employer is

induced to.create one.

The' Los Angeles Job Devalopment Modal stresses

the use of labbr iarket analysis as a basis
al

for plan--
a

ning, the Manpower Prograt well as a wiy of deter-

.mining where and what kitds of jobs are most likely

available;' The Job Devloper's should know how to

gather and interpret data on such factorsas

TranspOrtaAion, employer profiles

40
Community characteristics

Available job and taining faciliies

o The Los Angeles Model describes'ways,of:locating,

possible jqb'openihis.through use of:
. ,

Classified'Ads

, Business -Directories (including the Yellow-
)

'Page" of telepAlond book)

N.

e

CanVasing neighborhoodibusineSSes
-1.

. Mounting mail campaigns to potential
,

A -
i

f ..

employers, taking jo orders, etc.;

9 w --411P--
_ v

6
(
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Th'e Lqs Angeles Model also describesways

which a team effort backs up the Job Dev.eloper and also

'facilitatei the intergration of job information into tie!
.

work of,,all.members of the CETA staff. More importantly,

it describes the way inwhich a team 'effort helps the. ,-
a

participants and provides a means of evaluating means of

improving the entire program on anion going bAis.

.5.00 FOLLOW -UP SERVICES c
)

Reliance must be placed on the Los Angeles Model

for-Project Administration (19761 'to,' find written'

',materials-on follow -up prOcedures,specifically related

ta.CETA Manpower Programs The Los Angeles. mode euggest
,

a eyStem for obtaining monthly statistical information

-

to-help assestbotH-project and staff.perfortance. .

Forms are also suggested to help`accompish these

perfotmatIce assesstents.

..Proiectverformance is most commonly gauged, by

the retention rates of clients placed ih training and/Or

-job slots=ffieller (1Q67); Gordon (1971).

Gordon specifically warns aga inst using number of

placements as a criterion for measuring program effective-

Helpoints out that use of .raw numbers of'placements

encourageg,counsefors to make placem fits without proper .

regard for cllent'Or emploYar Satisf ction or probability

Of job retention.

9i ,

.

1

s
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f

Number of placecents alone, then does not consit-

futeilah appropriate. Measure of-pOo'gramlrectiveness.
'

Some further.measure of the. placement such as:

- RetentiOn time
1, e ,

,
,

.Congruen5e of placement with training providld

by- CETA,
.

Relationshilo of placement to the. Cl?ients' .

t
employability

.

Other-Such measures- of quality suggest "themselves,

although t'hey.are'not.suggested by -the literature

,sources reviewed.

.Judging from the the absence tof treatment of the

subject Qf follow --up in the, literature, this aspect of

manpower program implementation is the least developed of

'

its lets.

By implication,'thi.s means tfiat programs are'not

sysiematically feeding fol. ow-up findings' into their

planning processes.

rwhether this lack is d e.:to lack of sophi-kicatiOn

in follow-up methodology,.as suggested by the Manpower,_

and Metro Study (l 74) orkwhether it, is due to some 'other

cause is, unknown.

. The pcissibrility exists thai_follow:up i4 .either not

carried out o not reported because negative findings
,

might jeopar jze continuation of project ffnding, ,ThiS



I

..

.situation may be overcome by 4 clear statement that
:

,

-

funding is not"contingent
(

qninitial outcome but does,

rather, require eviden tI.at follow-up data aiSe being

gathered, evaluated 71d- xeacted to in the -plpnig of

prograhl activities. By encouraging__ he use of follow-up

date in problem solving, u reluctance tc) perforthfiallow:

up'functions may be diminished.

Help may also° be "required to provide.,the'technical

trall\ling necessary to insure that follow-up procedures

are being followed adequately and that follow7up data

are being properly analyzed and interpreted:

A

i

A
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\J PART ,III THE=M05ELS

FOREWARD
;

..-

The modals preS6nted here deal With the four-areas
1 e.t

in :hick the foui training films are to be Produced:

,\ 1. Outreach and RetTtitment

;raining, Manpower and Supportive

services,- -

)

3. Job Development and Placement

4.. Follow-Up,

:,The ,purpose of model construction -is two-fold.

-t,-/: First, it is .to try_ to Create a structure, wh-
,

it.

in.CETA guidelines,- specifically aipedat helping% American 10

Indian Prime Sponsors achieve CETA obj.ectiVes on their

constituencies.

. ,

Second, to inform the filmmaking process_
. /, .

by pAviding background information and focus for script ,

.._

writers,. producers, directors and others involvedin

creative film-making.
(

These two purposes are cOngruebt-with each other,

bUt'the second requires a concise higIlighted treatment

rather than a discursive detailed presentation'that might

.be called for by,the first. No fiff,eenr-minute film can

present all the procedures required to implement a model-
.

At best, a Mr Of this 1pngth tan .provide some motivg-

7



tional impetus to carrying out required tasks and proyide

. ,

4

.some input as t why certn procedures are required.if

certain goals are to be achieved._

.The staff at most Indian 'Prime,Sponsors visited

was lacking in formal training in manpower Operations and

. - 0

was g7nAira11y inexpeiienced as well. Were there more,,

,experpise in the Prime,Spon-sor leadership and staff, it
.N

1

is likely that the sites visited would have-shown a greater

understanding }and a better implementation of'the process

outlined in the TechniCal,Assistance Gdides' (TAG'S)

published by the Manpower Administration of the U- S.
. .

. Department of Labor during 1974.

. ' The models presented here represent,, -.:in part,,a

selection of ,those options offered in the TAG's and

considered Most, appropriate for use by Indian Prime

Sponsors. Additionally, they incorporate a number of

ideas regarded as potentially very helpful to programs

that are characteristically manned by inexperienced

personnel and that suffer from high manpower turn-orer,

rates._
(

The modPls are also pritarily developed for

manpower programs locatedwithin multi-service Centers:

These comprise
.
the bulk of'the Indian Prime Sponso's

. _.

visited; They are applicable with little modification
.

f

to those Prime Sponsors'operating manpower programs

independently'of other services.

95
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-.Betause'the work Statement fOr this project -doe*

hot \include the prpatatibh of a film on the Manning

process, the Models presented _her Incorpoliate some

criteria fot planning-program mj..x and empfsis, and.
.

define the, .type of client' for which each program comp'on-
,

.

ent i$
,

best suite

2.ob MODEL OLftREACH AND RECRUITMENT PROGRAM

This model incorporates such aspects of outreach

and recruitment

o I

methods of disseminating information to

the target population,

intake protedures

orientation, of applicants to the CETA

progrAm apd to the world of.wan,k

assessment and,selection procedures

; initial counseling; and employability

P
planning

2.01 OUTREACH METHODS

N 2.01.1 METHODS 'OF DISSEMINATING INFORMATION TO THE
TARGET POPULATION

This model recognizes fwo distinct target p

tiops to which an Indian Prime'Sponsor might wish to

appeal. For pursesof distinction', one group will be -

.4

r

called a_Referral Population. -The other will be called,'

a Service Population.

96
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X

0. .

., i .,

A Referral 'Population
,

is a gralip for.wAich the

,

,'. .-,...

Indian Prime SpOnsor does not expect to pr6videetrect. '.
, .

.

.' 1.

manpower services. It is a population, however, ,thaT could ,

ben efit by ,being referred' to 4ources"of othet services.

Within this Referral Population, t emil be

individuals mho are capable of benefiti g".from .long-telm

'higher education... While they .mot f II within the

purview of a ,CETA Program, the could benefit from

refer.ralqo schol#rskip resogrces and be assisted in

%
.

. .

obtaining and filling out correctly,the many farms that
.

, 1
may be required for application.. .

, ,

.
, 4

Other individuals, may also be in need-of refer-01:'
.,

alcohol treatment piograms

1.health-related Programs

,'`emergencr assistance to housing,

. other- community resources

Iti's not suggested that CETA e3cpend its resources

on proyiding referral services. But it is recognized that

Brold,.butreach efforts may bring in many individuals

'1,, :whose primaiy needs ,may be in ,other areas burr .whose long

(
. .

term welfare will,depend-on obtaining manpower services .a

#

of one king or another. /.

...One of the many advantages of being asgbciated

. with a multi-purpose center.is that there can be sharing

of expenses and personnel involved in mo4ting broad-

naci
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based outreach efforts to reach a'referra population,

Methods,moSt'useful in Teaching the referral

,9

population are "shot-gun" approaches.:. They aim to teach
1

as wide an. audience as. possible and emphasize the.

plicity of services available.

Among these methods-are:
10

distribution of flyers and posters to Indian
4

organizations, tb.,,,marketS,.churches, and

bars, in :Indian neighborhoods

preparation and distribution of press.

releases to ihe.-media

.these could include stories of:

special events taking place at the

center or sponsoredbyqt

"case studies" of clientS whp benefited'

from the program (so-called "human

inttrest" stories)

notificZionlof.the hiring of new

-staff membrs, stressing their back-.

ground and special skills they .btriw

to the program
. .

of spot an uncements for radio

ana television for\broadc

at time when rndian§ are ist like,ly to be

on stations and

listening.

appeafances of'Indian artists, professionals,

le

,
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. i

member's o'f'Prinie.SpcpsOr and CETA.stiff,--L-
0

businessmen, or other prDminent members of
. ,

.

the Indian community...on talk shows or `news
,

programs on .radio and televiSion..
1 --

go---, _outpostingof mitreach lerorkers at nearby
,

, / . r
. .

.

'.

reservations,.to le thewpeople know of ,

.
.

.

services available in the city, should th0
- . g

.

decide toJeave,the reservation and-attempt (.'

Avg.

city life.',

contacting other organiiations such as
. .

schools employment service,welfare offices,
,

social, service agenCies, housing_complexs,
o

recreational
t
centers, -etc. and explaining

the program and requesting that referrals

be to the center .for any one o r-mote of a

wlde range of needs, incrbaing the n'ed for

employment services. ,

. ..--

. Ottreach methods useful in reaching the service
.

'. ,

0 ..

population .are -"rifle shot" 'approaches: They aim, to reach ''
- 1 , . ...,. ,

. , o

-only those who -can benefit from the mix, of 'manpower, services.

--,offered.by the CETA peograry.

rf a program emphasizes classrgOtrainitig programs,

its public releases should emphasize what is being offered

(vocational. training, community colleg e programs, etc.)

' and try to explain in its publicity what the program demands

naci



as/well as what it offers.

Publicity releasespand the other forms of infOi-
a

mationdissemenati4n should appeal-to those who are -willing

to work hard and study for a while in order to achieve long

range goals. It should try to help individuals see them-

selves/in a hew lfght, i.e. as eapable of jearning and

of,improiring their lot in life w% out sacrifiCing theirs

Indian identity or as developing their earning capacity

to p. their families' and the Indian community.

/

Indian values congruent with -work should be

stressed, sqch as the rare' of work in maintaining independ-

enrce-and dignity:
S.

'Programs that stress On-the-JOb Training or Work

Expetkence programs should, emphasize these manpower servicet

and appeal speciiiealltto those individuals best able to

benefit from them.
. ,

In contacting other. age.ncies,'Indian C unity

Organizations and other
) referral sources, the kind of .

individual being sought should-be stressed as much as

what tX"program has to 'offer.

Within} the center it f all personnel should be

informed about the kinds of'iq0.4011duals the,manpower

, program is best able to help io that they can perforM

'some screening of referrals,widmesh.
(--°

.+1



2.02 INTAKE PROCEDURES

If-the CETA program is part of .a multi-service

center, it is suggested.''that a central intake procedure

'beestablished. This should be located at or near the

point of physical entry. to the center where it is-visible

to all those who come in the door.

Iddally., tie intake procedure should begin -with

contact with a friendly acid autgoing:receptionist.whit

1419omes the pAson to the' center aid who provides the

int4vidual with a generalized application form (i.e.

suited for all applicants for any Or all services.

offered by the center) and expresses a willingness to

help the applicant fill it'out if help is desired. A --

comfortable chair and writing table should bepart of the

reception areas furnishings and he decor should stress

I .

Indian themes. r

If possible, a small writing room off of the

reception.area.should be furnished with a microfiche

viewer and a cartridge -type Super-imm HIM; Projector
tt

,and/or a "closed-system" film strip/sound plojector.

The microfiche viewer should be used to help
111'

applicants (or any other visitor to the center) scan 4

the current jobs available,thr6ugh the employment service.

The filmor.fili strip,prp'ectOr should be on'a

inputous-loop.arrangement a d should 'display d,program

descri .1,4g,all of the centers services of what is
1

A

1 0 1

1;.i

40.

4
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:expected if applicants_ mh-cl avtii.dtbeM.Olves of Ihese.servites. ".. ,

.

.

, ,t, it t . ; ° i ,
--. A bulletin board,-kepttip-:tO--date% with easily

.

- t

/read job, Listing (none older.than one week)-shouSe.ld be avail,

' abl.e in a distinctly- marked part-of the-boak-.-not'mixed
. 4

....

,-- in with other announcements, Although a place should In
, .

allowed for thesle as well. .

PoSter sized visual Material should *how the

.center's ,services and depict the steps an applicant will
.

, .
, . .,, ' , .

go through from .applicaton to acceptince into a program. --,
se

. / .. %
or service (and beyond, --*f it is the-CETA prograM).

k *-

-4, Aftex'filling out the application ford (which -

i .
among'ot4er things, includes data needed to determine
N

-

1

s,

eligibility to dETA) and being allowed some time to

explore the.materiain the waiting room to,famniarize.
, .

himself.withitherogram, the applicant is intioduced to
,

"the Intake Counselor.
'1.

The Intake CoUnselorshould bean ilidividu al
.. .. a

trained in,
.

interviewing techniques, thoroughly.familiar.

with community services offered both by the centerand

by other agencies, knowle'dgeable about the constrintsr

and capabilities of the various' center programs (inCiud- ".

ing CETA), authorized to make determinations of'eligibility
$.

/ and/or referfars.

If, during the intake-Interview, the applicant
'-

is found ineligible for EiAr referral will be made 'to

102
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,

appropriate, programs .either in...the center or to another

agency.
6..

I 0 AV

.
, If the applicant is ,eligible for CETA ,and is

, interested. in' entering the program, tte,Intake Counselor
. --

v-
= a 41- , e 4 ,

e,
,

'will makt.'the d'etermination a 'to whether the applicant
.

.

is job ready or needs, one of .the mppower services
.

V
0"

a!

'offered by: the program..
.

If the applicant,is-job\Teadytwo appdintments

.

are set up. -The first will be fp,r174-higiatition and

the second will be with the Job Developer.: eShould
4

,

interim or emergency assistance be needed, appropriate

referrals-for these,services will also be made.)
.

,

If the applicant kis not job-ready,, two appointments
.. , / '*

. .

will also be set up. The first will also be for orien-
.

tation. The second will be with a "Manpower Training",

counselor. (The sama interim referrals as*tnentioned
7

-

ahove, will be made in case of need.)

2.02.1 ORIENTATION _

.

tThis portion of the 'Model is predicated.an
,

several suppositions: Firstr' it is assumed that all
.

applicants to,a CETA Program (whether they are eligible
. ,

,

or not, whether''they-will actually. be selected for'a 1.
P.

training program or not, whether they are'job -ready or
. . . r - . \ '

nOt, etc.)_can benefit by knowledge of %the CETA Program
,

itself , If for no other reason, it%helps stimulate

torrect wordlof-mouth' information and feeds into the

103
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'outTeicleprogram: .

, . . f,
,

:.Second, based on ovelthelming evidence, CETA '

.
. ' -,

. ,
. .

applicants almost uniformily.require an' unaerstan ing,of

employer 4xpectations insofar as dress and grooming,and,
.

. t .

inso-fai: as promptness and dependability on the job' are.
,.-

. .

concerned..

r

11.

Third, CETA'applicants also almost uniformily

;need assistance in learning how to keep personal records

and to Use personal informat,ion appropriately in filling
.

tut application-forms. Practice,in filling out forms

is also needed.

Fourth, CETA applicants appear to need help
t.

learning how to, prepare for and'how to conduct them-,

',selves on 'job interviews Information 4nd Practice

pertinent to learning all of these..factors important.io

' being a. successful CETA traiAie and a successful employee

should be part of the Orientation program.
4

Because the costs in time and money are pfohibir
I

tive if ,this in?ormation and thde skillS were taught

by counselors on, a ape-to-one basis, some more-effectixe

and economical way/of doing orientation must be sought.

**4
Becaue conducting orientation, class does not allow

for dealing-with inctividual_differences in backgroung

and learning speed, and because conducting-good cl'asses

0'
using modern teaching techniques i a:highly svcialized

skill not readily found in the Indian Community,'ind

104
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because schedulipg of'classet interposes, a delay between

the time of.apolicAtiot,74 the time of receiving orienta-
1

tation which - discourages ttny applicants, .It is sugges-

ed that pre-programmed, selfinstructiona1, filmes drienta-'

- .

tion programs be developed.

These programs could he previewed on,allindividual77),

'and ad- lib, -basis.' Applicants can View them as often as

they like,. give themselves as 'Many repetitions as they need,

and be .given_ pI'actice_ exercise`s until tfey.feel confident

in'having mastered those sk'lls required for job seeking

1(job-trainik and for job etentidn.

The Super 8mm fil0 format is* again recommended
.

for these pr grams. Thit type equipment is recommended

because of the inexpensiveness, )04rdiness of the equip-
.

, .
.,' .

merit and the use of cartridged film that is protected
_ 7

>,
\

--

) against damage from careless use. .The simplsicity of .

,,,,,,,,

operation is also a phis. Super, - 8mm filt equipment can

be operated by anyone who kAowslow to use a radio or TV' ,

set. (It is recognized that Appropriate film material is

not yet a'ailable that is suited for use.with Indian ,adUlts-

but,thisjya model and creation of sucli4-films would make *

it possible to fully impliment the model present here).

A3. , parenthetically, such films could provide useful in-
.

st ruction for Indian youth and could be used beneficaly

in-the schools or at. organizational meetings as well.

105
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k 9 *
It it also suggested that' a variety of film-

1 .
/

,

/strip material be collected -tb,portray the world. of work
.

a .,

(V..\. honestly and graphically. ,Many Inkans have little idea
g -

i
V of the kinds of job American st y.g,,,, tes..' They do

not know what is required in the' wen of background and ,'
. 1. ,

training to enter certain kinds of work .nor 'what kinds of

wages they,can realistically expedt it will,pay. Other

useful film materials that coula_be,,maAp available for
.

ad-lib ,viewing as well. These could not only make wait-
.

- ..-

ing more interesting and rewardinfCbut could also help

Indians learn urban living skills .iuch As:

Using- the tools of citir,living

(ail the .way frop flush toilets to subways)

Budgeting-fundS 4,..

5t,'P

, Preparing low-c ition61
iS

How to study for better school learning

The availability of earphones would make possible

for Several,people to be,lisiening to thesame or different

programs simultaneously without
/

disturbing ,other on-going
, ?

'activities at the center.. And.the generalavailibility of

a reasonably comprehensive film library on such topic

could, strive tar make the CETA Center a focal point *f the

entire Indfan community.

, 5
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In this way, everyone entering the Center can henefit.

Through the use of film and program self-instructdonal

materials, the whole orientation program can be made ,simple

enough for the receptionist or another. similarly trained

person to run it. If a card is made out fgr each film,

unit to Ake as a monitor for when dt'is checked-Out and
,

.' returned, control of inventory can be'kept simple and ad-

Curate.

(

The Intake Counselor should specify the orientation

ematerifs necessary for the candidate to view and those
. I

that ariedesirable. A simple check -list of available
, --

materials will make selection of training materials-simple.

This same checklist can be utilized to keep a record

of the training prescribed and _a record of-the viewings., . .

The applicants copy of this checklist should,be kept-

in his folder and be available to the Manpower Training

.Coilnselor and to,the Job Developer.'

2%62.2 ISSESSMtl4T AND SELECT ON 'PROCEDURES

Both the Manpower Training Counselor and the Job

Develpper should be familiar with testing techniques and

intediewmethods of assessment. If not themselves

skilled in actual test administration, they should be

able to-participate in case conferenCes, to understand ,

the vocational implications' of assessment results. They
4,

sho4fd also, afteY interviewing the client, be able to
/

de erilne what kifids of formal tests would be

a

0
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-'helpful, if any, and to refer the client for appr6priate

testing. /)

If the size of the CETA Program warrants it a

test technician skilled in-establishing rapport with Indian-
. .

clients should be on staff. If not, testing should be

made available either-on a consulting basis (preferably

'especially.if.the consultant can also attend case con-
r

ferences) or by .referral to he employment service.' It

may in some instances be possible to arrange with.Employ-

ment Services to\utpost.an individual at the CETA Center

who can serve as either Job Developer, Tester or both.'
.

If the' client is job-ready, the'Job peveloper

shoul .proceed to locate a suitable jbb ftx him:

f the client is not job ready', it is the task

of the Manpower Training Counselor to,determine.whether

the clierit belOngs'in one-of the CETA Training Programs

or wOuld'be better off in some other kind of training

p-rogram,, such as, receiving a BIA or Tribal Scholarship

to obiain,a pre-professional college education.

If the client is better-off in.some non-CETA

Program help shoUld be, ven to obtain and-fill out neces-
-4

sarrapplication form etc.
. - , .

. .. If the client is Suite& for'a CETA slot, the

) Counselor Working wi tie client determines which ,slot

is most appropriate k for thetclients long -term welfare

and for the fulfillment of the 'objectives of this particular

CETA Program.

1 06
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The Manpower Training Counselor is given a maximum

number of cases towcarry. In smaller programs, the awn-
,.

. ,

selor will not,only assist the client in selecting a

'"training slot,'but will visit'the client at least twice

a'mbnth durin2 the. training period, will. be in contact

with his teachers and supetvisors,--i evaluate the training

instj,tution-on,an on-going basit, and help the client

or institution with any problems, that'may arise'during

thetraining
. .

tIf neither 'the. raining institution nor the OR, The,
.

Job Training eMployer can place the, clientat lent

(training'before
,

weeksi the client completes a prOgram, a'i-

rangements.will be'made for the client to meet with-the.
-

Job Developer and:efforis will be made to find
*
permanent

-

placement in unsubsidized employmeht.

2.03.3 ' INITIAL COUNSELING AND EMPLOYABILITY PLANNING

Employability planningis an:initial:part of the

counseling of a CETA client. BecaustivpIays a central

pii/-t* in the early counseling effort, it is singled out

for special attention in this el.

-Employability planning is a process that assists

nthe participat arid ptogram operator develoP and follow
,

a speCiflc action plan that the client must succes*fully
.

complete in order to obtain full time, unsubsidized

4

emplobyment.

.

L
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47-7;hiS idivid4alize4,-participant oriented proesS

usually includes several staff members who would be .

actively involved in imple enting the plan

the eou'ffhlOr, placemen specialist, and most im-.
.

portantly,the case manager who,is responsible for
. ..

.

.

overseeirtg_that the plan is properly developed and
1

J'' riplemeated. i .

A

The staff team has a shared.goal: guiding the.

participant to,successful employability within the time

speCified in the agreement.

. The plan includes three (3) major phases which .

should be incorporated in one (1), form See Figure 2 & 2 -A
o

203.1 CLIENT- ASSESSMENT

:To determine whether or not the applicant can

4

i

benefit from `ttie available program activitist.. This'phase

gathers informatan about the participant, evaluates

porential'iOr-guccessful completion and determines train-
,

ing and supportive service needs: .

. -

a. Participant Information-
A .

1. Past education years of formal ed ucation,.
. . .

ts ., ,iw
. .

periods :of structured"vocational training,
. . .

trasicor.remedial education needs. When

tests are used, progrartroperator must en-

4

sure that they are adminiStered.and rev)lied
.

.

by experienced, trained personnel. Th

401:1---

,
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TARTIC1411.NT EMPLOYABIUTY 0 Of ELoPmekr rtAN.
Sds 2

IX. STEPS TO REACH EMPLO MEANT GOAL

A. SUPPORTIVE SERVICES (Meclical, transportation, ctld,care. etc.)

1. SUPPORTIVE SERVICES PLANNED

Nam* ot.Suceortive
Service Required

,
Respoissio.e Staff

, Memoir sno Tina

?. SUPPORTIVE SERVICES PROVIDED

Cite Strv-C2 \ 1 Agency Pcviging Cost tp
'Completed Sarvocs LAC:27 A

. ,

'
8. EMPLOYMENT & TRAINING SERVICES (C.:tinseling. GED. A8E. ESL Occupational. Norst Eitiperrence_OJT, Job Davetcpment etc.)

1. EMPLOYMENT &TRAININt SERVICES PLANNED 2. EMPLOYMENT & TRAINING SERVICES PROVIDE

Nana at Empioy orient & a. Start Oats i Total Ps/Imitation Aimvity
Traintrtg-Servic Neecad
(Include Job nue it Responsible Ststf Wssks Days Days Aossnt Succasstutly

Trainina Activrty), ?dement and Tide Re:Mitred Present Eiculrea vriea Comoletell

tar.
I OM mir.114
or Twee";
Allow..

o,

1

C. Participant ,Approval Participant Signature Cate

of Man _

EOP MODIFICATION

Change Required Reason for Change
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'0

irk

1.

contractor must convince the'applicant that

the tests lack cultural, ephnic, and sex

bias and are-utilized to-assil-t in develop-,

ing a trainiAg plan.-

2. Emp oyment History

pithy is he/she employed? (Fired, r signed,
.

layed of-f?) .

How long has he/she stayed at one lob

Does he/shOave a skill?

Where has he/she worked?

Where has he/she ldoke) for employment?

Is he /she collecting_unemplOment?

o What type of employmet would he/she like

to have?

it How many job tnterviews-has he/she had

since he /she became reemployed?

3. 4BaPrie.rs to Employment

p,
Does he/she have transportation?

4. Is he/she familiar with the area?

Does he/she need child care. services?

Has he/she eviir -been arrested? Why?

Does he/she normally get along with

supervisorth?

Is there a historyof drug addiction?

Alcoholism? ,Medical Problems?

1
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,

Are there any personal-problemsldiarital?
41.

Medical?
I

4,4. -Participant's poi t of View

What type of trU- fiing ds he/she seekigngy

flow much money does he/she want tki earn?

Does he/she.like to work for somebody

else?
,

What are his/her immediate'needs?'

What are his/her long range goals?

What is,his/her attitude towards advanceL

ment and employment?
, .

b. Determination-of Potential for Success

MM.

01,

Once all participant information has bgen

collected, staff must determine Whether or, not

to accept the appliCant.into the program. Final

determinatlem should be based on open discussion

ampng tji6y-participa{i staff members. Points

that "should be considered in Teaching ,the

decision are:

Is the applicant's educational level

equate for the training components

ortunities)?

s,qa. educational and train -ing needs be met

in the pr

Canbarri

gram?

rs to employmeny be eliminated?

1 4,
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I

Can supportive 'services be met?

Is ada'itional information needed? i.e

medical reports, past employer input.) '

If a decision is reached to reject the

.---apglicant,.then.an effort shouldbe made tb

rbfer the client' to another program. The

applicant should be told_why he/she is not

'accepted.- iY

If, in contrast, the determination is kavor--

able', the client is informed, oriented and

difected to
.
thesecond phase, the Employ-

'ability Development Plan.. ir

DEVELOPMENT OF EMPLOYABILITY PLAN\*:

The Employability, Development Plan is a*drking

'document that should identify the actions to be\taken to-
) .

_

reach employment fin- the participant. At this t'Ine staff
\-

should inform the participaht of the employment d porttinit-

ies in the area;/ skills that are:_1.14-4e.mand-;-andus ries ,in

the area wages paid in his/her general area of elQyment
r

fnterest. the time limit involved.in the program; urplus
.

skills in the area. Staff, should assist the part Opant

to. understand how these considerations will effec the

N.anning of his employment goals.

.

Staff should then assist the participant to establish

realitic.goals and offer suggestions if he/she npt sure

115
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v.

f what he/she wants to.do.. In order to accompliSh this,

.the.team must consider in depth:

Have his/her immediate needs beep alleviated?
,

What are hiA/her strengths, i'nterests, aptitudes?

What his/her past work experience has been?

1

What he/she can be trained for within the time

constraints?,

What. the environmental, barriers - to hislher

employment are?

How they can be remedied?'

What his/her supportive services needs are? ,.
A

Then the team should develop alternatives of short

and long range goals and discuss which one(s) would'be

best, based on the information gathered,duritg the meet-
,

ings held with the participant. _IX is important that

immediate needs and barriers to employment are identified

and dealt with at. this time to enable the pafticipant td
*-

concentrate on'training.

After the goals have be#8n identified, then the

specific activities to achieve those goals must be Outlined:

. What training and job'development components, Will

he/she participate in?
.

What supportive services will he/she receive?

What outside resources will assist in reaching,

the goals? -: night school, part-time-work, etc,

11

12.t.

40'
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.

Any outside financial Assistance?-
. .

Along with ouillhilig each activity,e. the perrsa.mhor

responsible and time required to accomplis'p it must be

specified. The participant shotild'have a.Clear understand -k

-ing of: *4

Everybodyts responsibility including his/hers to

accomplish each activity.

What his/her schedule is',

Who to contact in casp.of a problemor concern

Schedule for periodic reviews of his/her plan

The purpose of, the reviews

Implementation and Fallow-Up of the'EmPloyabilitY
O

Pia.; During phase three (S)the supervisor or person

responsible for overseeing the implementation of the plan
0

should inform staff that will interact with the partici-
.

pant vocatioxal instructors; basic ed. teachers, of

0.

tie plan and the participant's goals, -Staff
.
and ilartici- ,.

I
V 1 ..- i 4

.

*Pant should be asked to inform supervision immediately _

, 0

theythey forsee any potential. problems.
44,

R. During ;pis TAse of the program, docu ntation

44kOmes very inportant.4 Documentation should "be keRt

on the following:

Problems arising

RfOgress of the client
N,0

Results of testing'0

1

4g:
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/Weekly or monthly evaluations k/

A'' modifications to the plan

What services are being provided

-Records-of his/her attendante, punctuality

i How he/she i.i'getting along with his/her

supervisor and peers

Records' of his/her prformance, productivity

Staff should be open to and prepared to make altera-

tions to the plan if participant shows discontent with

training. There, may be a need to change employment, goals

which probably will include re- evaluating training.needs.

It is important that the team.Meebts at least once a month',

.in order tb insure 'the smooth advancement of the participant.

ISalter&tions to.the Employability Development Plan are

needed, the documentation shoulbe recorded on a separate

sheet.

During the Exit Review of the Employability Develop=

ment Plan, the team ts,to
4 encourage the par't'icipant

tP continue devoting .seri
, ,

long-range gods. These may be,entering college, trade

scho.24 getting a license., etc.- By this time the--parfill-

effort toward achieving

aw

pant, after hal.iing experienced small successes ant having

achieved theshort range goal, should feel confident to/

pursue long range goals. If for example he/she wants to'

attend,Jr. College at night, p.ssistance should be provided

OF

11.8
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to determine to enroll; what classes*.he/she would

. . 1

like to take; what progrN, am would'fit his/her schedule of

Av.
work-, etc. At this meeting, tne participant shoula'be

a.,sg1/4-d that staff will maintain, contact with him/her or

that he/she is free to cOlttact staff (specify the person

by.name and provide phone number) if he/she needs,assistalice.

Follow-up efforts should continue until the partici7

pant feels that the bdrriers to employment have been
_

eliminated or alleviated considerably and he/she feels,

comfortable with the job. The sponsor should require a

follow-up following placement, at 30,'.,60,and 90 days.

'Forlo should be recorded on a Client Follow-Up

,Records fOr . NOteson these contacts should be kept in

the participants file.
. 4

.2.044 EVALUATION OF THE QUTREACH/RECRUMOT PROGRAM

It cannot be overemphasized that the improvement of
1,

a,program or any of" its components requires that it be

reviewed fiequentloy.and objqctivelY to determine if it is

imeeting its specified`goalS% *If not, then the degree of

nyiation must be determined and the reasons why the plan

is not being met should be ankyzed.Snd aecisions.shoLd .

be reached as to how the plan should 1?e modIfied,or how ,

1

deterrents to its achievement can'be overcome-.
.!.

in' this model,the dpplitation,fprm snould derive

information as to the souxce of a clients', refetrdl to
it/ . .

.

YIP
t9
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the CETA program. And the, clients records"should contain

all the other information derived from his intake, cowun-

seling, training and subsequent follow-up. _

A
On a quarterlyba-sis, this client data should be

summarized and pooled. In additionto the quarterly

report required by the Department of Labor, the CETA

prkram should require a quarterly staff review of the

program.

The agenda for-the review should include a re-tap

' of the specificgoalsfor the quarter, 'according to plan.

Discrepancies in reaching the targets should be discussed-
,

A qualitative summary should be prepared that enumerates

the problems encountered'and solutions suggeted.

,Modifications to the plan if any should be codified, And
.-0

should be made specific in a written state of the new

goals to be achieved in the nekt quarter.

Each individual's role.in hclpirig to ahcieve the

goals should be specified.

Goal statements should include, but not be limited

opteftter of app icants,to be served

Number of c cents -to be .interviewed

Number of placementsCto be,made

Ntimber of. site visitsAo be made & reported

or: NuMber Of fellow-4 calls or visits to be

conducted

46. Etc.

1
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When specific segments of the overall goal are

assigned to individual staff members, these quarterly

reports can also, lerve.as',0ne element of-employee perfor-
.

.mance,evaluations.

ti Over the longer term,'probably on a yearly basis, --\

certain correlations should be made quantitatively

-statistically) to determine:

Which referral sources bring, in the most successful

participants

The probability of successfill completions of -

different training.prbgrams and different train-

ing locations 110,*

In order to be able to Obtain these correlation'S,

it will,The necessary to record the referral source-for

each applicant and it will be neceSgary.to establish
,

some- sort of rating of the level of success of.'each.

trainee. Type Ol\trainini and:its location wilflcso have

to be tabulated and grouped before these correlations can

be computed.

The,time spent with'a client at each staff-client

,contact should also be recorded so that labor costs per

client can be computed. Bye tabulating this data, along

With publicity and overhead Costs and correlating costs

with successful vs. non-successful clients,.some estimate

01 the outreach/recruitment program's.cost-effectiveness

can/`be made.

121
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2.05 SUMMARY.'..07 THE OUTREACH AND RECURITMENT MODEL \

A. Outreach ,

I B.

6

. attempt to.reach those in need of and *interested

in obtaining training by emphasizing CETA goals

in all outreach efforts

develop'arertising methods to "sell" training,,/

and work to the Indian community in ways com;

patible with chlture and value orientation

. - iii multi-seryice+ center-use central_intke proce-

0:

dure (as in Phoenix) with trained intake counselors

prepared.to determine eligibility,- potential

value o4 CETA/client to each other, make re5warals

to CETA or elsewhere

-4r/ continue to reach out'into, community through use

of Indian-based communication chahnels and through

nonIndian'media.and press - use prepared packet
. .

of PR ideas

Orientation
, -

have available a "

presentation.o4:

d' well-prepared

what CETA has to offer to participants

i what CETA erects from participants'

(including attitudes, behaviar,_and will-

ingness to keep the ,program informed of

work-related Progress during post-training-

and 'after placement..)

1 2
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develop self=instructional programs to cover,

topics such as:

the role of dress and grooming

getting and holding a job or succeeding

in a training program and haw to do it

the need for punctuality and dependability

how to = conduct one's,self during, an interview

how to keep personal records and,how to use

them in filling out applications for jabs Qr
4

schools

- C. .Recruitmen 4Selection

recruit in terms of a plan-

conduct. client 'assessments

to determine whicth applicants can best

benefit from what. the program can offer

using ES, private consultants, or trained

in-house personnel

use prepared mat -64[01s to introduce clients

to real. chOices-'in the world of work (to

.help in cllipnt,self-Telection) as in SeattIO.
P.-co

if an applicant is'seleCted

counsel

prepare an employability plan

explain to client why he was selected

123
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if an applicant is4'hot, selected

Counsel

explain Why
,

refer for job placement in interit:

employment if placed, on waiting list

assist to apply to other training opportOities

ml:e other appropriate referrals

D. Evaluate Outreach/Recrditment Program tolde.termine

degree of success in reaching goals spelled out in plan.

qualitative evaluation .

. how close to 'plan?

what discrepancies?

.why?

_what proble-5s encountered?

1

how might they be solved?

should plans be modified jn light of outcomes?

if so, how? .

referral sources bring in most

successful participants?

what is probability of successful

completionof different training programs?

es of training institutions?

s optimum duration of a training program?

f
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D. Evaluation Outreach /Recruitment'Program (Cont)

quantitative evaluation

whit are costs of outreal-and recruitment of
0

successful participants?

16of non-successful?,
.

of non-selected?

k

4

1 25
n
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TRAINING, MANPOWER AND SUPPORTIVE SERVICES

MODEL

The employment and training services provided through

a model Indian manpower program should be designed to

comprehensively meet the'employment needs of,unemployed,

underemployed and economically dis'advantaged or low

income Indians. The program mix of available activities,

classripom training (CT.) , on-the-job training (OJT) ,

work experience (WE), public.service%empIoyment (PSE)

should result from:

1. an objective detailed analysis of the demand for

and supply of labor in-the labor market'area and

2. an assessment of the operational capability of

the prime sponsor and the potential subcontractors

(eg. Aniblic-schools, community based organizations,

private for profit business).

Regardless ofthe degree to which program activities are

operated internally or provided through subcontract, prime

sponsor sta f,must develop a.written_statement of work for

each majo program activity to ensure a sound,understanding

of each acclivity's operational framework.

e st<ements of work which follow'form,the,Cdncep-

tual basis fof theJdelrelopment and operation of a model.

Vs,

Indian employment and training center. It,:should be noted

that lenipth of, participation parameters should be established
c

126
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the work statements of all training activities to insure

a minimum level of training and reasonable cost per place-

ment. It is suggested' that all participants receive not

less than two (2) months of training and services. Alt

clients in classroom training and on-the-job training should

receive not more than twelve 2,) months of 'training and

services unless there are extraordinary local labor market

conditions which require longer periods of participation.

All participants in full-term work experience' activity

should receive not more than six (6) months of services.

Public Service employment should not have a specific

limitation,.however, every effort should be made to transi7

tion participants to unsubsidized jobs as local labor market

conditions permit.

3.01. CLASSROOM TRAINING (CT)

This program activity includes any training,that is
t

conducted in an institutional setting and that is des'igned

to provide individuals with occupational skills and

education which will enable them to secure and retain-

meaningful employment, Wherever possible, this activity.

should be .in free oi low cost public sthoolls, adult_ schools,

vocational-tech schools, community colleges, stills centers,

.
-

proprietary schools, or community based organizations.

Occupational skill training should be designed only

for occupations'in which 'skill shortages exist or for which

127
nac
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there is a reasonable expectation of employment with

adequate growth potential. Education include; general

educational development, adult ba c education and English

as a Second Language. All education and training. should -be

employment related. However, where Gtr); ABE, or ESL are

prov'ided without specific job training, consideration

should be given --to eliminating stipend 9-.

If administered through subcontract, operations

should only by authorized toprovide education and skill

training within specified areas and time limits. ,

To assist the subcontracors, the prime sponsot may

want to Allocate space'for'tutoridl assistance at the CETA

Center where trainees can come together to study, talk, and

provide one another with needed peer support.

Classroom training oper:iors should be required to:

-o Procure Bureau of Schools Approval recommendation

for the traininvfunded.

Provide teaching staff who have experience and/or

certification in the appropriate classroom

`teaching activities.

Administer diagnostic placement tests.

Aubmit a curriculum for each course in writing,

including learning objectives and daily time

schedule, for approval of 'the prime sponsor.

Submit a plan for each participant service activity.
4.
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0

o . Provide learning activities needed to achieve the

. goal of each client's employability plan, includ-

ing' individualized attention fin- students who

experience problems in mastering the material.

Maintain records on client performance, progress;

and attendance, and prepare a written monthly

/evaluation of Anent performance anci progress
S'

a

toward-his-tqx her employment goal to be discussed

with the client.

% Provide for the health and safety of staff and

clients ill all faCirities.
1 4

Provide facilities which'are adequate to'facilitate

achievement of learning objectives.

Provide the prime sponsor required follow-up reports.

fora three mAlth.period.

3.02 ON- THE -JOB TRAINING (OJT) .

The purpose of On-the-Job Training (OJT) is to provide

training conduEted in a work environment which is designed

to enable individuals to learn and;. qualify for a

particular occupation through demonstration and practice:.

OJT may be conducted with either private or public employers.
. '

OJt positions should be developed with the interests

and goals specified in participant employability plans.

Al. OJT contracts should be submitted for prior approv'al

to the Indian Prime Sponsor. OJT participants should not,

I
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at the time of application, possess the skills cdvered

in the training outline of the 6Jr.icontract- Each'

participant should rfceive a copy "of the applicable train-

ing,outline and job description prior to the start of .

training and should be advised of the contracted starting

and ending wage." Eveiv effort should be made to place

two (2)-or more participants at an.OJT site to provide

peer support at work. In each case, the training.must be

conducted on a Mire first, train later" basis. Partici-

pants are considered to be regular employees of the OJT
1'

4

employer as soon as they start work and should receive the'
. '

same rights and blnefits.as all other employees. <,Dayments

to profit=makins players are -limited to .reimbursement

for the costs.of recruiting, training, and supportive
0,7

services which are over and -above those normally provided

by illeemployer. , DireC'csubsidizetion of wages for clients'
. -

is not an allowable cost?for private, profit-making

employers. Wage subsidiation is permilsible,with.non-

profit employers, but is not retirea.

The operator (whether prime sponapr,or subcontractor)

is responsible for Maintaining appropriate records on the

perforMance, progress, and attendanCe for each client in

OJT. Additionally, all OJT operators ;lust ensure that

employers fulfill the following conditions' prior to placing

a client inan OJT position:

4

1 30
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**4

a

*Pr

Sign a confraci,w

r

(aI ) an outlined j descriptionof the OJT .

position; uni n agreeteA must be obtained

if IMOOJt position(s) is covered by a

collective bargainting agreement;

.1b) ped'ification of the. Wage the client Mill
a

receive; .
(c) an outline of-the training to be provided to

the client-and the specific skills to be

obtained;

(d) a',commitment t,p4ompliote a writtep:.monAly.

progress evaluation of each participant which

shbuld be discussed- witeand signed by the

participant;'-

(WaSsurance that OJT,clients,will reci{e ,the
*

fringe benefits and promotional.
rtunities that are available to regular

.
. s

employees; and IP"*Z*1$ p . ,

. / . r-

(f) a 'ibmmitment by the employer to hire the'client'14
,

. , ,

. prior to training ind to retain thp client

. 'aftensuccessfalicompletion of the training
*`'''

pe*iod.' ?

pevelopskills in each OJT -position that have
. . .

transferability, t.e., the, client must gain a
ft

Okl 4hich.14i1i make him or heisemployableyttli,
$ ,..m

, .

4 1314 .
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another employer if necessary'.

., Ensure that no regular employees are displaced.

Ray at least $2.50 /hour or prevailing rate of pay

for per -sons employed_in similar occupations by

the sane employer whichever is higher.' WheneVer

possible a wage increase should be built into

the contract.t.,

Meet heak&and safety standards

Agree to refei ail clients terminated from sub-

sidized employment back to the ContractOiand to"

provide a'Written explanation' of the reasons for

termination and a' statement of the conditions

under which he/ would consider re-employi4_

.the client.
-.a 41b

;'Provide the prime sponsor with required follow- , .

r.
. 6.

up reports.for three (3) month peribd. * .
, .

.

:dt..03. WORK EXPERIENCE (.WE) .

P
k

*Work expepience is a short tqrm work assignment witk.

a public, or a krate:non-profit emplqqer; ' It isieesigned °

to enhance-the employability ,Of eligib.le.indiNiidualr:by.
4,...

. \

providing them with experielte on\a job, an.opportunity to

develop skills andigpod work habdts, OndlLn opportunity tp
,

.
p h I

develop specific occupational ibar5 throigh exposure to

various OccApitional areas. Work expedience :should be,

limited to a length ,of 26 Week's, inc odes the following:

.1032
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far clients who need tp

.adjust to a work-setting.

Shoit-term employment for clients whohave no

,dtfipite occupational goals and f9'Who'not' A

-train#Aor job opportunity' is immediately

available%
-

Short-term emploYment-while a definite occupational

goal and 'a training"or job opportunity is.being

developed.

individuals are those whohave either'never-

worked or who have not been.workikrrn the competitive

labor .market for-an(xtended period of time, new or

recent e4rahts-into tlislaborforce, and re-entrants into

. the'labor force. Program outcomes for work experiehce//

clients include return to school, enrollment in post-
, 6,4

,
secondary educat n,b.enlistment in the military services,

enrollment anpower training components, and Iob place-

mints, in the proportions specified in the prime sponsor's

.
-

Aerformance'standards.

! It'is suggested that work exiierience clients spend a.

. minima of 80.percent of fheii time-in an actual work

situation/ (Up to .20,percent of their time-may be .spent in

educationaldor other suppieinntary-activities.)- The Work

-.Experience bperator mus4 perform the following activities:
S.
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-41 Develop a work sitekfor each,client in a public

or private non-profit agency in which 4 definite/
A

skill or wort activity. is to be performed. (It is

'desi'rable that the skills developed by the client

during work exp-erience will have transferability

in meeting the*requirements of emplOyers

Preference should be given to,Tlacement in hard

funded non-profit organizations.)
4

.

svi
Develop a written agreement wth each work site

lagency which inc ies the fo:11pwilig:'

(a), a detailed jobdescripiifin,of.the wocrk

experience position;

(b) an agreement to Provide adequate supetvision

to the client and tp evaluate the clAnt's

performanPe monthly win writing;-

-(c) an agreement to:proloide the client with

supervision, facilities and space, at' no charge

to the Contactor;

(d)- assurance Aotat flit elientill be paid an

hourly wage a* lepstahe highest of $2.50/hour
4

or, the'prelihiPing wage for' similar employment
4

and skills;

!

(e) an-,,agreementyto refeimpac c nt who is
V

terminated tiy-the wo7ksite agency back to the

Contractor,and fo'provide a written statement

4
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of the reasons for,termination and the

conditions under which the agency would

consider accepting the clienAck.

Ensure that the work experience c4et does not

displace any regular employee.

Ensure that the work experience clitnt has adequate

supervision and that a written monthly evaluation

of -each client's work is prepaPed by th4 Super-

visor and discussed wil0h the client.

Ensure that employment conditions meet health

and-- s -afety standards.

Ensure that the work experience client-will receive

the same fringe benefits available to regular
...

eNoloyees of the Contractor.

.e. Maintain appropriate records on performance;
-

progress and attendanceof each clieRt in work

experience.

4 Provide orientation to all supervisors of work'

exprfience clients-concerning the objectives of

this,activity, and the procedures to be followed.
.

Submit alb, .work experience agreements for,prior

approval to. the prime sponsor.

3.04 SUPPORTIVE SERVICES
'5-

' supportive services should be-pToded to help parti-

cipants overcome personal or environmental handicaps which
. ..-', .

. -
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affect their abiriti to participate in the program and

limit their employability." They are an integral part of

any comprehensively administered employment and training'

program.

The need for supportive services should be determined

on a case by case basis as part of the ongoing process of

assessment and employability planning. Supportive services

are provided only when they are necessary to enable a client

to participate in the program or to obtain employment.

Whenever possible, the Indian prime sponsor should

Obtain supportive services without cost to their contract

thropgh coordination with and ref ral to appropriate _

community agencies. Reference bookl4ts listing such link-
.

age opportunities exist in most metropolitan areas. CETA

funded supportive services usually include child care,

physical examinations, emergency medical care, optical and,

dental-care and transportation. In providing-transporta-

S.tion assistance as a supportive service, Contradtors should:

Choose the most ecdnomically feasible method of

transpprtation, within the time constraints

involved,.

Provide assistance only with transportation needed

V) reach the training or employment site or the

location where 'services are provided,

1 JO
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'

Pl'ace as much responsibility as possible on the

participant to help the client assume responsi-

bility for getting to training or work on tilde.

- In providing' health care and medical suppo?tive

services, Contractors should:

Determine if assistance is available without

cost to the program :from local health services

agenvria.z)

Refer clients in need of assistance for major

medical Problems'related to employment to
ma'

Vocational Rehabilitation.

Ute CETA funds to pay.only for those services which
% .

are essential to obtain employment to participate

in The program, including emergency medical care,

. P optical care, and pre-employment physical. exams.

In. providing assistance with child care as a suppor-

tive service;-ContractOrs should:.

-Deyelop linkag6s with existing child care providers

(including daycare centers and family day care

homes).

Counel parents on the .need to develop stable

arrangements with care-takers in order 6 be able

to complete the program and obtain and retain
MW

, employment.

ti
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Help parent's explore,a1tern tivetypes of child .

care.

Provide direct financial assistance if-no other

source of-aid is available.

3.05 PUBLIC SERVICE EMPLOYMENT (PSE),

The Public Service' Employment (PSE) program is

-designed to provide unemploye d individuals with transitional

employment in jobs providing n-ded public services: This

porgram should not be confused with the work experience (WE)

component which is structured tO-deliver short term (riot

more than six*(6) month) work expos4e and raining to new

or recent -entrants to the labor market usually the most

severely dfsadvanta4ed in terms of work -'exposure and train-
,

ing.

Although PSE is a job creation programto assist the

general unemployed population, an Indian prime sponsor max-

emphasize creation of entry level positions. -Provision of

.related .trainin4g and manpower services may enhance success-

,/ ful transition to unsubsilized employment: Supportive

-training should be directed toward proviling participants

with ,(skills and knowledges which will ensure their upward -

mobility and career advancement. It may include such

:activities as counseling, GED, ABE, ESL or institutional

training such as specialized training coursesAtseminars

and workshoPs..t Eighty-five (85) percent of the funds in

.138
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these prOgrams'are fore direct employee salaries and fringe

benefits, with a maximum of fifteen (15) percent reserved

for administrative and supportivet4ining. PSE employees

must be treated the same as regular employees with the

exception of job tenure provision

3.0 SUMMARY OF THE TRAINING POWER AND SUPPORTIVE

This model is based on CETA's intent to help people

.become self-supporting in permanent, good-paying jobs.

It isialso predicated on the judgment that only 2

(CT and OJT) of the four CETA program categories are

genuine training programs - and should, therefore, bg

stressed in planning.

In this model:

CT is - primary

up to 2 yrs. CT should be allowed (as in

Buffalo) past the GED or high school diploma

GED, ABE, ESL should not be counted inICT

:slots - a separa4 category wits its own '

slots shoUld be_astabiished for them

only CT should warrant stipends

cEp, ABE, ESL should warrant minimum support

services and assistance in-.Obtaining interim

employment foi self- support (as in Portland)



t

oCT must be job-preparatory in field where

skill shortages exist in area
Ar.

applicant must show aptitude.fo'r job and for

'oratory CT prior to selection of assignmen4-

'CT, wherever possible, should be in free or

low-cost public schools, high schoo.ls, vac-
?

'tech schools, community colleges,' skills'

centers, etc.

rather than use proprietary schools to ease

problems related to the 'placing of instr

pfbvide assistance to schools to dev

individualized:, self -paced methods

ction:

p

prov ide space and -.5-is tance for study at ,

CETA center where trainees can come to,-

gethet to study, talk, provide eac'h other

with peer support.

OJT is both primary and secondary

i.e., it may be used as .a first placement

for individuals with prior training or

as- training subsequen't to CT, provided by

CETA,
4

assignment to OJT should be supported

by evidence of applicant's aptitude

every effort should be made to place 2

or more clients at an OJT, site to provide
.

1 40
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- peer Support at. work- .

t

,

e'

WE is secondary

should relate to prior training,

whetherETA-supported or not
(

may be used as ollow-on to CETA-

supported CT

preference should be given to:
,

placement in hard-funded

1

not-for-profit organizations

placement where saleable skills

can'be perfected and general job-

,.

readiness can-be enhanced,

placement where ability to work

, and livi in non-Indian world Will

>be developed

placement ,where people are'interestedintereste &.L

Id"

in and open about learning Indian ways

1..

and ibutions; where diversity is .

value

should not be used as an inexpensive .alternative

.
to hiring staff or using PSE slots

PSE. is related mainlyto unemployment

placement should be in area of work history
. ... N

.

or prior training

141
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e' if career change is contemp ated,

aptitude for.riew work should be

evaluated an&pnew career4shOuld be in

a'" skill shortage ield

placement should give preference to
. .

hard -funded"not-for-profit or government

agencies to maximize probability of

obt4iningpe-rmanent work at prevailing wage

rates

Counseling.

should be available throughout the

training. period

minimum once per week contact with

trainee and instructor or supervisor

on school or work sate

formal record Of site Visit should

evaluate progress/performance

o' desicribe problems, and

suggested solutions or actions'

obtain trainee's evaluation of

quality of instructtion qr training

10.

and of his /her learning,

be Counter-signed 'by_trainee,

instructor or supervisor, as well

as counselor
L

1 4 2-.
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Counseling records sAould

be tallied for use in planning future

'training programs'

be used as basis for .compiling counselorS'

activity reports

be included in data used ,by vpervisor to

perform job performancq evaluations'

o be filed in client's folder

111
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4.00 DEVELOPMENT AND PLACEMENT MODEL

'Job development is the process of locating.and

obtaining- `employment and ensuring job retent,ion forlall

program, participants either thro4A direct ob placement

(prior to ,intake) or after cOthpletion-of`the job training

phase of the program.

The model - Indian job development cotponent shOUld

combinelthree (3) basic approaches to achieve desired

employment objectives: //

1. job matching
cp,

2. institutionaf change through affirmatiVe,

action and

) 3, individualized job development.

Each of these techniques is more successful 4hen the jobe-,

development componentemp.hasi\zes the delivery of persona -'

lized services to meet a lic nt or participant goals and

objectives. For theclient enrolled in training, the job,

development staffS' active involVement in'the employ- ,

ability planning, process is essential.; it ensures realistic

preparation and placement of each program particaparit

according to abilities; interests and, employment goats. -
j.

The first ApproaA, job' matching, involves' deter-

mining an employer's needs and screening. applicant files

to locate` an individukl(s) who meets the e-mpleyer's

qualifications. The bpsic strategy is o relate to the

)
144
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r

needs oftHe employer; the task of the job developer is to
0 ' i

. . '
A . 1 Ai .

i, solicit jobs. This approach has a public relations benefit

41* a8 it..prpVide the program a degee of credibility with
i 1. C 0 -(

.---empioyers. ict 'this .is, a latively simple prOcess: tee
k

`large 'timber
-ofjobs wit.4!1pAram iS'algt'wtO ident

0
,

-..-; a. mininnit of staff involveinent.' .
11

.7 4- ...,

4.
the second approach, inglitutional change through. .

, -,... '
..

affirmative,action,-focuses on pers)4ding an employer to

modig lection processes or existing pub structures in
.

order tor. tyre Indians who -have been excluded from or 4under-

representellin the employer's work ftirce4 In some cases
.

. .this `involves a sophisticated analysis and restructuring
-.... .

of job; tasks and positions; in*most it includes identify-
.

Viking an obviosSitiscrimin ory.p ticeguch 'a` .the use ____.

, - -
.

-'4..C...4.14c'

.

, .

, . aft upval idated test that hashad'adyerse impact on
..

."
Islatire Americans% The essential strategy is designed to

- ,
t

%..

'help ,the emploj,er recognize the_benefits of nitlatingi

.

11

diandes. in the-recruitment-and examining, processes; programs.
,

sh6Uld use federal guidelines on affirmative action to make
4/Ae

their case. Emliloyers iE vioiation Of Title0ATII Civil

Right legi;latiOn may`-idgntifie through

4
...

eview of

contttct-compliaco'llports'or affirmatiy e action reports

of ,the EE0C/OrXEi).C.. .

.
,

.

,

41,45
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The final, approach,' inlividutlized job diovelopmeilt; 4.

involves seeking a positiOfi for a particdlar part pant A
.

a.'1
, in the r The basic strategy is to "sell" the

A ' 'x ,

individult to the employei throughdeveloping a jpb whith
,

.._
. .

.
.. , .. .

Ago maximizes the utilization of the indiiridual's skill and

potential. This technique centers on impleMenting the
. .

, . , s
,

. employability development'plan. The prOgram:s retention
.,------,, ",

. ,,
. . . ,*

t performance 3.s enhanced as individuals tend to remain ,on

jobs'-that dre,designed to meet individual interests .1-id

,
4\ abilities. ,

,'

TheSe',approaches arb often combined by the Job

Developer ip placing disadvantaged particiRanIVS: -

,

.
An example.of thiS combined' approach can_beseen'in

the. case of the employer who wants to hi?e a machinist.

Th-proiram job developer knows a company that` needs to
s

ve,more Indians. He advises the employer he will,trar ti)
A

fipd a Native American machinist but that this will be

ifficult ecause lew have been trained in this field. He

Suggests that the-employer take steps to avert this,problem

/in the future by hiring a CETA..participant to work as a
.

protluction machine operator With the m chiniit; with train-
,

-

ing,..thrs ilidi4dual will soon qualify for promotion to the

position of machinist and the employer will be closer to
s

meeting his affirmative actin goals%

,



4

In Imillemehting the combined approaches onjob

f. development, the model Ind'i4h manpower center should'.

. follow two. (2) Gajor proces'ses:

1. 'Planning and Organizing,

2. Implemtntion.

.

/

4,01 PLANNING '& ORGANIZING

\Succes-sfuT job'development requires careful planning.

ilis,planning-should include statisticaf analysis of the

labor market to idemtify general.trends a8 lows: economicT

celvditions and industrial development information, demo-
.

graphic statistics, labor for data,' distribution of local

employment by industry and occupation, labor supply/demand

br occupation, prevailing.:wages, ,available supportive

services.and local transportation facilities. Spedific

data Should include: current lo'dal job,apenings, employer

recruitment profiLbs. (from Et0C -or FEPC),. identificatli&
, .:

r . .

'of(OmPloyers affirmatively recruiting Native Ameridans,
.. '

,

lab" union vis-a=vis Indiahs, identification Of 'occupa-

tions requiring liCenseS, certificates, permits and

credentials and formal vocational training and apprenti
.)

,

)°6.

.. .

ship ,requirements.
.

)
,- .-

After.analyzing the labor market, it is essential that

a careful review of coneracluaI ibalsjs.made.in order to

successfully plan job development attivies. The folloVing
)

,otitlihel.d few items' that sh.uld be rc4ewed and understold

147
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by all job developerS.: statements 'of work 'Wh identify
ft

-quantitative and qualitative goals, significant segment

plan which helps indicate job development approaches,

prograp budtets-,which indicate component staffing, an
Nivoft

OJT,' Work Experience'guidelines.

4.02 IMPLEMENTATION DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES

The proCess:of jot development implementtition should
fl

,

involve the following specific steps:.

4.02.1 PREPARATION PRIOR. TO EMPLOYER CONTACT

a. Prepare a,schedule of visits which will. reduce
,

transportation time.

(11,. Review prepared-presentation. Items to

include at-a minimum.

Program History and Deyel4pment

Role'of-Indian Cnter in `employment and

training2programs.

Program's Capabilities

4, *Benefits to ail7p tloyer and the Participan

Affirmative Action Benefi 4

c." Review Information on Employer, inctpding;

Hiring Potential 0

, Importance of that,-emplOer -within the

industry

....A0thodS of RecrUltment

148
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Prior involvement. with the Proirat,includ-
,

ing otter p4ime sponsors in the area - 0

-Entry leal.rectuirementi

History ofHiring Practices
4.

4.02.2, TYPES OF CONTACTS--__:,

,:a Promotion and Telephone Contact
- ,

This is a nonpersonalized contact method.

f

it is suitable for:

'peveloping the job matching techniques

Contacting large nuTia. of employers to*

verify hirinvplans

Supplementing employer.visits

Verifying lace nt status

b. Mass Mailings
I

This is the least' expensive method for pro'

motional contacts.' It is suitable for':

Mass industry coverage promoting employ-

Tent for aVai101e job ready participants

,-'r those nearing the, end' of training

:1-nforming.selected employers or unions of

is

the prOgratis services

Inviting a number of,employers'iO'our the

r.

facilitiesor arranging tours 'of

-firms for participants e

1

1
-ow

4,
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I.

o. Employer Visits

This is the most appropriate method for:
. .

Establ4hing and maintaining working

relationships with employefs

Explaining how program services-can be

beneficial\;4 the employer

Developing training opportuCties,within

the company;-ar discussing the possibility

of an OJT contract

402.3'' EMPLOYER INTERVIEWS

The initial contact is the point where releVant

fatts.ana pertinent information is exchanged. The employer
. .

will.,have confidence in the Job Developer'when approached

in a professional and knowledgeable manne. This :should

be a "get acquainted" session which includes: : ,

Introduction to the program, 'identifying the. .

history of the progrim and its role as a CETA

Manpower deliverer..

%-,
Discussion of areas pertinent to the ertoloyer's

industry and problem areas and explanation of

how utilization of the program services can be

beneficial.

Discussion of previoui success stoiies of the

p

program

1



a

(

Assurance to) the employer thatthe employment

services provided by'tfie program' are On a no-fee

'basis

'Discussion of the importance of the one-to-one

relationship toward placement qnd applicant

*scieening.

Arrangements for another appointment with-the,

employer and other`inVolved member's of his, staff

to go into more depth can developing a mutually

. behefitial-aSsociation 4 4

4.03 DEVELOPMENT OF A WRITTEN OPERATIONAL PLAN,-

- . A strategic plan of iMplementation shadqd be. required

by the contract. It .should cover:

Staff assignments

Work-activities and schedule

Coordination with other components

Minimum performance requirements

-Reporting and- recording procedures

Job development activity priorities

Internal monitoring procedures

'4.04 CQODINATION*WITH OTHER COMPONENTS

To implement an effective Job Placement effort,

coordination with other pfegram components is critical.

The following are areas where close cummunication and

participation are required:
.

W4
R ''
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No,

o, AdmiMstration .

(a) Assist in the development of plans and

ponitoririg of component's

(b) Assist in the development ofPolicies and

procedures which allow job --development to
t =

'-haye input into all program components

(c) Coordinate attendance at various business,

government, labor and community conferences.

Intake' Component

Y

(a) Assist in the development of selection V

criteria

(b) Establish proced/res for job development

iripur in filal selection of participants

Counseling and Training Components
. .

(a) Establish procedures to evaluate and review

participant progress

(b)- Insure that participant't desires and

abilities coinsicfe, with their employa4liq

plan

(c) Assist in establishing employability levels

(d) Establish case conference procedures and case -.

load plannin 'schedules to allow job developers

at -least three weeks lead time prior, to the end
r

of training.

1'
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4

(e) Assist in evelopment'OrTertinent curri-

cullim and employer requirements for use in

employability services- orientation'

DEVELOPMENT OF TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES'

-a: Work Experience Programs

The process to identify potential public and

community -based agencies is essentially the

same as for private-for-profit employers.

The follpwing outline major paints to con.

sider when establishing criteria for selecting-

\.agenCies and, work sites:

Agency 4

What is the potential Of retaining the

participant following training?

Why is the agency interested in having CETA

participants (e.g., to provide community ''"'d

sercice or to supplant their operating
.

costs?)

How/many other agencies provide the same

or similar service? (This is important

in assessing transferability of skills and

experience for participants.)

o What is the capability of the admiriistratioh

and training staff?

153
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-Worksite

Dots the worksite provide fox relevant

work experience or skills that are

transferrable to full-timiltemployMent?

Whai do the job duties involv and are

' they relevant to the participant's
-

Employability Plan?

What is the :trainipg capability of the

4. . supervisor? .

What are the working conditioW

b. .03T Programs
1

t

The process for developing OJT contacts can

be divided' into two (2) phases: 1) Evaluation

of OJT Potential and 2) Contract development

1. Evaluation of OJT Potential

o What type of OJT training progTaR

would be most effective for-the employer?

Are, there enough- job ready'applicants'

to fill his needs?

Aie there other training programs

available which tAn provide the employer

with trainedppeOple?.

Does the employer have an internal

training program? (If so, inform the

employer of the progrdm's availability

154
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Nay a .pre-screening and recruitment

.source.i

, What is the quality of the training

program?

Would an OJT contract beeconomitally

feasible and how would the Indian Prime

Sponsor rate the type of training proposed?

What is the job potential? The,advance-
,

ment potential? The working conditions?

The retention potential?

What is he job mobility potential?

What marketable skills will be learned?

What will the wages and fringe benefits

be over a period of time (12 months or

more?)

\What are the hiring trends fo/i.the

Ai industry?

How reasonable are propOsed extraordinary

costs?

2.'Contract Development

Explain contracted obligations of the

employer

Explairi 0J1 contract and guidelines ii

de -tail
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Explain the "hire first,' train later,

principle" in OJT

Point out'the benefits of the CETA

training program, such as lower

recruitment and training cost, mee ting

(at least iii part), Affirmative Action

Goals, promoting the welfare of the

community, and enhancing the image of

the employer in the community

Explain and discuss polities and pro-
.

cedures for amending or extending OJT

'contracts

DeteTmine pay rates and raises for

participants

. DiscusS the fins tial reimburseMent and

supportive services'to be provided by

the program to the employbr under the

contract

4.06 SUMMARY OF. JOB DEV*PMENT 'AND PLACEMENT MODEL

Job Development

no less-than 3 weeks prior to-completion of

training, counslbr.should:

I

Meet 'with trainee-to review intake-

assessment data



'474p

c 4,

re-assess client interests and job

preferences

review client's' capabilities, strong

points and weak areas from tounseling

recotds

with client, select lst'and 2nd choice-

job preference -

Begin Job Development Process

(follow Portland model)

chleck employment respurces
,

(e.g., employer file, classified ads'

Yellow Pages, directories, employment

service job bank, Government Vendors

and contractors, Advisory Board members.)

select job- and employer

contact top executive, describe client.,.

competencies and interest in job

get appointment for job interview'

familiarize client with employer

Case files, contact reports, 15rLhures)

send client to pre-arranged interview
.

wi,th introduction card IP

Some caveats:

no client shoUld be Ant to a job _unless

.

,.it_isknoia that he/she can perform-



competently or the client's limitation-s

have been clearly told to the employer

-false claims Aould, &ever be made about

a:,person's job capabiliiie5. _

Develop WE or OJT placements for clients not
*

- job-ready at completion of CT,(e.g; right'oUt

oaf welding school.)

, Construct and maintain an employer file con raining:

prior job orders, who was sent, degret of

"success" of prior placement (in terms of
.0

employee and employer satisfaction, pay in-

creases, promotion, etc.)

_ brochures arid other descriptive information on

,employer (e.g. location, working conditions,

special requiTements)

4o. dgta filed by job categories x-indexea to em-.

ej ployer name

Provide continuing placement services for

trainees to promote follow-up contacts and

provide data on:

job changes .

upward mobility

pay rates

job satisfiction

reasons for leaving

I
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.
.

,o Use-tabulated, analyzed, and interpreted finding

0in planning process andL! problems - solving

PrOVide direct placement services by ritgotiApng

,.

yithImployment service to outpostta trained -

V

4'

emplOyment counselor at the TA center (as in
.t

Seattle) ..

- Provide direct placement for:
*

nonrCETA, job-ready Indians and tdaskai
. 4

natives', ,
4 . . '4 Or
-%CETA clients or _their Spouses, needing

.

jobs to.suplibr. emselyes during training

Other Native Akerican students or youth

,

_needing temporary, part-time joba.,:,'
,

,.4k!

A .;
s,

S.00' FOLLOW - UP MODEL-

*Ind program prpram revision and prograM

, improvement'all,depend on' obtaining. information

on progiam outcomes. .
.

.

Lt a- well-known fact that viten individuals area
4

trying harcitoaccompl so ething and are p4tting a

- great dealraig effort ,into .1 'they are likely to fbel-7

that it is stI ccessful. Indeed, a person's estimate of- ,

r.

a program's success- will vary direCtly with the apount
,

of work, he puts ',into it.
.

Rut,the psychologicalconviction arid. reality may

A10.
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f
44fferl In orderfor.sitcere, hardrworking peopl

irmake realistic estimates of l'prograh's. success, tey
* . :

Must devise ways of getting around their feelings and

3

46:
) .

get down to hard` facts. If they fail to find objettive 4

' '
* *'' . .,

ways 'of measuring outcomes, they are likely to continue

4intel)eAdently with' their way pf doing-things even though

f does not.'freally'bying about the reSults
0

they are

t ring so. hard to.achieve.
.41

-

FolloW-up</sechniqtiesare ways of getting objective

evidence about the outcomes 610' CETA program.4

To some extent the quarterly Teport,required by
* ,

DOL guides the callect'ion of information about htilW

the.project:is reaching -Its targets. :Ao good deal of

this information relates to members orclients, workers,

their allocation to different elements pfthe crogram,:-

..14c1 the dollfflYs spent on getting them th re. Information
a

on admissionS, successful and unsuccessful terminations
e

also appears on the' ciblrterly..zepo4t.

-.A program's plan should have clear statements.of,'

goals in each of the above areas go that the quarterly
.1,

1 report can be used as' the base- for determenihg'how close .,
- ,

.\.
.....-

,

-to or far away from target a piltrath is oppratinik 411

This informallion is
.
essential for the panagemeht --

1/4

of the program as a whole.

160-' 1.66
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Management-can bethought of as a gyroscope; t

.

trying &o.find ways of keeping a program from veering

too Much'form its objectives,- not letting it get too

' far behind ol:too far ahOad

While falling behind gdals is easily recogilized,as

,failure, it is'often hard to help p)lople realize why
7

exceedinggoaIs may also be harmful. Usually it has.

to do with costs, A program only has a'limited amou

.of money to work with. If too -much of It is going into

one aspect, there ilay'not be enough to fake care of

the other.aspects Of the, total program.

' .If all',asActs, can be ac complished or exceeded

, at th same cost,, its' allto the good, but it should J
.

be fotked'at josk as carefully when goals ale "topped"
._. 4.-

as rhen they are fiotoacilieved sb that the full implications.
).. .:

. ' for the total program cam be gauged. *

A
-,

..ib

POI-low-11p can be approached in other wayS, to
. .

oserve managemnt as a.means.pf keepin, each element
. .: . ,,

within Ole prOgram headed fdr,its OWR goals.

The main program elemtnts to 8e followed .up are,:

I

1) :dutreath & Recruitment

2) Training programs
.

, . p.

3) Placement programs'
.

gr

;-'

nad
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5.01 FOLLOW UP OF:OUTREACiAND RECRUITMENT '
. . .

The follow n up procets for.oUtreach.and,recruit-
.

merit
.

begins, with-kqeping track of reeferral sources.
_ .

' _These should be nole4,On the application form. The
.., .

,

.

simpfeiguestion "How' aid yoU heaabout the program ?"

):
6.1

a , .

is likel/ to elicit the answer needed.
4

Tabulate referraa sources according to Pre-

, arranged categories,- some' of the categories of referral .

. _

. .
.

-sources might be: . ..

word-ofmouth /
C'

welfare office

iteL

.. e employment service;, . .
.

.

0 generaI media (TV,radio2, preis)

'Indian organizational media (posters, bylletin
--

board, announcements; newsletters, etc.)

Develop a ratii1 scale to determine the relat ive

success of an applicant in a training program and in a
.

job. Correlate.referral sources to degree of. success.
.

k:

in either of the above. Reyiew these carreliOns
N' f

botkA pymatitatively and qualitatively to determine the,
, , , .

. sources bringing in the best (i:e. most successful)

applicants 'n terms of the program' goals. (Discuss

*ways of e phasizing outreach to thesesourc6S while

- keeping costs reasonable.-

162
168
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5.02 FOLLOW UP OF TRAIMINdo.PROGRAMS

In the modeljETA training, program, before a site

is 'selected ,fore training purpbsis, it will be calrefully.

igiestigated. -
.

,

v_..._
if the site is %

ficichsodl-or:training.institution it
.

:,'1'

,
,----

will be, valuated:for\its cost and terms of Payment, ,

c
4.

I' the dura ion 4instrukiior forba particular course, :the

size of Ciwsses, the lityof plantand ,training
.

II-

t'l facilities, the quality and type. of 'instruction, .the

proirisions for Individualizing. instruction, the Selection
0

dproceures used,,.the placement other services offserviVred,
. - - --.i ,- ,

iisvtrack record" and its, reputation in the field and
,.

,

with employers. in tte*Aerea-i-kit eApp,ares -with other"
1. . ,,

,

.
. traThing tstitutionJoin the area offering the same or

. , 3
,

.. P

similar'cairses of instruction. ,

.
.

Records orthis initial investigatiOn §,hou14 be \,
..,

AV

.kept on file -_dated -'dnd updated whenev r visiting .

4., ' 'i''
, %7,,trainees who are .placed. in the' facility. It, is, equally-

.
,

important, t6 leep inftial 'investigat4ons i'ecordsf0.:sitqs
3 «

. -is

rejected foVr training,$with clear statements of why the -

fel_

facility was rejected to forestall
-

their
.

use by n ew .
1 ,

, -0-

'counselor's, without further investigation. A "Vacility
,

.

r,

_File" containing this information, grouped according,to-

the type of training institution, should be kept availahl

1 6 3
1.69
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',to'all counselors at the CETA center: 'booseleaf note-
u

books or card files fin' be kept. No instittition should
.

.
, fbe selected.as a.training site on'the-basis of an ill- -.

- ,

;
ill vestigativeleporrthat has'nOt been updated for a year

I

,

or more. ReinveStigation_ is,in order Vgfore traintng.
, _
.. .

. ,contracts
,

are negotiated.' .
-

:,...It is
.

best to design a. form to guide the invest -.

igatidn and to-insure the completeness of hiss repdrt.
,

At the' time the dour4lor visits the trainee at

the site,#the instructor'should also'be interviewed.

Once every three min the chief l (principal,,(princpal,,
.

-

etc.) of the facility shou :, e seen or taled to ori
L

the telepholte to check on the aerations qf'adminira-
, r

tive financial, and-other institutional links between

the CETA prograi and the training facility.

An interview with the instructor and/or supevisor
/

at the WE or OAT site should detkrmine for the coupselor,f
1 *.

whether tale instructoretees the learner's pefformance

as satisfa ory,'what, if any, problems exist, whether
A

any help, is needed from the-counselor,to resolve emotioni1,2
*".

behavioral, of learning difficulties, what!the learner's

,*strong points are'and the instructors estimate of the

s

earner's probble success in the progwl and eventual

level.of achievement in a future job4.

Again,.a form designed for the purpose ill assist ..4"
,.' ,

,
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.

the.counselqr-in obtaining and recording all information

,needed: All interviewsshould be dated, the name of ,Tho

the:interviewee recorded': the site's name and address-
,

recorded.

reformation shouldialsobe obtained from the
,

raihee. Any problems he is encounterini\should be

. discussed and a plan for working out the problems

.should be arrived at. 1-iis degree_of satisfactibn with'
i

,..

hile* ..

fuction (is estimate of its strong and weak.
7,...

pofn ) should be determined. Any change in his at-

ititudes, .goals,. performance, and satisfaction should be

Voted.

pefore filingiis information in the client's

folder it should be_tYanscribet onto data analys'is sheets. '

pon termination of the client '(either positively- or

.

negatiVely), data analysis 'sheets should be, checked for

completendss.. Data' from the anallySis sheets on each

(client shou then be correlated and semi-annually or

annually (p for to planning for the-nAt grant applic-

ation) the nalysis should, be performed tomdetermine

cbirelatio tween clieht'.Characteristics, his satis-

faction.(or lack of it)(and his learning elated problems7

should be correlaterViith the type of training he ve-
.,4

.deived, thelqua'fiiyof instructicp, training methods,
)

and whatever other -characteristics of the trafnint

..ihstitutioms,.:which are regarded as sighificaht..,

.L.-

,4

t.
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When follow up visits reveal _pyoblems ,either

with the individual trainee or withthe. training in-
.

stitutaon for which the counselor cannot find a read

resolution, it should be brought up for discussion at

weekly case-conferences staff meetings. Recommendations

eMetging from these meetings or the counselor's _indi-

viaual recommendations for problem resolutions'should

also be recorded and included in Subsequent'evaluations

and in data analysis.

5.03 -PLACEMENT.FOLLOW-UP

Similar principles apply to follow-up of place-
.

ments made by the CETA program.

-.CETA guidelines require*;60, and 90 day follow-

ups. A 180 day follow -up 'is also_ recommended.

It is.recognized that the transiency and migratory

)-iabits of the Indian populAion make 611ov-up extremely

dif?icult. Nevertheless, the.rate at which clientstre-

tain their' job after placement and.the.levels

vancehteni in their wark, that they acheive are the

"bottom line" as far as measuring the CETA program's

success is concerned.

The GETA,.soal,is helping Pridividuals achieve

#.'
economic'stability and independence through

.

unsubsittized

employment. Therefore, cdntinping tb work (if.the war.
gesultsfrom,XETA training) and *creasing one's 'earning.

.-
.

oapkcity,are the best andMost logical measures of the

I.
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program's success.

Therefore, every effort must be expended to

keep track Of-and follow-up on former clients at the

intervals specified by DOL.

Efforts to do placement follow-up should begin at

the time an individual is accepted into the program.

At that time, he should be asked-to sign an agreement to

keep the CETA center informed of his wheveabouts for

at least six months after he has completed his training

and has gone to work. A few post-cards with the center's°

address and a stamp affixed to it should be given to the

individual for subsequent use.

Names of relatives_with Whom he has lived or with

whom he keeps in, contact, his driver's license number,

his reservation and, tribal affiliation (and those of

his spouse) should be, obtained during the intake pro-
,

'cedure,. aria checked, again during training and at time-

ol placement.

Plqoepent follow-up is best done at the work sitN1

The client should be,asked about his pay, chances of

promqtions, satisfaction level with his job, his feelings

abOut therelevance of his training to the job he-holds;

,',differences .in' his life style or standard of living

since- he has been working, and other ways in which his

job, may have altered his life.

1 67-173
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The clients' supervisor should also be interviewed,
4e

primarily to obtain his rating of.,the clients' job

performance. '.If the client is no longer at a work site

and has not left a notice of his whereabouts, the

supervisor should be asked for information on why the

client has left the job.. Did he leave for a better job?
AP

More money'? Was he f' red? Why? What,OLany, problems

were encountered with the clients?

Again, this information is best obtained through

the use ofa properly designed form and should be trans-

posed:to data analysis sheets befOre being filed in the

client's fnlder.

Analysis of the data should include retention

rates of job placements by sex, age, job categbry, 'pay

scale, Televsnce of tifining, and client's job -satis'.-

Retention rates of training should also be analyzed

by sex, age-group, type of,traini'ng assigned, relation-

ship of training to intake/assessment findings.

5.04 INTERPRETATION AND USE OF THE DATA

It must always -be kept in mind that the Purpose

of data collectio and analysis is to inform managemept

and staff of better ways to serve theirIndian Clients_.

Blame OD recriminations are totally, opt of place.

The point. is. to view the project's performance and,to

168
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see what the problems are --- (what hhs been successful

and what has failed) I-- in the program.

Successful aspects of the'program need to be

identified so taht they can be continued. 'If certain

characteristics appear. to increase the chances that a

client will complete the program successfully, it may

be important to look for these characteristics in the

assessment and selection process. If, on the other hand,

certain client characteristics appear to be associated

with failure, a decision needs to be made as to whether

such clients should be afcepted in the uture. If the _

decision is yes, then serious efforts must be put forth

to modify -the program sothat it is more likely to work,

with this type of client. .

Follow-up is in other words, not only a way of

geeing the effects of what.the,program has done )brut

it becomes the basis for planning and decision-making

with regard to the program's futute.

Because of its critical importance to program--

evaluation and planning, recording'and analysis 'zit

follow-up activities should be' the responsibility of

ark individual with some background in scientific methods,'"

data collection, data analysis andintervetation..

Aided by a clerk, this individual could accept

overall responsibility 'for. maintainance of records and

a
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4,

for maintaining the Ma,nagement Intormatian Sy8tem,

The j ob is a responsible one. Iri addition to

providing management with inTetmation on overall oper-

ations and the functioning the individual component'"

of the total program, this individual could also collect,

analyze and provi..pre to management data on indiVidual

staff member's work perforliance that would be of great

value in performing periodic..employee evaluations.

While gathering the progr-ammatic data from in-

.,

formation supplied by counseling and job development

,staff, data on Staff activities could also be extracted.

Such information as number of paYticipants,

e-

interviews

(

.r

con4Ucted, number of.site visits made, c 4ferences,

participations, case load and type carried, etc. E'buldo ,

all be fed into the employee's records. 7-

.

Such information would -prove useful: arrivingrriving
--- ,

at appropriate work - levels and performance eXpectations.
,

.

Once done, it would serve-a-8 a means of determi-n -ing how
. _

many man-hours are.needed-by t he program to carry out

41 all of its'planned funtions.' (t would also serve as a

'basis from w ich tp gauge the effective/1gs; of individual

employees in an objective manner.
-

5.05 SUMMARY OF THE FOLLOW UP MODEL

Do on-going assessments of:

outreach and. recruitment

fraining prograMs,,including OJT

rc-

170.
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N,

a plicemgnt

Outreach and Recruitment

record referral sources on .application form

tabulate:

Al. number of-xofcrra s .per- source

-ddployment of recruits frgm varying,sources

'o correlate referral sources to:

rates of successful completions octraining

tenure and rise in jobs

determine most produCAve referral sources

to empha4ize in
.

t
t

oureach program

'Training progr4follow-up--

record and tabulate:

rio- quality, of inst?uction

4

type of training

J.

;

type of school/job'
,

. ..

.o '-duration of Training, 441'

- . gE .
training methods used

problems encountered (how solved, if

unsolved, 'why?)

correlate t6:,

so trainee satisfaction

retOtiokdioP-out ratest

assistance cost
.

outcomes
11.1 -

177- naci
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.Placement follow-up .

. 0
*i' should be done 30, 60:90, 180 days after

....,_

- -placement - in person -: on-sA-
.. ''

_ . .

obtain client's agreement to notify CETA
.

, of any change of addressor job 3 give

Client stamped, addressed card for this
.-

purpose send -ngw tardlikch time no-
.

ti-fication of change is received

. 'infOrmatida obtained on follow -up visit
IV * ,

,should include:
.

.

.

client-upplied dilformation on job .

,

-0
,,satisfaCtion

% supervisor-supplied,infortationan why-'
,i , ., --__,-s

why not on job, if gone? mobility?
,

Up? pay-increase? evaluation of client's ,

job performance, statement of-problems,'
.

if any .

. _

summary of follow-up visit should bd.
.. . , .

signed breclient, 'supervisor, coalmselor
.

. ..

. 'Determine implications of follow-up data for
.

program -planning
.

o analysis of data shOuld include:-

o retention rates of job placements
\

.- .by sex, agt group, job categorir,
t

).

pay scale, rerevande of training.

.

. .

, ...4 . nazi

,

.

.
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41,

V

/

" .ir #

retervi6h.rates of training by 'sex;
. 4

, age group, type of training relation -.
. 1. ,

Ship to inta:keiassetsmerietiliaryt& ,,)

1k

In t erPT ta tA9h Of Data . ' ..,
-,

i . should be in -a proAem.. solving cont ext

0

. .
, cshould!--identilify, sit cesses; problems, failures ',

' e shout ;qixpliire reasons 'fOr successes,
. *, problems; failures .

,.
.

...14
.$0.,

.
:

.
.

-

o o ula
,
e at ives Itnd-opti o ns toy,

,

.

.
maintain success,.solve problems, reduced

,

. .

IC.
. .. ',o.failtires.. ce

.._. .

4

Decisit .-Making 7.

De .stie on a;ternatiir.es tca be implemented

and OutcomeS'welcifeCtC
I.

0 .

Implement deaiSions lo.
.. . . :

41.

Track oL4 tcomes as oufliried..-49ve).

prior . a' 41,..,

:'s Compare with prior results ;o determine...
l . -14

..% # *

1
V

.., I relative 'isu.ccpss or failure, ,

.. . I. , -i. t .
,. A..:' i. fClomptstre with expected outcomes to detemine

fj . if - .

e. ,, # .,

sLiipaiity,- if apy 4

, 40 '0 - ir, .
6 -

.51...'f result; exceed pr' outcomes, or .ectlial
,., . fir "v ,

them -For if: resits. meet or exceed expectations,, .
il

contipue. in "saml:Vein 00, ., ,.. .. , -- . , , , 7i,
_ ,. ., 1

. . .- .
A If -res'ulti are. apposite direction., ?epeat

..r . '
process ..z1

,.

,

4,
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PARTIV .

p PROPOSED PLAN.P,OR_ PHASi II .
.,. ") .

. -
Ili

! k 4
4 ,

.1DThAt Comprenetics.staff which willrinclude behavioralists,
" 1 -. m7 1 i

programmers, producer, writert, artists, .and other technical

Oopie.w411 be -involved in4Phase II.

The, basic plig,on the development of Phase II, is as _foll.ows:

. d. The content-material will be derived from the-

11.

e

inJkvidual reports, filed with respect.to each center

the summary Teport and the recommendations that, come.
. fMt

out .of thimeeting.. The .target, populations:will be

,outlined at this final meeting. By thisow' mean the

group of individuals intended to be educated or trained,

by the four films to be.produced.. We will agree

their learning behavior pattern's and identify those, for

whom the instruction must be designed and established
it
. ,

.
with Nhat the, learners no know withreqspectto subject..

2:fltomprenetics prograltmers and media specialisg will
. ,.

.define the need to-kfow,Jilpas. They will, segment the

.materials into small portions which can be handled
-

and, logiea.2.iy teilienoed.4,,

. 3' The programmers 2Winstr6cfional specialists will'

devtlop over -all goals,- objectilies'and subjectives

Air
for eaoh alotd to know area

.186
.174
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4! Comprenetics instructional media people.and psych--".
, .

ologists, woricing with NACP, will develop behavioral

.' objectives and write them in a polished behavioral

format.' It dill also prepare for'each objectiVe and
,

sub-objective 4 precise test of questions kr; which.,

when asked correctly,` proves that the objective or' "

'sub-objective has been attained (criteria test).
,

The purpose of this type of criteria test is ,to.

measure,,precisely the heivement,of the objectives

of instru4ion"contained. in the proposed films.

After completion and approved satisfactory

objectives,. aur media staff, psychologists and producer

will work with the writer whoWill develop a highly,0

motivating dynamic, creative and entertaining script.
--

which embodies all of -the objectives prepared in the

pre0016s iteps: (However; they : wild be quite careful.

not to violate the educational objectiVes.)

The sCript'will be prepared in draft treatments and

, the 'first draft of eah script will be submitted to
. v

., Is

DOL for approval.
.

6. Once the script is approved, plete staryboard

.. 'based upon such approved scripf will be prepared. in

order_ o provide all parties a visual un rstanding

-of the ;script. 16

1lb
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7. Upon.completion of a satisfactory scripta nd story
, ,

board;,produCer, working with the writers, will

commence principal Photography -of each of the films. _,

8. After completion of principal photography,.a rough

unedited tut will be made of each 'program. This

rough unedited cut will be submitted to DOL for

their review and approval.

9. After approval, the'rough cut af the film will then

be Used for validation testing on a group of pros-
r

pective learners (field testing). The purpose of."
1

fhe testing is to determine whether or not the learners

will be able,to learn what is set forth.in'the criteria

motivated?tests. Will they be. motivated? 'Will hey be able

to learn the. principles required to have them,perfarm
.

at the desired Alrel of proficiency? The inforMation

Obtained .from the tbsting will Indicate: whether or

.. ,

not revisiaft or modification is' required' and where it _

II,"
.is."reqiiired:

. . .
.

If any revisions are required in order to accoinp ish
.. -

' ?earning objectives,' eve will-then make such revis ons
i, ,

..--

in the film-prior to c'ompletivn,_
, _ .. .

,copies of alltest results will:be made available'for Oture

Use and evaluation of validations.

ti
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r.

Upon Compi%tion, of the. revision's 'and modification's. .. ..
, -

indicated by the 'testing-,. ox if -not' so indicated, the final..
. ,

,
71

' -.

,

/ ...),1,

Copy of the work Prints -df each film Will be liverva

DOI.,',for review,. ,Updn,,Apptoval,, the films i11. then be_ 'nal:.
. . .1 i - _

ized and titleS placed thereon, 0 ,

-A Time Task Schedulefor Phase II is attached as figure 3

0

A

0

.,,

. 1

1/4

0

\

- . .
14 a11

a

0
la

I

A

.1W

4

0

i
e

2

I
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TASKS

1. BULX

2 . PREP A.RE BI/ IAA' I ORAL OBJECT IVES 4 FILMS

3. PREPARE (DN'il oun 4 FILMS

J-

4. 11 FILM SCRIPTS
4 . 1st DRAIT "ovrftrika 1 & RECRUITMENT
4 . 1st DRAFT ,IRA I N I NG , MANPOWER &*

SUPPORTIVE, SERVICES
,, 1 3. Is t *DRAFT, "JOB DEVF-LOPIITNT &

. . PLACEMENPY
4 . 4 . 1st . DRAFT POETA HP
4 . 5 .- CONDUCT SCRIPT WI-liv CONFTRENC ES

4 ITEMS
. SECOND DRAFT SCRIPTS1

, 1:.0Noticr h MAI, SCRIPT RD/ I 1.11S
. IXt FINAL SCRIPT REVISIONS 9

4 :9 . TYPE. SCRIPTS, FZE ',Roar!: & SUBMIT

TIME TASK SCIA Ift,F

FERRI/A-2Y

PREPARE ,S IORYB(IARD.

6 . DO F I L`4, Pi PROM ICU ON TASKS

6 . 1 . PROIM; ION AS.S I Sit ANTS 1,

6..Z. P RI PROT )(LT ION FROCEI eiRES
( SCR I PT BREAKDOWN, SLLF.CT LOC,AI ION
f. STAGE, BU I 1.11SETS , HIRE DIRECTOR, '.
'CREW, (AS-L- OBTAIN PERMITS, ETC.

7. PRODUAION ACTIVITIES
, 1 : SHOGT "OUTREACH & RICRUITHRTr"

7:2 . SHOOT - "RAI N I NG , MANPOWF.R

SUPPORTIVE SI RV I CF.S"
7.3. SHOJI "JOB DEVELOPMENT &
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4This article is about manpower devel4ment andprogram in'provement%
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4.A.C.I. / COMPRENETICS ZNTERyIEW pine

FOR DDL CONTRACT NO.. 20-51-57-53

, 4

Date oetnterview

..
Jab Title of Interviewee4

Site ,of Intervlew

Interviewer

I. BACXCROUND INFORMATION -4.

A. Oemogra*hic Data

1. Total population in iervic areal.

2. Total' Indian/ 4.A.:popula on in area.

S. What is geographical bution of

1/N.Apopulaaio0 in service. area?

3.

b.) t not available

fotS. census eap attached, locate center

not available

Characteristics of I/1A, population 4. a) 4a1as - Females

in service area. b) Age under 16

22-10 , 11.4S

46-6S

c. Tribes represented.

15-21

over 6S

S. Other minority group; as I of S. Blacks I Spanish sur!iime

total population. Asian I Other (specify)

6. Source of above Bata. 6. 1970,consus, other ceagul

dace other ( specify)

7.-What are problems of gathefing 7.

accurate demographic data

' on I/NcA. population area?

BA Local Icanaaic Data.
z4.

ia)What are aajor local industries
ti., I.a)

and other typas of employment?.

b)ifhii,t are Major occupations Cn

the area? '

,b)6

It

a



2. How many I/ 4.A. are employed 11

the service area'

3. What,' if any. are typical lobs.:

in which I/NAs are employed? ".

How zany I/NAs are employed in

the,service area'

S. What is potential manpower

pool rn I/NA population'

6. How many I74A a're actively

seelang .ork in the afIra?

7. If there is a discrepancy

between 3 and 6 above, what

// causes' tt7

. .

3. What Is the number or rate

of unemploYmenc in UNA population'

9. what Is the offIclal number or rate

of unemployment .n the general

population'

2: Total

Women

3.

Men

s ,, 4

O. Total

Wien

S. Total

Women

6. Total

Women

7.

Ll

3. Total

women

9. Total

women

4en

' 4e4

Mee

4en

Youth

4en

Youth'

10 What is. the ofigictalnumber or fate 10. Slicks Spanish Wrname

of unemployed :a other minority groups' Asian Other !specify) aiL.
'IL.. What is average income of employed 11. Men Women

individuals the area?

12. Aromas income of I/NAI 12. Men WOmen
x13. /Average income of ocher minorities''' 13. 31ack Spanish surname

6 Asian

14. That Is :oral number of I /'A 14,

Other

_lowIncome families' V
IS. Are thlreogny skill. shortages in 1S.

%the area? What are they'

r, 16.. Ara 'any types of workers in

oversupply' which "
A

/

17. Describe any other economic factors

AA the area that 'you regatd as

significant.

C'.;General I formation on P7104 Sponsor.,

1. Wher.d d Center first begin4 1.

16.

Mont

None

2. Whity.s the current funding period for' T.
i

CETA ac tyities'

002,



A

1)

3. Contrac't'number under which the. 3.

Center is funded.

a. what is the funding level' 4.

5. How large is the total staff. 1 5. C
4.-?;15. List staff positions 6.

1. a) What is the total participant

enrAlmenegoal?
4

b) In what areas'

.1. What delivery componeits.are 5. a) outreach and recruitment-

p

I

7. a) I

b)

offered?

3 b) assessment, testing, selecting.

c) job development and placement,

d) follow-Up and support services

4., How 1s staff related to delivery 2.

-e component'

4)
. 10. Any comments oa ?rime Sponsor? 10.

11. Any comments on staffing?

11 ,

N

II. ADMCNISTRATION AND 4ANAGEYENT

A. PIAMAini.

1: What are the peFformaice goals of the projedt? 1. 4o. of clients to be served

CT
C

O,
200 0
JT" PS!

03 Other CipecIfy)

,



a

2. what are.the

Fitortties?

p

5

o3ect's specific obpeciives' 2.

.

Level of placement

Follow-up goals

I

3. Who is involved in the planning process'

_t, When does planning occur'

S. How does planning take place'

3. Advisory Board Body of Directors

Director 0 Clients :11,

"Others (speify)' 7-1

..

. .

S. Meetings writtent reports

,Statistitenother (Specify) .

6. How do you think planning-

should be conducted?.

6.

Organisation

-I
1. How does this organization

relate to *COL? Specify problems

if any.

I.

1.

2 What is the structure of the
org anizatioelk

' -

Z. organftatioi.chart attached

E organizition chart not availobl

description'
W .

4

.

1

. 10



3: How ire line and staff ,unctions

. -coordinated' Ale

IP

3. cop; f Pride Sponsor staff

attached

description
Or

4. What training and experience do staff

have to perform the work!

4. Shown on attached staff listing.

Descriptidn

1

5. Whit is the flow of authority and

responsibility'

.
_

!

6. Does organizational chart reflect current rel- 6. [p Yes I: Yo (compare existing

ationship of staff functions? structure with organizational chart)
_

. '
,

I
/

a,

1" 4

7. Are there'w overlapping functional Ye; ,(Explain why)

A. In what ways do you believe

the organization could be improved?

)

8.

cal

C. §taffinz

1. How are eaployee recruited? 1.

ti

202'
005

r



-6-

2. Arr there written selection > 2. U No Li Yes

standards: What are they?

I

r 10

4
A

3. Are. there formalized procedures for S. Eliring :1=1 No E:-.1Yes

hiring,-discipliningAnd firing

staff? WHat are they?

Disciplining : u lo Yes )(1

of .
's4.:

)
i

Firing 1..r-L,..1 No 7 yes

4. Describe the Center's staff, give

title and brief de4cription of 'how

job relates to the I/NA Community

4. u Staff list attached

Description

I

= / I

S. Do job descriptiorp exist?

6. Do job descriptions adequately

Olcribt functions and responsibilities?

7 Describe ways descriptions and

functions differ.

S. Wo'.1::Yes, attached.

1
6.D No Elfes

7

6, Are CE TA Center staff members' job performance

eeklusted? *

8.77 No 7Yes

How often?

How?

t

203 oo's ft

S.

A



ar a

t

0. what dg employee ,filemrcantain?

rt,

- i-,/;, .

employment applaation
r -0 \,,...

.
- -..), letter of appointment

, ...-

.

. '" 0 job destripton
.

4

r..-
t.

. 'veferonce
,
9.hecks 0

t-s.

.2

. 4 t: feripcatton of previous eupliyment
14 4 .,

.
and salary '''

.

.
r

_

ClauthoAtation far' par incriaas .
'

e
*)

v.
1

. or, promo tpns ,fi
t;

0 other (stecify)

10. Ideilly, what kthd pf staff is needed? 10.' -.
11 .*

11. What should be the proportion of staff'to

17. What kinof additional clfint

inforiation would.bahelpful,

-.

clients? 11.

11/

,

V,

.

.

.

.

.i
,D. Control .

.--A .6 ........
1. Plow does manigesent.manitor and

1. 2Eviluation fdri attached

evaluate program performanFe internally? nther

1
ti

2. Areotrsonnel evaluations discussed with thi

employees?

2.0

Other, (tPecify) '

4
.

3. Is there a procedure that specifies how, when and by who" 3. Yes ft)

mislays' evaluations are to be performed?. 7 Copy of procedure attached

U Other comatnts

4. Is this sethod of ;orilgrol t.C] Yeses No
' effective? Why?

*-1

S.. )(talc do you thihk would be an ideal

2 o 0).07

ti



I

control method? t -5.

ti

E. Ilaylementation
' A

.

.

A

1. Has (have) definitive program!)- ,Yes E Yo If not, 'why?

been estabblished?

a

,.

a

2. Have definite' time frames been

established for achteving program
r

objectives?

4,''

2.Z. Yes Give desal,ls

Explain

3. Are all program components in S.0 Yes lo Explalr.t

effect?

1 4

4. How could program impletsentatfon ,
be improved!

6

F. Direction

1. WHat are the polScies' and Olocedurts 1.

of the contractor?

ill

P,

2. Do staff have possession of policies and-
.

procedures?

3. Which policem ind procedures work

Most effectively tq promote the

project's objectives? Exptaim how

they do so.

2 .-E3 Yes n

aCopy of procedure manual attached

3.

l00 Goo



44 What polioieraftdAor procedures
.

are idpmdiments to achieving

the objectives? .

explain or they 'do sol

ai

4,

C

What' policies and/or procedures-.

do you think could improve

staff performance?

' S.

SO.

.

6.S What policies and/or procedures do you r6.

think could most help to lmiscovq4he project's

effectiveness in achieving goals?

G. Policy Joards

1. List names, addresses and brief 1.0 attached C not available,

descriptions of the responsibilities Explain

of each menbmr of.the board of

Directors.

2. What ale the major functions of 4 2.

the' Board of Director/4

3. Now often does the board of
v.

Directors. meet?

4. How does the board of Directors

operate?

3, weekly( monthly

4uarterly LJ other (specify)

1

4. pas a general body

Othrough committees (specify)

other (specify)

2 ,0 6 0 0 2

4



9

1U -

S. How does the Board of Directors

evaluate and monitor the program's

peilormance?

t7
6%What kind of reports does tell

Board ofDirectois initiate oY'

receive from management?

6.

at

7. What functions do you think

the Board of Directors should

perform that it does not now

parlor:a?

-7.

B. IA what way(s) other than the ways. O.

it now operates do you think th,

B of D should operate? Explain.

9. What is the role of the B of D's

Chairpors>jo

9. A

110,

14. Who controls the .B of 0? 10.

11. Has "boardianship" and grogram OYSiUltiOn 11. "LI Yes 172No Explain

training been provided to 3 of D

asabers?

12. Has it been requested)-

13. How were B of D members selected?

12. 1-11, E No

13,



I

14. Whoa do 3 of D members represeniV
14.

414

t-

r 1SAan yoa suggest a better way to
-Yes

I select B of D members?

'16. That groups, if any, not now

represented on the 3 of D should-
.

be represented/

16.

`;.In List dames, addresses, affilia
'

tions and brief dscription of

each member of theAdvisory Board

I/E.attached Lj no,t availab14,explain

13. What is the structure and function

of the AdvisOry Board?

13.

MP

19: How often does the Advisory

Board meet?

20 Does the A-3 significantly influence

local program options? A

P

19. weekly 0 monthly

bi-monthly O quarterly

0 other (specify)

Z0. Tes0 How

21. Does the A-3 submit reports to the ,21. Yes Li Describe
...

3 of Dt
'

c22. w are AIt members selected?
22.

1

r.23. Can you suggest a better f 23. YO Describi

selection methddt

ti

9 0 8 . 0 1 1



24. Are there any industries or

groups , not now represented

which should be represented?

-12-

24. Yes; Describe

H.' Fiscal Management

1. How do dollar e

C

to client flo'w?

nditures relate

.4

2. What'is the breakdown of dollar '2. 8y program: .

expenditares? A.
OutreachAcruicatmt

4

Job Development and Placement

Training : OJT

WI

CT

PS1.

Follow-up and support services

By Category

Adaintstrative

Staff Salaries

Direct to Mint

Employers/ Contractors

Other (specify)

3. What probleu are related to 3..

fund allocations?

4. What if any levels of under-

expenditure exist for spedific

prOgraa activities?

S. What are the-reascns underexpenditures occur S.

in these areas?

2 (1 9 012



III OPERATIONAL SYSTEMS.

A. Outreach, Recruitment, Assessment

and Selection.

1. How many staff 'members are asitsned

to Outreach Recruitment?

2. Do stag people perform others

'functions?

1. 4

No0Yes Describe

-13-

1. What specific progralt,have been 3.11] Radi-o, spots E:1T.Y. spots

,d!signed to reach potential clients? Posteis El-8rochure:0 Notices

0 Newspaper adspArCcles

in local press (specify)

I'S

,

0 'soaker:let community organization meetings (specify)

Pother (specify)

4. What other methods or programs. 4.
_

hare been used to reach potential clients?

tkt-

. Which, if any, method Or

medium has been most effective?

S.

p.

6.4. What community agencies are used

for outreachirecruitmentt

652 WeSire office0employment

service
Or',

health facilities

14;4041 IT44PC othlt cmcify)

7. Which, if any, of these agencies has been most

helpful?,

I. How are community agencies

and:organizasfons informed a out

training opportuniaies?

7.

9. How ate agency staff aember 9.

enlisted in the recruitment of

potential clients?



10. Do different methods of

recruitment bring in different

types of clients?
I

-14-

10. NoC:1Yes Explain what kinds are

brought in by which'aethod.

11. Which method brings in themost

r trainable and placetble applicakts?'

12. What statistical 'or other data have

been developed to measure

effectiveness of different recruit - 1

lent methods?

12.

13. What major problems 'ate encountered 13.

in outreach/recruitment efforts?-

14. How are theie problemo solved!

IS. What are the most positive.aspects of outreach IS.

recruitment as performed by the

Prise Sponsor?

/.. New could the Pfime Sponsor perform

these functions more effeCtively?

14.

4 I

17. What percentage of clients

referr'd are enrolled'.

. 11. Why are others turnea,away?

17.

IS.

19. How much time(on the average) 19.

elapses between referral

and enrollment?

20. Why does this las ocakr?

20..2:1(11 4 e.



*

Z1.What are the criteria for enrollment? 21. r log forms attached

Clog formsiunavailable

_

22. Is there an orientation program for YeZ:No.

new enrollees'

23.Whmt topics are inauded 4n the outline attached23. E]
orientation program? Is content :.-.: C:loutline unavailable

. I I
designed-to achieve specific objectives? Program objectives: r

r

I

Proiiam content

24.

23.

26.

27.

21.

29.

30,

31.

Who conducts the orientation program?

What is the backpound ind training

of a responsible staff person?

24.

23. 4r,

How long is the orientation program?

Describe enrollee's participation is

the program..

How is enrollees achievement of prienta

tiott program objectivol.dstermined?

'0

.26.

27.

28.

4t-

Who does the initial asseSsmeC?

What is 'orsoli(s)* background and

training?

29.

30.

at information is collected during 31. Forms attached

assessment?
e

t

C:1 Forms unavailable

Description:

015
212

4



32. Describe assessment tools.

-16-

32. literacy tests, type
t,

GAZB 1

Work sampling,describe

0 other (specify)

I
Who approves

r
testing? dive 33.

background tad training,

r
6

34. Who condudts training? Give 34

bacVround and training,

a

3S. Are test results reviewed with

the clients?
P

IS. Yes; Sy whoa?

4 No; Why not?

r

36; what results are -provided to the

enrollee?

,36.;

S.

37 Are tests used prior to referral .t,

to lasis Educatiot.ESlaor.GED? 37. lamiC Ed: No:: Yes,

name of test

ESL: 10 El Yes

nano of test

GED N° Ores/1

1. Training and istoloyient Services.
t

1. what coupons:us arm *pirating in

the delivItry systea of the

Prime Spohior,-

,name of test,
4wItt

1.0cr WE 0 OJT

C:3PSE othor (specify)

Z. What is the 'Program air in
2. CT: S.

dollars and percentage texas? WE: S.

OJT S

PEE 4S'

/-
other S

t.

t

(specify)

Si

'1
016,
213



90

/ 3. Who operates the delivery of

training and employment services?

17-

3.0 CETA Center exclusively

7.1 S._
, cETA Center partially, List hem

Subcontractors; List programs

subcontracted

-o

A.How many CETA staff members are doing training?'

Give their background and training.

Describe types of training being gtveh on-site by S.
- t

Staff and number of trainees receiving each e.

,O. If subcontractors ire- used. dothey

deliver all of a program actiVItILT____

6.0 YisCNo What segments are

delivered?

7.'If only segments Ore delivered,

hOW is coordination achieved?

7.

S. Who negotiates contracts for

training- activities? Give

background and training.

9. How are contracts approved? 9:

10. How are contracts monitored? 10.

11. Do contracts iiilude line item budgeting'

12. Do contracts specify time

and duration of training?

13. Do contracts -sped ....I

.11 No Yes

12. a) Time: E Yes 1 J 11 No

11,1 durationC Yes No

13. a) number of enrollees L..lestj No

() 1 7 iMount and type of supplies

-214. rives ri NO



-18-
,

c. amount and types of books

Yes, Qlo

' d. amount and type df tools

Yes L..J No

e. amount and type oninifdrms

Yes No
f. other (specify)'

14. How are available training epportunicies_

. in the community assessed?

14.

it are training programs related

to labor market activities?

IS.

16. How are training programs related

to activities of other local CETA

Prime Sponsors.

q

1

16.

17. Are these potential occupations 17. 1:3 ThiC1 So

particularly suited to the career If yes, describe

objectives of Indians?

4

,18. Are enrollees assigned to training 18. C:IYes; Hod

components on the basis of employability

plans?

Ci No. How is assignment made?



.

4

F.

. 0

19; Does clienWhave opporturu.ty to self-select any 19. a) ABE:E:1 Yes; E:3 No ,

of these training opportnities? b) 6.51:0 Yes; I:: No
r

c) GED: Yesk ;lo

d) OJT (general) En Yes; [:] No

e) OJT (specific) Yes; NoNo

a Yoe Ed (gen11)0 Yes; n No

g) Vcc. Ed (spec.) Yet; C:-.1 No

N) WE (general) Yes; No

Id) WE (specific) El Yes; C7.1 No

i) P Igo' 0 Yes; O
PSE (spec.) Yes; 446

1) Other ,(specify)

20. Describe ABE available in the community

that is available to participants

20. a) class sip

, b) classroom; vocationally oriented'

c) hours per week

dY year-round classee0 Yes; C: No

e) open entry/exit? El Yes; E: No

if no, that are restrictioni?

f) how many,enrollees?

g) how many successfully complete?

h) criteria for success

i) follow -up procedures

21. Describe ESL available 21.a),claSs site

b) c:T classroom; c:3 vocationally oriented

c) hours per,week

d) year rd'. nd? C:] Yes; C:: No

e) open entry/erit? c:3 Yes; E:3 No

if no. What are restrictions? ,

f) how many enrollees?

Q) hca) many successfully complete?

h) criteria fir success

lr

i) follow-Zip procedures

01:9
216:

14

*me
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12. Fill in chart for vocational 'education
programs presently beingittended by participants.

J

.
,

'VocAsilonhi... onocA-Tto...)

NPIQADIGZAIM

.

?''
1

'4'.
AP'

- V

CI

640

1"oJ0

`e 43. CI

4 N

'''"

If

/
D,

42'

4 .
1J1

f

Gr/
o 44.61

C.4.4.44,4 eNTS

t
..

N1J.. .

0 .

---- ,

. . i

. ..- .

.

r- .
.. .

.

.
.

.

. .

.

,,-

r. r

i

. .

. .

4

.

I

,

:
.

.

.

.

. ,

.

.

.

,

. 1 .

23. Which is (are) the most succestful vocational

' education program4s)?

or

23.

1*

41

24. what aril the criteria for success?
24.

No,



I

Se

.

. A
21. Describit OJT 'programploy filling In the fol/owing chart."

v..

, -21-

.- op
.

TfOIV OF C.T7 7401rIAJI -mia-

4

N

..

.

4- Pr\PSe Cr
si , r+ I i

. G .,t1haw 1 ...1 6
,d Jj

7 01 1 1 .:, °- o&e, 9 443.S I4

'' V14' a" 0 r d 410 r A° .2. 314. 513

fT,0
6.

C.4 IA 44 CUTS

..,

.

-
i

I .

. 0

. .
o

'.-
_,.

I -

-.

. . 4

. a

.. ..
.

.

i .
, .

i . .

V
4,

r

/
. ,

. . .

4.

I

%. I.
.

.

1'
r

Pft

Pi.

.

.
.

-%. N-

.

.

.

. , 1
.,-

26. who develops OJT programs? Div,* backgrokand

and training.

p

4

26.

27. Wcw,,many staff rankers are involved in OJT

development? What-per cant of their time?

2$. Describe content of OJT contracts.

27.

2$. U copy of OJT cont=act attained

no dont:sot available; explain

021218
a,

41

.



or

, .

29. What v. the criteria of success in OJT? -

i.
-

- .

-22-

30. What per cent of enrollees complete

- OJT successfully? .

51: Describe liaison procedures betwekt CM Ceiter -31, J-

and the OJT site.
i

30.

ti

52, How many nii;MeMberrOrk,1, liaison with 32. 41(/1

the OJT site? .hat per cent of their time?

33. What is average cost Of OJT per client?: 35.

54. Describe WE programs by filling in the following chart.

4

$

P4 06 adq-A4

A

e-kic-i ;..q

tl° ,

P

1.1

A

P-.

,o

0

1J

41175 .
orr--0 mS

21°

0
1

Jr

0.4 A4 ON WI'S

.

. .

h .
11

, . .
. .

.
..

. /

. ' 4.
.

.

/

.

1,
. .

.
,

,.. 0 .

.
.

.

*If
'ill

7
.

., .

/ . , .
4

a

.

. , ..
.

.
.

.-

.

.

-

.41

.

l

.

It

I %

\
.

.

.

.

e,

,

.1.
.

. .

.



.1

35. Do enrollees in wE have definite wait

41
.

.

assignments?
.

L

35' C:-.1 Yes; No

,if not, why?

- '213-

a

36. What Joe skills are developed in WE , 36.

37. What are criteria for succes m WE? 37.

38. Are any CETA Center staff on WE assigpmentS?

39. Describe ?SE br filling in the following chart.

4

38. Yes; How many?

.3-08 /P0,20e rt04-41 /4-Gen<
.

612
xr.1°.)

CO 1
.. ni

".
f ,,,"/ 4E11

A
.

, 5I ,

,c,

pn 4 I

af
r.

0

PI t

.

Co xi 1.1 a-NJ rl

. . -

. .

.
_

w
( ..-

.

. .

.

.

-
,

, . .

. r-

. .

.

.

_

.

,

. .

a

,

. .

.
...,

.

ft
. -

.

. -

.

.

-

.

. /114

. .

40. What'is int relationship of.Lnemployment

In the area to PSI?.

Or?

4

-S

023220

.4.
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.

.. . -24- .

41. Ass ani CETA Center staff- on PSE? 41. [7.1 Yes; How marry?

Describe jobs

42. Are PSE job performanie.evaluatioreg *

121 Nov,

,42. 0 Yes; Evaluation forms attached
don.:-

(:2 No, Explain

43. Whp performs Pt job evaluations?
41.

44. How-frequently are PEE job performance 44. weekly; Omonthly; b.-monthly
evaluations dons?

semi-annually; 0 ,annually;

0 other (specify)

45. What per cent of PEE slots are,filled by people 45.

recommended by the Public Service Agency served?

C. Job Development and Placement.

1. How many job developers ire on staff? 1.

4

2. Do they perpre other functions as well? 2. El Yes; No; If yei, describe and

indicate per cent time spent on thee

3. List .methdds used to *lop 'jobs,. 3..

4. Does the Center have an on-goyig relationship

wide the listed agencies? What is the

quality of their assistance?

5. Doeethe Center make use of the Employment_

Service Jai

4 Agency Yes :So E. Gd Fi, Pr

State tmploym

Title 1 Primer

Local C of'C

Local NAB i
.

'Employers
I .. I 1

Us, Hoyt

No. *re!. I
.

'6.'llst five (55 leading lib placement, agencies
r 6. Yes Na -

6 'in the cosnaktlty and indicate whether Center .- .

Y°IC:1 Na
.7 N. )uses their services. -

,

4. r:] Yes No
..

1 - --

(7.1 YesCIN°I .
,

.C:2 14°0 No
7. In general, what car if any, do Ate agenda 7.

provide,for theiNative American/Indian consmicyo? ,,

'Jo

ist

0 24 221 .



Is

8. /11 general, how would-you diaracterite the 8. 4xcellent Goad E: Fair E:: Poor

service these agencies giveto Indians? C] Other, explain

9. Ohat'progTams or methods, JAany, have improved

the services of these agencies to.Indians?

9.

10. HOW does the Center keep itself advised of 44. 10.

current )pb openings?

U. Hew, does the tenter keep itself advised of U.

possible futarajob openings?

12. Does the Center have a regliter of Indian 12. c] Yes; 0 Ncq, If yes, number

employers in its service area? Had many.are there? If no, why not?

4.*

13. How many Indian clients have been placed with 13. a) Total placements

Indian employers?- b) t of all placements
An

14. Does the Center have a register of other employers 14.- C] Yes; No

In the service area?

IS. How meny employers are fegistered?

16. What are their size Characteristics?

17. What industries are respreWated?

15.
ft. ,

16. t with- over 100 employees

1 with 2S - 100 - employees

t with under 25 employees

17.

13. To date, what have been the five rostCaemonly-

used methods to develop Jobs

13.

_

0

19. which method has been the most successful? 19.

20. How many and what types of jobs have been 20. C: No

developed to dote? fi

111. How does the Center match available identikid

cccispationswith inkerrsts/ahilities of

eligible .clients?

5,

21. r.

1 025
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22. What are the most positive aspects of job

development as practiced by the Center?

22.

23. What are the major prbblems faced by the Center

in its job development efforts?

23.

-24. Hc4,do you think these problvs could be solved? '24.

2S, what kind of information, derived from job

development, is most helpful' in the preparation-

of the Center's annual plan?

25,

26. What Aditionaliniormaticn from job development

would most belAlanming?

26.

27. Hod Ls affirmative action activity used in job

divelopment

' 2i.

ZS. le it successfod? _ 28:
.

ri
.

yesv
L.J

r",NO. If no, wiTY net?

29. What other =ors would most significant', 29.

itiimprove the ter's job development activities?
.

D. Follow -ths (see also AttacbmentII)

I. What client records are kept sad what information C--] client record form attached

dothry =tile r client record form nop available

Clothier (specify)

2. Hod long are client records retained?

3. tier are client record, used for iat4ering

follow -up Informationl- -,

2. ,

3.

4, ildwo performs the follow -up functions?



z

S. What are basic qualifications of followup staff?

r
-27-

S.

6. Any special follow-up form developed?

7. How long, and at whit intervals is a client

followed?

3. Does follow-up include a visit to the work -site?

9. Does follow-up Include a visit to the home

10. rare other personal visits made?

/

6. 0Yes; [jAttached; No

7. Q 90 dSys; 6 months; 1 year

longer (specify) At intervalsof

every renthly;week. c3

8.

quarterly

o (specify

9. Yes; Ogo
10. Yes, describe

U. is the retention rate examined?

12. Are retention rates compared across prqgram

activities ? R froe.best to poorest,.
4

Assign No. 1 to.best, No. 2 to nembest, etc.

13. Are programs,compared in term of salary

increases earned by trainees after placement?

Rank frail best to poorest. sane as above

14. Are programs compared in terms of client

satisfaction with training? With job,placeseent?

Rank frais bead to poorest, as above.

11. Are program, compared in terms of percentiv of

clients who complete successfully? ficw do they

compare? Rank from best to worst, as above.

14. What other follow-up-methods are used?

CINo

11. 0 Yes ;

12. 0Yes;
_ . Cr orr PSE WE

other (specify)

13. Yes; No

Cr , OJT PEE wE

Other (specify)

14. a) Training: Yes; No

b) Yes ; No.
C) Satisfaction with training:

cr CUT PEE WE

Other (51w-1M

d) Satisfaction with Placement: fill in best

first,,,next second, poorest, last.

l.S. ( Yes; 0No
Cr CtIT PEE WE

Other (specify)

16.

17. Hew are foUcW-up data eralyted and evaluated? 17.

;)4

p

5 027 2 24
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18. Is a follow:up repbrt available?

-28-

18. Yes ; Attathed; Ei No;

If no, why?

19. What follow-up method gives the most

significant operatiOnal information? Explain.

20. What follow -up information is most helpful

to the Canter for its annual plats4rand

budgeting? How is the information used?

20.

21. What additional foliar-up information, noenow ' 21.

obtained, would be most helpful for planning' Why?

22. what is the greateit Impediment to getting good

follow-up data is your Center?,

22.

23. How could this impediment be overcome? 23.

Alm

24. What follow-up imiicator(s) do you believe ' 24.

would bestrefuct on the Center's success? --

.225 028
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ATTACHMENT II PARTICIPANT QUEST/WAIRE

'Location Date

1. What is your present training assignment 1. training completed

2. what skills are you learning,or

did you learn?

2.

_

3. Whaf was (or u) the most helpful part of the

training program for you? why'
3.

4. If you have completed your training, are you

working at a lob you were trained for'

4. 1 Yes; No; Other (opect-At)

S. When did you_ start your training? 'S.

5. when did you (or when do you expect to) 6.

completa your training' weeks: months

7. what /roe of :riming program are (or were) 4E, OST; ?SE,

you :a? i CED; A,SEW, Other (specif

3. Did your traLiLmg -elate directly to your

own occupational Choice or goal?

9. Did you'like and envoy your training program?

;Sle your mining what you expected it to be?

11.`What will happen (did happen) when your

complete(d) your Training?

S. Yes; . So, if no, idny was it chosen?

9. , Yes; No

IQ. 7 Yes; No, if not how did It differ?

12. Have you ever been enrolled in any c*.er CETA

trairuzgPrograte

13. Have you ever been enrolled ,in any other

manpower training program ??

Which of the following support services have you

received or are you receiving now?

12.
--I

Y ifh d .Yes sPecy when an dhat ant ,__. . .

*Se

13. 'Yes, specify which and why you. are CETA

now

1 Mo.

14.' r trampOtion; child care;

counseling; medical tare;
ww4.4

none; other (specify)

IS. How 'did you learn about the program? 15.

16. What, if anything, do you think could be done

to make ?ore Indians aware of the program?

16.

226
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y9_,.

to' oin the program?

18. Did the eenter assist you_in obtaining 18. -"Yes; No

employment'

19. Is (or was) the employment related to the

training you received through CFA?

19. , Yes; r-". No

zp. La it the type of employment you wanted? expected? 20. '(.5;

21. If you 'had a chance to do any kind of cork you 21.
A

wanted, what would you choose for youiself?

22. How often does' the Cancer get good jobs for

its clients?

22. ! Very often; Scematimes;

7 &Dubai; Never

23. How would.youirate the job the Center is Sig Excellent; Cooed; Fair;

in developing lobs for Indiani Layour area? ." Poor

24. What do ;you think that- the Center could do

to improve job opportunities Apr Indians?

24.

4# 25. Nes the Center*helpei you be sore successful . 25. ,Yes; ' No

in finding joos for yourself withouthelp.

from.othars?

If yes, hoe did they io this*?

26. Have you any other citessants or feelings about

the Center that you'd liixa to express?

I.

4
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